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Dissertation Abstract
Diplomatic Aesthetics: Globalization and Contemporary Native Art
Mark James Watson

This dissertation examines contemporary Native American art after postmodernism. It
argues that this art can best be understood as an agent within the global indigenous rights
movement. Employing an object-based methodology, it shows that three particularly important
works by the artists Jimmie Durham, James Luna, and Alan Michelson recover histories and
strategies of Native cultural diplomacy as a means of challenging cultural erasure and political
domination. I suggest this can be understood as a Native rights version of what Hal Foster calls
the “archival impulse” in contemporary art after postmodernism. Diplomatic in effect, this
Native art engages international viewers in an argument about justice, challenging a largely nonnative audience to recognize the ethical legitimacy of Native empowerment and the
contemporary relevance of indigenous political and cultural models. These models, which I put
in dialogue with the indigenist philosophy of Taiaiake Alfred, the recent writings of art critics
like Foster, and interviews with each of the artists, are presented as alternative models for all
peoples. Against what Alfred calls the “culture war” of contemporary globalization—which
aims to extinguish indigenous cultural frameworks once and for all—this art establishes a
“regime of respect” among peoples with different visions for their respective futures. In so
doing, it asserts balance and solidarity against the explosion of inequity within both the
contemporary art world and the neoimperial lifeworlds of globalization.

I organize my research into four chapters. The first chapter unpacks the uncertain place
of Native art within postmodern and globalization discourse developed largely without reference

to indigenous rights. It proposes an alternative framework of indigenist “diplomatic aesthetics”
for understanding the way contemporary Native art globalizes indigenous ideals of international
relations. The subsequent chapters examine three twenty-first century artworks, each of which
recovers a diplomatic model and cultural framework specific from the history of the artist’s tribe.
These are cases studies of diplomatic aesthetics. My close analysis of specific art works, their
multiple historical and cultural imbrications, and their global context and agency is meant to
counter the limited engagement with specific art works in existing context-driven scholarship. It
also counters the postmodern framing of Native art, which problematically emphasizes “identity”
and “representation” over the politics of sovereignty, indigenous intellectual paradigms, or the
global agency of Native art and ideas.
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1
INTRODUCTION

In 1990, three New York museums put a “dead” Indian on display as part of the groundbreaking exhibition of 1980s art, titled the Decade Show [Figure 1].1 Official labels and plastic
vitrines told viewers that he was born on February 9, 1954 and his name was James Luna.
Various “artifacts” suggested that he grew up in a large Luiseño family near San Diego, where
he played with a toy dinosaur, read Beat poets, and listened to the Sex Pistols (truly punk was
dead) [Figure 2]. Stretched out in a display case, his body wore a loincloth and was labeled for
viewers. “Drunk beyond the point of being able to defend himself,” viewers learned of his scars,
“he was jumped by people from another reservation. After being knocked down, he was kicked
in the face and upper body. Saved by an old man, he awoke with a swollen face covered with
dried blood. Thereafter, he makes it a point not to be as trusting among relatives and other
Indians.”2 The use of the present tense, of course, pointed to the fact this was actually a clever
piece of performance art. Entitled the Artifact Piece, the work was originally created by Luna
for the San Diego Museum of Man in 1987. Criticizing the way museums and the art world
ignore contemporary Native American social and political realities—locking Native existence in
an exotic “dead” past—the piece dramatically implicated viewers in the all-too-contemporary
suffering of Native peoples in a violent America.
Featured in the Decade Show and numerous subsequent exhibitions and publications, the
Artifact Piece is now a well-known work of postmodernism. It masterfully expanded the
1

The Decade Show was co-curated and exhibited by the New Museum of Contemporary Art, the Studio Museum,
and the Museum of Contemporary Hispanic Art. It ran from May 16 to August 19, 1990. Luna’s piece appeared
at the Studio Museum.

2

Text quoted in Jennifer González, Subject to Display: Reframing Race in Contemporary Installation Art
(Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2008): 38.

2
strategies of 1970s institutional critical and body art to expose the oppressive power of Indian
stereotypes. For us, the dramatic challenge of American empire performed by Luna’s work
offers a conceptual entry-point into the stakes of the contemporary art examined in this
dissertation. With the rise of postmodernism in the 1980s, the Decade Show underscored that
artists like Luna exposed the way in which modern art and culture had excluded the artistic
concerns—even the cultural existence—of a vast majority of peoples.3 Formalist modernism,
represented by Clement Greenberg and the Museum of Modern Art, had subtly supported the
domination of women and others to the benefit of wealthy, straight white men and endorsed the
use of culture for anti-democratic means in contemporary American society. Arguing that the
most important art of the 1980s challenged the exclusionary character of American “mainstream”
culture, the curators replaced formal development with social issues in organizing the exhibition.
Virtually all of these issues still characterize American society: the violation of international law
by the United States military; the exploitation of illegal immigrants; the abandonment of the
homeless; gender and racial inequity; discrimination against gays; the environmental crisis; the
HIV epidemic; police brutality; and historic class stratification driven by wage stagnation and
unemployment. In so doing, the Decade Show affirmed the capacity of contemporary art to
facilitate democracy and dialogue across the substantial social divides that have long guaranteed
the elite dominance of the “art world.”
What do we make of this show—and works like the Artifact Piece—today? How can
contemporary art continue the democratic goals of postmodernism? We look across the world
and see growing, passionate movements against the anti-democratic corruption of global

3

Eunice Lipton, “Here Today, Gone Tomorrow?: Some Plots for a Dismantling” In The Decade Show: Frameworks
of Identity in the 1980s (New York: Museum of Contemporary Hispanic Art, The New Museum of Contemporary
Art, and The Studio Museum in Harlem, 1990): 26.

3
capitalism and its supportive governments—from Tunis and Egypt to the United States and even
China. These movements have been developing over the last decades—under the banner of
global justice, alternative globalization, and global democracy—and have now been intensified
by the ongoing economic crisis and the apparent selling-out of the masses in the form of austerity
and authoritarianism. Yet mainstream art institutions have been remarkably silent over the past
two decades on the relationship of this democratic globalization to contemporary art 4 In the
years since the Decade Show, many art institutions have championed what Terry Smith calls
“remodernism.”5 Described at length in Chapter One, this is a recycling of minimalist and
pseudo-avant-garde aesthetics (think Jeff Koons) that represses the challenges to the mainstream
posed by the work of postmodernism as well as contemporary artists. By focusing on
contemporary reworkings of modernist unity and immediacy, remodernism largely ignores the
challenges to cultural authority posed by globalization and represses the global expansion of
inequity the world over.6 Indeed, as Smith, Julian Stallabrass, and many others have argued over
the past decades of conservatism, it seems mainstream institutions have largely lost sight of the
relationship of art to progressive social development embraced by the Decade Show. If we want
art to speak to and facilitate human welfare, where do we go from here?

4

Exceptions to this general conservatism are discussed throughout this dissertation, particularly in Chapter One.
Also see Julian Stallabrass. Art Incorporated: The Story of Contemporary Art (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2004) and Terry Smith, What is Contemporary Art? (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009). Making
similar points are Charlotte Bydler, The Global Art World Inc.: On the Globalization of Contemporary Art
(Uppsala, Sweden: Uppsala University Press, 2004); Louisa Buck, Market Matters: The Dynamic of the
Contemporary Art World (London: Arts Council of England, 2004); Chin-Tao Wu, Privatising Culture:
Corporate Art Intervention since the 1980s (London: Verso, 2002).

5

Terry Smith, What is Contemporary Art?, 7.

6

The awareness of this global decentering was a crucial part of postmodernism. The critic Craig Owens described it
as a “crisis in cultural authority…the authority vested in Western European culture and its institutions.” See
Craig Owens, “The Discourse of Others: Feminists and Postmodernism,” in Beyond Recognition:
Representation, Power, and Culture (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992): 166.

4
Looking back, contributors to the Decade Show warned of looming threats to
postmodernism’s democratic goals. Addressing the future of contemporary Native American art
in a catalog essay, Jimmie Durham observed that despite the rich challenges to settler racism in
works like the Artifact Piece, the 1990s appeared “bleak.”7 There was no evidence to him that
the art world had seriously committed to opposing the repression of Native America that
characterizes much of the Western hemisphere. Early attempts to champion globalization in the
late 1980s amounted to “a celebration of egalitarian pluralism that places white men squarely on
top of a ‘horizontal’ heap.”8 When Native artists—or broadly indigenous artists—were included
in major exhibitions, they were still framed as “primitives,” as he believed the representation of
Native America by a Navajo sandpainter at the controversial 1987 Magicians of the Earth
exhibition—the first major exhibition concerned with “globalization”—showed.9 Similarly,
critic Eunice Lipton encouraged historical awareness of other equitable moments in the history
of modern art that had been stamped out, noting that “the efforts the [Decade Show] makes, and
the strategies it proposes, may turn out to be only specks in a continuum of permitted and
manipulated entrances that are abruptly reversed by heartless and heartbreaking erasures.”10
Indeed.
Consider the case of contemporary Native American art. While Durham was correct that
the 1990s would be no golden era of artistic and political reform, he may not have been able to

7

Jimmie Durham, “A Central Margin,” In The Decade Show: Frameworks of Identity in the 1980s (New York:
Museum of Contemporary Hispanic Art, The New Museum of Contemporary Art, and The Studio Museum in
Harlem, 1990): 175.

8

Ibid.

9

Jimmie Durham, “A Central Margin,” 175. Jean Hubert Martin, Magiciens de la terre. (Paris: Éditions du Centre
Pompidou, 1989).

10

Eunice Lipton, “Here Today, Gone Tomorrow?,” 26.
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see how remarkably poorly the next two decades would go.11 Only two years after the Decade
Show the continued repression of indigenous nations would become obvious upon the Columbus
Quincentenary, when—despite the lip-service paid to “diversity,” “counter-history,” and
“interrogation”—no major museum in the United States opposed mainstream celebrations of
European conquest and genocide. At no point thereafter would public discourse—in the art
world or elsewhere—become more concerned with Native American or indigenous rights. Even
when the National Museum of the American Indian opened in Washington, D.C. opened in 2004,
the museum was deemed a failure by most mainstream (non-native) reviewers.12 The Decade
Show’s large ambition—to open up history, memory, discourse, institutions—to a full range of
human experiences, including the complicated histories and realities of oppression, challenged
most of what then counted as serious art, art history, and museum practice. As we examine our
own situation, to a remarkable degree it still does.
Yet the story is not simply one of defeat. While Native and minority artists are still on
the fringes of the mainstream, the years since postmodernism have seen the rise of younger
Native artists like Brian Jungen, as well as the appearance of contemporary Native artists in
major global exhibitions and art spaces. This has occurred as part of a globalization of
contemporary art that has made some contemporary art exhibitions more geographically and
culturally diverse than ever before. How do we understand the relationship of such work to the
democratic, progressive goals of postmodernism? In what ways does contemporary art act as an
agent within globalization, not merely a global commodity but a force in shaping how
globalization develops and new power relations are formed? This dissertation explores these
11

He acknowledged this in my interview with him on October 7, 2011.

12

See the discussion of these responses in Amanda J. Cobb, “The National Museum of the American Indian as
Cultural Sovereignty” American Quarterly 57.2 (June 2005): 502-505.
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questions in the specific case of contemporary Native American art, taking the Artifact Piece’s
critique of American empire as a point of departure.
As Charlotte Townsend-Gault has written, contemporary Native artists have moved
“from Native art as definitionally associated with Native stereotyping and epistemology” to other
forms of contemporary art requiring new interpretative frameworks.”13 One of the logical ways
to develop such frameworks is to examine recent works by artists who helped created
postmodernism but no longer employ its strategies (despite commonly being misunderstood as
“postmodern” artists). By paying close attention to contemporary works, we see that artists like
Luna and Durham have invented new strategies of art production that speak to issues of global
justice and the plight of indigenous peoples—and others—today. In them, we see the capacity of
both contemporary art and Native American cultural and political traditions to act as means of
re-imagining and re-shaping globalization.
While not stylistically postmodern, the works of art discussed in this dissertation carry on
the critical, democratic spirit of Luna’s Artifact Piece but challenge the typically conservative
relationship of contemporary art to globalization. Drawing from Native principles, history, and
goals, they decry the imperial nature of contemporary globalization, showing how art can shape
global cultural forms and visions of the future.14 Defining and analyzing the strategies they
employ to do so is among the central challenges in viewing contemporary Native art, and this
dissertation proposes one model for doing so. Put broadly, the following chapters flesh out how
Native art advances a conception of global justice drawn from Native American political

13

Charlotte Townsend-Gault, “Rebecca Belmore and James Luna on Location: The Allegorical Indian Redux” Art
History 29.4 (September 2006): 724.

14

As those familiar with modern Native art know, art has long been one of the few sites where Native Americans
have been able to assert some degree of control over their future. It is not surprising it can also serve as a locus
for alternative visions of globalization based upon indigenous principles, histories, and goals.
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philosophy and contemporary indigenous rights struggles. I draw upon numerous Native
American philosophers—especially the work of Taiaiake Alfred—to understand the way in
which these models of justice are visually and spatially encoded by some contemporary artists.
Alfred and others make clear that these visions of justice are global in span, and have historically
been shared by a variety of non-native philosophers and activists: they are meant to speak to all
viewers and shape all relations even as they define what Native empowerment means.
Responding to tribally-specific references in each art work, I also situate these ideas of
justice within specific indigenous ethnic and political histories and emphasize the way in which
these histories provide resources for re-thinking Native empowerment in the context of
contemporary globalization. Close analysis of these works allows us to see in great detail an
aesthetic project distinct from postmodernsm’s critique of representation. If postmodern art
“deconstructed” stereotypes, this work is “reconstructive”: it creates new connections between
indigenous concepts and global audiences, pursing a critical project of indigenous re-building
and empowerment on a global scale. Against the amnesia of Native history and the violent
history of modern empire, it draws from the past to inform the present. Contrary to the antidemocratic nature of contemporary globalization, it proposes an alternative framework of
decolonization, indigenous rights, and global balance, equity, and interdependence. Opposing
the cultural erasures of contemporary globalization, it suggests the importance of the rights of all
peoples to benefit from the fruits of globalization, democracy, and the productive capacity of
modern economies while preserving traditional languages, culture, and religion.
While concerned with theoretical and historical issues, throughout this dissertation I
employ an object-based approach. In my view, the study of Native American art suffers from
not only the obvious lack of institutional support but an historical relationship to anthropology

8
and museum practice that has often favored thick cultural description and survey approaches.
Too often such approaches risk losing the singularity and complexity of particular works of art,
flattening them into illustrations of some broader cultural structure. While I routinely use other
art works and concepts from modern and contemporary art for comparative purposes, my
foremost intention is to do justice to the unique texture of particular works and a viewer’s
idiosyncratic experience of them. Even as this dissertation provides a much-needed examination
of contemporary art in its relationship to the politics of indigenous rights and globalization, it
does not provide a “general” framework for contemporary Native art but a provocation to more
sustained, systematic discourse on particular works by Native artists. Diplomatic aesthetics is
one way to understand how certain contemporary art employs indigenous traditions to help shape
the cultural politics of globalization. Yet it should not be mistaken as relevant to all works by
these artists or by other Native artists—generally the most relevant comparison to diplomatic
aesthetics would be to other contemporary art concerned with producing more equitable forms of
globalization. This is the context with which I am most concerned in this dissertation.
As a white American scholar, I have done my best to respect the intentions of the artists,
their privileged relationship to ancestors, indigenous intellectual history, artistic traditions, and
communities. I have employed interviews in order to better understand how their works fit into
their visions of themselves as artists with a cultural inheritance largely at odds with my own. I
have also tried to integrate these ideas with those of Native philosophers like Taiaiake Alfred,
avoiding the often-criticized “theory”-driven approaches in which Native art is read solely in
terms borrowed from intellectual contexts far from indigenous concerns. At the same time, all
works I discuss draw from non-native sources and resonate with the work of non-native artists—
there is no need to choose “one or the other” but rather we should put Native art and thought in
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productive dialogue with other forms of contemporary art and ideas. This is the only realistic
way to do justice to the art as simultaneously contemporary and Native in the art historical sense
of the words.
In Chapter One, I discuss the rise of globalization as a site of contestation in
contemporary art. We see that what I call diplomatic aesthetics in contemporary Native art is
part of the post-postmodern response to globalization. Importantly, the keyword uniting Native
and other contemporary art in this context is alternative globalization: diplomatic aesthetics is an
art of alternative globalization, aiming to create a form of globalization influenced by Native
tradition and supportive of Native cultural and political sovereignty. As Gerald McMaster and
Lee-Ann Martin asserted in 1992, the future—a global future—is springing forth from a revived
concern with the indigenous past.15 Like other forms of contemporary art we encounter in this
dissertation, diplomatic aesthetics takes advantage of the emerging connections and collaborative
frameworks of globalization but with the goal of creating different social and creative
relationships within a global environment. As an art practice, diplomatic aesthetics and other
forms of art concerned with alternative globalization can be understood as combining
postmodern critique with a cultural agenda taken not from the need to repudiate formalist
modernism but the need to repudiate a culture of neoliberalism in which globalization primarily
benefits big corporations and certain state structures while expanding global social and economic
inequity. In short, these forms of contemporary art seek to end the violence, inequality, and
cultural and political domination that characterize globalization as we know it.
Chapter Two returns Jimmie Durham’s work to a Cherokee cultural and political
framework that has been “global” in concern since the sixteenth century. It shows how
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Durham’s Building a Nation, an installation and performance work first created in 2006,
performs a kind of diplomacy rooted in the methods of the eighteenth-century Cherokee
diplomat Little Carpenter. Employing this model of “carpentry” the work begins an argument on
justice across the world, aiming to create balance between the world’s peoples that might create a
form of global democracy the artist calls a “united peoples.” Against the extraordinary violence
of American history and culture—cited throughout Building a Nation—the work makes clear the
importance of a more dialogic, more humane relationship between the worlds peoples and what
it means to live together in a political “home” that is globally inter-linked.
Chapter Three examines what this model of diplomacy might mean for Native American
artists committed to local communities and the defense of indigenous territorial sovereignty.
While Durham’s cultural inheritance of exile informs Building a Nation, James Luna’s
Emendatio, exhibited first at the 2005 Venice Biennale—shows the essentially global nature of
even fundamentally local forms of Native empowerment. It finds in the work of Pablo Tac, a
nineteenth century Luiseño seminary student who studied in Rome, a model for the rebuilding of
Luiseño peoplehood in a global context. Tac wrote a dictionary and grammar of Luiseño
language that is essential for reviving it today, while his history of the Spanish conquest of
California was the first to challenge European accounts. Complicating local versus global
models of democracy and empowerment, it makes clear that a “global” figure like Tac is
essential for the all-important defense of Native peoplehood based in re-learning Native
languages, history, culture, and religion.
Chapter Four explores the difficult role of contemporary art taken out of galleries and
elite biennials and placed in conflicted “global” spaces, namely political borders. Installed at the
tri-national border between the Awkwesasne Mohawk Nation, Canada, and the United States—
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the most legally disputed territory in North America—Alan Michelson’s Third Bank of the River
challenges the contemporary control and surveillance of the Mohawk by settler nation-state
colonialism. It recovers the historic Two Row Wampum—which memorialized a commitment
between the Haudenosaunee and European settlers to co-exist in balanced interdependence—and
positions it as a model for reforming relationships at the violent border. Against the
contemporary build-up of military state power at nations-state borders, it proposes a model of
international dialogue and sustained diplomacy on behalf of indigenous nations at Awkwesasne
and elsewhere. In so doing, it dramatically shows the power of contemporary art to transform
even bitterly conflicted territories far outside the privileged niches of the contemporary “art
world.” Indeed, Third Bank underscores the importance of contemporary public art’s role in
creating connections and solidarities between indigenous nations and others across borders of all
kinds.
As a challenge to neoliberal globalization, the stakes of diplomatic aesthetics are high and
its fate ultimately remains to be seen. As global capitalism teeters with the ongoing economic
crisis, forms of anti-global cultural nationalism appear to be on the rise, threatening such
textbook supra-national communities as the European Union. If we are to see a new period of
progressive nationalism—as recently called for by President Obama—is it possible that
diplomatic aesthetics will emerge a paradigm for all peoples who want to rebuild national
communities while developing new solidarities with international viewers? Or will the
progressive goals of diplomatic aesthetics seem hopelessly naïve as authoritarian political parties
take hold in formerly democratic nation-states, nightmarishly repeating the 1930s? While such
questions cannot be answered, the unique contemporary art examined in this dissertation has, in
the least, created an historically-significant link between traditional indigenous cultures and the
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undetermined frameworks of twenty-first century globalization. As the egalitarian
postmodernism of the Decade Show has been eclipsed by new forms of global artistic
stratification, diplomatic aesthetics is one place we can see the progressive potential of
contemporary art working toward both aesthetic innovation and new forms of global human
solidarity. This goal recalls the well-known Mayan political vision of the Zapatistas: “a world
where many worlds fit,” a globalization worthy of the name.16 The following study is dedicated
to realizing that vision.
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1

THE PRACTICE OF DIPLOMATIC AESTHETICS

“Before any agreement or reconciliation can happen, there must be a connection made between
people, there must be a demonstration of respect, and love must be generated. Then and only
then can ‘issues’ and interests be spoken of sincerely and resolved. This is what commitment to
coexist means.”1

It is a truism that contemporary art is global in scope, composed of diverse works and
critical perspectives that resist catch-all theories and categories; any account must be selfconsciously particular.2 In the over thirty years after the rise of postmodernism, new attempts
have been made to describe emerging artistic projects or critical perspectives in art after the
millennium. This chapter joins them in outlining an aesthetic project developed by certain
contemporary Native American artists in the context of globalization. This project does not
address only scholars or audiences of contemporary Native art. Indeed, we will see how this
Native art—practicing what I call a “diplomatic aesthetics”—intersects with and expands other
contemporary artistic projects and theories. Together diplomatic aesthetics joins a range of other
“post-postmodern” artistic projects—archival art, relational aesthetics, and others—to challenge
the separation of art and democracy from globalization. It strongly shows the way contemporary
1
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art can function as a laboratory for other visions of globalization, other world pictures
characterized by more equitable human relationships than under actually-existing neoliberal
globalization. And in doing so, it creates a continuation of traditional Native American
diplomatic practices in a world-historical environment that denies coexistence with them.
Even as the plurality of artistic and cultural globalization is easy to see, even more
obvious is the stratification of contemporary artists by power relations intimately linked to
broader processes of neoliberalism. Neoliberalism emerged into global dominance in the
decades after World War II, during which “Washington consensus” models of capitalist
development were deployed against the expansion of socialism in Europe and the developing
world.3 By the 1970s it was the basic economic philosophy of the International Monetary Fund
and World Bank, where—despite the lip-service paid to the free markets of classical economic
liberalism—the global economy is managed by a distinctly undemocratic body of technocrats.
Neoliberalism repudiated the so-called welfare state and Keynsian economics, while promoting a
comprehensive vision of social reform in which artistic, cultural, and political life would support
its economic policies.4 As Wendy Brown writes, “neo-liberal rationality, while foregrounding
the market, is not only or even primarily focused on the economy; rather it involves extending
and disseminating market values to all institutions and social action.”5 Notably this emphasis on
expanding so-called entrepreneurial values to all domains of life does not logically entail
commitment to relative global quality or even the institutions of liberal democracy, and thus
neoliberal policymakers have supported a range of social and political regimes ranging from
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grossly inequitable to brutally authoritarian.6 Its primary goal is one long driving commercial
empires: the eradication of non-market systems of value, distinct political visions of the future,
and dangerous historical relationships and cultural resources that posit different beliefs about a
life worth living. Indeed, Taiaiake Alfred reminds us that neoliberalism is in large measure
American empire expanded globally, the “total United Statesification of cultures and the
corporate dominance of political life.”7
Naturally a whole host of scholars have analyzed the tight relationship between neoliberal
globalization and the globalization of contemporary art—the ties are both obvious, as certain
types of art are employed to promote tourism and economic development, and legible in terms of
aesthetics and cultural representation.8 Terry Smith and others have described the emergence of
a neoliberal “aesthetic of globalization” that traffics under the blue chip brand of “global” art.9
Smith’s concise assessment of contemporary art shows that global neo-empire is remarkably
visual and conceptual in nature, characterized by a spectacular repetition of historical modernism
and the avant-garde—my account below draws heavily from this idea.10 This remodernism is
part of the broader institution of global art, compelling the world’s artists to conform to models
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of “modern” artistic practice characteristic of dominant Western art institutions, regardless of
different social and cultural interests, delayed or altered receptions of Western art, and other
aesthetic systems or visions of artistic purpose. Andreas Gursky’s photographs are one wellknown example of this remodernist aesthetic in action. Replicating the scale and rational,
geometric aesthetics of minimalism, photographs like Chicago Board of Trade II from 1999
[Figure 3] employ digital manipulation to create flat, intensely colored images of key sites of
globalization, in some cases global financial exchange. The mass of traders on the floor of the
building—called “the pit”—are rendered anonymous splotches of color mingled with the bright
white of littered paper and multiple kinds of auditorium-style seating, integrating the
composition with a churning, counter-clockwise visual pull. They watch screens of futures
trading data, bound up with flows of financial information they seek to understand and exploit.
Yet the effect of the panoramic photograph to cut-short understanding of this world labor and
power; rather it is one a kind of “contemporary sublime,” as Alix Ohlin suggests, rendering the
financial infrastructure of the globalized world a mind-blowingly immense, over-whelming yet
aesthetically pleasing spectacle of sensory overload.11 It transmutes the social realities of global
finance—the world of futures and derivatives trading that practically no one understands—into
an art work concerned first and foremost with bending the world of globalization into an asocial
aesthetic format based in late modernist photography, particularly the minimalist work of
Gurksy’s teachers, Bernd and Hilla Becher. It effectively turns the institutions, power
relationships, and social customs of a particular economic system into a universal visual
phenomenon, echoing the claims of classical and neoliberal economists that market labor is—or,
more ominously, should be—the fulfillment of a universal human desire for “freedom.”
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Reactivating the universalizing aesthetics of modernism to aestheticize globalization, art
like Gurksy’s photograph renders contemporary neoliberalism and its cultural institutions an
aesthetic “zone of freedom” characterized by a so-called “purposeless play of ideas and forms,”
as Julian Stallabrass puts it.12 Eshewing history, discursivity, and politics for the pursuit of the
“structural principles at the heart of the the concrete world” this work is closely connected to the
individualist rhetoric of “free market” global capitalism (not surprisingly, one of Gurksy’s
photographs recently broke the record for the highest price paid for a photograph).13 The effect
of this “remodernist” aesthetic regime is to distract from the legitimacy of inherent conflicts
within the plethora of cultural and power relations in the contemporary world, creating a false
sense of worldly unity and inevitability for neoliberal expansion while curtailing other
relationships to cultural resources, world views, and political models.14 It is, effectively, a
repressive assimilationist cultural program that parallels the post-9/11 political environment, in
which systemic challenges to neoliberal hegemony have either been heavily marginalized or—as
in the case of the Zapatistas—re-categorized as “terrorism.”15 In the United States, for example,
the so-called Patriot Act—signed into law on October 26, 2001 by President Bush—criminalized
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potentially disruptive forms of community by re-categorizing non-violent protest as potentially a
form of terrorism, if deemed so by state authorities surveilling the gathering.16
Indeed, under the regime of neoliberalism and remodernist art, globalized arts that aim to
orchestrate new relationships—rather than aestheticize global power relationships—may even
appear a kind of “terrorism.” One dramatic example of the suppression of an alternative
aesthetic of globalization is the United States federal government’s response to Ricardo
Dominguez’s Zapatista Tactical Floodnet project [Figure 4] in 1997. Working at the Thing, an
alternative technology space in Brooklyn, Dominguez and others members of the Electronic
Disturbance Theater collective created an online application that would employ the World Wide
Web to organize a new kind of mass, globalized performance art.17 Concerned not with
aestheticizing or universalizing a particular kind of globalization, this project allowed over
14,000 people from around the world to log onto particular websites at the same time. Their
collective online presence—requiring a web server to send website data to thousands of
computers at once—could assert their presence to global financial institutions and state
governments by severely slowing down or crashing particular targeted websites. The application
also added information to the state and corporate servers, posing question like “Is there justice on
this system” or “Is there democracy on this server?” Reactivating socially-conscious,
participatory aesthetics in a global digital arena, the participants in the Zapatista Tactical
Floodnet crashed the website of the Mexican government and Chase Manhattan Bank, both of
whom were allied in the bombing of Mayan civilians in the newly-declared autonomous
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communities of southern Mexico. In response, the United States Department of Defense infected
the servers at The Thing with a virus, the first military attack on a civilian “cyber-terrorist” target
during the digital era.18
Despite remodernism’s insistence on globalized art as a unified form of purposeless
freedom based in modernist aesthetics, it is paradoxically disjunctive—and often violently so—in
its global expansion.19 Much as the gap between historical modernism and non-western life
worlds generated hybrid “cosmopolitan modernisms,” the detachment of remodernism from the
contemporary world’s proliferating micro-cultures, innovations, migrations, and oppressions
have created a range of counter-aesthetics that propose other relationships of Western art to
“local” cultures, and envision other globalizations.20 Diplomatic aesthetics is one of these. Yet it
is precisely these possible other relationships based in the disjunctures, hierarchies, and
unhomely syncronicities of cultural exchange that the institution of global art has come to
devalue or ignore. Serving the purposes of globalizing capital, these practices and discourses
repress the concern for difference within postmodernism and re-assert aesthetic programs
associated with a linear history of modern and avant-garde art developed in a handful of Western
metropolises. Dominant modern art museums like the Museum of Modern Art—which exhibits
or owns much of canonical modernism—have a stake in promoting contemporary art that
appears to re-engage the modernism to which they have hitched their institutional wagon.21
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In short, the dominant aesthetic of recent globalization, as Smith—drawing upon classic
studies of cultural globalization like Fredric Jameson’s Postmodernism, David Harvey’s
Condition of Postmodernity, and Jean-Francois Lyotard’s The Postmodern Condition—
persuasively shows, ignores the most liberating or progressive components of contemporary
globalization: the explosion of explanatory or epistemological grand narratives, universal
temporalities (such as more-or-less shared notions of modernity and progress), and colonial
political policies into a condition defined by the simultaneous, uneasy existence of multiple
contemporaneous types of art, culture, and heritage that defy generalization. Indeed, Smith’s
account of the “aesthetic of globalization” is part of the expanded field of cultural globalization
identified in Jameson’s account of globalization’s “cultural logic.” Both Smith and Jameson
identify a deployment of deterritorialized aesthetics with an amnesiac relationship to recent
social and artistic history as a structural feature of globalization.22 These characteristics—
amnesia, fragmentation, and nostalgic attempts to shore up modernism—form the foil to the art
with which this dissertation is concerned.
The insights provided by Smith and Jameson into what I will refer to as a “culture of
neoliberalism”—the set of assumptions about time, value, and progress that inform
neoliberalism’s expansion—remain highly persuasive, despite such potentially transformative
recent moments as September 11, 2001. The national trauma and awareness of a significant
challenge to global business as usual constituted a possible breaking point with neoliberal
aversions to issues of global inequality and alternative social visions. Possibly the events might
have inspired some distinct use of culture in the United States and other dominant states,
characterized by the encouragement of enriched historical and global understanding. Yet as
22 Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism: The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (Durham: Duke University Press,
1991)
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George Yúdice writes, neoliberal culture has largely conspired since 9/11 to “help us forget or
misconstrue the facts of our [American] geopolitical strategies” while instrumentalizing
mourning or memory of the dead.23 Political leadership became motivated by violent
“nationalist impulses” that focused on a “reified or profiled enemy,” potentially located
anywhere and everywhere but—of course—most crucially in Afghanistan and Iraq. The repeated
image of the burning twin towers and the incessant citation of the events by President Bush and
Vice President Cheney provided little opportunity to “work through” the trauma of the event, and
instead created a top-down culture of amnesia that transformed the latest in a string of terrorist
attacks on American assets into the beginning of a “global war” in which state retaliation was
warranted. This was particularly true in the Bush era, but it is difficult to describe the Obama
presidency as marking a radical turn in terms of foreign policy, the newly diplomatic tone and
NATO rather than unilateral military action in Libya notwithstanding. Dominant culture—
whether in media, political discourse, or art—remains largely amnesiac and supportive of the
agendas of corporations, international bodies, and nation-states aligned with neoliberal
globalization.24
These are no doubt bleak descriptions of the way neoliberalism has taken over
contemporary culture, echoing (and in part developing out of) Guy Debord’s famous descriptions
of a “society of the spectacle.”25 The question is how can contemporary art circumvent or negate
the violent implications of the contemporary instrumentalization of culture for violent economic
expansion? Despite proposing an alternative aesthetic to that of neoliberalism, Jameson’s
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account implied that the possibility of artistically resisting this “now global culture” was at best
unlikely. Nevertheless, his widely-read work did underscore the need for re-orientation and
memory amid neoliberalism’s amnesiac psychogeography, and proposed that critical art might be
a laboratory in which alternative aesthetics of globalization could be developed. With the
advantage of two decades of further observation by himself and many others, Smith points to
ways in which artistic challenges to the culture of neoliberalism decried by Jameson, Yúdice,
Stallabrass, Brown, Harvey, and so many others have indeed developed in diverse, strategic, and
often under-recognized aesthetic projects. At the same time the young British artists, Matthew
Barney, Takashi Murakami, Jeff Koons, and other remodernists have sustained market power
with projects that re-capitulate avant-garde shock as mere high cultural shock tactics, Smith
underscores the vast expansion of a global market of “postcolonial” art from the Global South.26
Receiving attention from dominant institutions of contemporary art (notably Documenta) as well
as more marginal exhibitions and biennials proliferating around the world, this work embraces
“diversity, identity, and critique” and often explicitly targets neoliberal universalism for specific
critique.27 The questioning, interruptive operation of this work— “postmodern” but attuned to
issues developing out of a global geography of culture and power—undermine or subvert the
various ways in globalization re-inscribes Western dominance and devalues or erases cultures
and practices incompatible with neoliberal rationality. Such antagonistic, “post-colonial” art has
dominated in the proliferating biennial exhibitions in the urban Global South and has been
associated in various degrees with the cultural imperatives raised by decolonization and
neoliberal development schemes in formally decolonized nation-states. By asserting identity,
26
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tradition, and locality against the aesthetics of individualistic and entrepreneurial globalization,
this work constitutes a very important point of resistance within the contemporary art world: as
Smith writes, these “tendencies have disturbed, to the point of nearly overturning the...world
pictures that came to sustain high modernism and to which remodernist [art] clings.”28 It is work
that asserts collective difference first and foremost—difference from a world picture of
contemporary art in which all artists would be forcibly assimilated to a culture-less “free zone”
of art.
While it is often associated with artists inhabiting or inheriting the culture of postcolonial
countries, this localizing art is not exclusively connected to formal histories of geopolitical
decolonization or independence from Western rule. Take the case of China. The sudden boom
of exhibitions and collecting of contemporary Chinese art at the turn of the millennium seems to
epitomize the complex relationship of globalization to cultures and states that have been nondominant in modern history. The authoritarian nation-state’s rise to relative prominence in both
global relations and art is certainly part of the radically changed contemporary “world picture”
described by Smith. As the market for remodernist and spectacular forms of art from a small
number of Chinese artists—Smith discusses the fireworks spectacles of Cai Guo-Qiang but Gu
Dexin, among others, might be discussed—has grown, an alternative “post-colonial” art has also
developed. Smith cites the ongoing Long March Project of Lu Jie and his collaborators as one
instance of the capacity of art to challenge globalizing tendencies and assert a more complex
temporal relationship to Chinese history and future development. He describes the collective
organization of over a hundred artists under Lu Jie to retrace the forced march of Communist
forces in 1934-35, engaging local craftspeople and exhibiting their work in major Chinese
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cities.29 Begun in 1999, one of the continuing “Long March” projects [Figure 5] involves the
archiving and exhibition of thousands of works by traditional paper-cutting artists, facilitating
connections between “contemporary” and “traditional” Chinese art worlds. In such meaningful,
connective assertions of local “difference,” the work fosters a forward-looking engagement with
Chinese historical consciousness, collective identities, and aesthetic practices. It is concerned
first and foremost with critically examining and re-engaging cultural, political, and historical
locality at a time when the remodernizing aesthetics of globalization would encourage
submission to a “global” history of Western modern art that is oddly disjunctive with diverse,
multiplying social worlds of China and elsewhere.
Does what Smith calls “postcolonial” art, though, pose a credible alternative to the
aesthetic of neoliberalism? It is first and foremost a kind of strategic localism—challenging the
universalistic amnesia of remodernism with its dialectical opposite, aesthetic and historical
specificity with social purpose. A whole range of exhibitions and works have emerged that
similarly suggest the art of “the local” is a viable challenge to remodernism’s free zone. One
important globalization-themed exhibition was specifically devoted to this kind of art. The
Walker Center’s 2003 exhibition When Latitudes Become Form defended a critical localism as an
aesthetic of connected to the alternative globalization movement.30 Curator Philippe Vergne
explained in the exhibition catalog that the title of the exhibition was meant to evoke the 1969
exhibition When Attitudes Become Form: Live In Your Head, in which curator Harald Szeemann
assembled an international selection of post-minimalist art works that shared an interest in
process, site-specificity, and anti-illusionism that, according to Vergne, “were echoing the
29
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liberation movements that emerged across the world at the end of the 1960s.”31 Just as the older
exhibition showed the importance of a notion of aesthetic “liberation” in the context of an
international art exhibition during the epochal late 1960s, the 2003 exhibition suggested that
strategic localism was bound up with a twenty-first century liberation movement. This turn was
leading to the creation of art in which “the local is becoming the alternative,” produced not from
the temporality of the “new” but from a “rear” or “underground” of globalization. This
international art emerged from “a revitalized 'underground,' a position outside the mainstream of
a normalized network” and manifested an alternative social agenda.32 Aesthetically, it
abandoned the “high production values” supposedly characteristic of the American-centered
culture industry and embraced an aesthetic of “the frail,” through which the art “matches a desire
to slow things down, to reinvest the value...of the 'leftover'” or residual.33 Through this
unconvincing formal strategy—does anyone doubt the capacity for an aesthetic of neoliberalism
to recycle the “frail” aesthetics of historical collages, assemblages, post-minimalist sculpture
etc?—the work would connect itself to globalization activists who defend the poor, marginalized,
and “leftover” against capitalist exploitation.
While “the local” is certainly an alternative to the universalizing aspirations of
remodernism, does it indulge in an over-simplification of the geographies of globalization? Are
the “local” and “global” opposable, much less threats or alternatives to each other? What
“place” or “territory”—no matter how singular—has not been “networked” into a feedback loop
with the global market, media, and often the United States military? Does the antinomic
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language of localism—no matter how crucial it is in defending against whole-scale cultural
erasure or economic domination in some cases—provide sustainable resources for challenging
global power relations? And why is the local so valued, so ripe for romance in the contemporary
art world? To repeat a classic question: what if “the local” is full of inequality and social
oppression, violence and suffering? Julian Stallabrass, among others, points to the danger of
even the most critical “localism”—as it manifests, say, in the proliferating biennial exhibitions
across the world—and points out how it risks playing into neoliberalism’s hand by producing
more exotic “local” goods and resort locales for an elite “art tourist” class.34 What he means is
that such art traffics as exotica to a privileged audience, often expressing locality in a language
unfamiliar to members of a “local” community. In this way, the art might function
homologously to resort communities in economically depressed regions of the Global South,
sustaining rather than challenging the course of globalization to the benefit of art tourists rather
than residents. The problem is not so much that art tourism exists—it could facilitate a range of
different aesthetic projects, in theory—but that contemporary art may be reduced to an easily
consumable, reassuring luxury item, evacuating its historical agency to fashion new sensory
experiences, human relationships, and visions for the future. Indeed, the argument to “slow
things down” put forth by When Latitudes Becomes Forms in some ways sounds (to be
uncharitable) like the very slogan of art as high-end escapism, found, of course, in the “residual”
places in the sun. In short, the position of strategic localism raises as many questions as it
answers about “the local” as inherently “alternative” or oppositional to exploitative globalization.
The question of which localities are included, for instance, is still decided by a handful of art
world insiders who organize blue chip “global” exhibitions. As Martha Rosler—one of the more
successful contemporary artists in the biennial circuit—explained, despite the globalization of
34
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contemporary art, “as an artist, I have learned that the process of inclusion does not [change]...an
artist without a sales (and therefore publicity) base in the developed world—or a curatorial
support network in the world's 'periphery'—is not going to be included” in so-called global
exhibitions.35
Yet local resources and moorings should not be passed over too hastily. This dilemma of
regional or cultural specificity versus aesthetic universalism can be understood better by
examining the entry of Native American art into the mainstream contemporary art world during
the 1980s. After enduring centuries of well-known exoticization, Native American artists in the
1980s sought to maintain substantial cultural ties while also asserting contemporaneity and
avoiding reduction to bead and buckskin stereotypes. The question, by the early 1990s, was to
what degree “contemporary Native art” could sustain a meaningful “local” relationship to
contemporary Native cultural and political advancement while avoiding the trap of
exoticization.36 If being contemporary (at that time, “postmodern”) appeared to circumvent the
market for Indian exotica, did it also mean abandoning tribal, ethnic, personal, or other forms of
specificity?37 As discussed in the introduction, many Native artists and intellectuals in the early
1990s saw postmodernism’s inclusiveness as a kind of trap. If Native artists embraced a critique
of representation, what relationship did contemporary art’s critiques of stereotypes and museums
have to sustaining Native aesthetic, philosophical, or political systems in themselves? Taking

35 Quoted in Tim Griffin, “Global Tendencies: Globalism and the Global Exhibition” Artforum 42.3 (Nov. 2003).
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aim at the diminishing returns of postmodern discourse, for example, Jolene Rickard outlined the
way Native art could not be read sufficiently in the ironically universalizing terms of
“difference” or “identity”—often deployed by art institutions in a self-congratulatory act of
newfound inclusiveness and “multiculturalism”—but in terms of political and cultural
sovereignty, the preeminent political issue of Native America.38 Because Native nations were not
seeking greater inclusion in American society (arguably the goal of African Americans and other
“minority” groups) but rather political and cultural self-determination. “Sovereignty is the
border that shifts indigenous experience from a victimized stance to a strategic one...Yet if I were
to throw the term sovereignty out there at your basic Indian art opening, it would plummet to the
floor,” Rickard asserted.39
This obscuring of “local” Native politics and settler colonialism was equally evident at
“mainstream” postmodern art openings, where “indigenous visibility is in the narrow margin of
identity politics.”40 Indeed, a year after the 1991 Whitney Biennial's controversial focus on
difference and identity, and a year before the 1993 Biennial intensified this focus, including artist
Daniel Martinez's words “I can't imagine wanting to be white” on its admissions button, Native
art was easily swallowed up into an undifferentiated politics of difference that elided indigeneity.
Rickard's essay echoed the concerns raised by Loretta Todd at Indigena—a major review of
contemporary First Nations art held at the Canadian Museum of Civilization on the occasion of
the Columbus quincentenary in 1992—that an instrumentalized postmodernism—increasingly
associated with a general “identity politics”—could function as a new “official History,” in

38 Jolene Rickard, “Sovereignty: A Line in the Sand,” in Strong Hearts: Native American Visions and Voices (New
York: Aperture, 1995): 51-60.
39 Ibid. 51.
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which Native art's critical edge would be blunted. Contemporary Native art would fall prey to
the same forces evident in the Native American cultural tourism industry, in which all too often
art and culture have been shaped exclusively by the agenda of non-Native tourists. Attempting to
prevent this fate, Rickard emphasized the politics of Native art: that to interpret contemporary
Native art without foregrounding the over-riding “local” political issue of Native America—
sovereignty—would be, as Jimmie Durham had written of highlighting “political realities” in
1986, “impossible, and I think immoral.”41 Contemporary “postmodern” Native art should, she
summarized for the readers of Aperture magazine, be interpreted “through the clarifying lens of
sovereignty and self-determination, not just in terms of assimilation, colonization, and identity
politics.”42
What Rickard emphasized is that the structure of Native American political and cultural
oppression could easily accommodate local “difference” or “identity” alone—these, if sanitized
of dangerous contemporary politics and historical memory, could easily function as more nichemarket exotic goods. Indeed, the creation and exploitation of such white-washed niche markets
is a key part of contemporary global capitalism.43 Artists and critics could, however, adopt a
language of political empowerment that connected it to the most pressing issues of a given place:
in other words, to politicize locality, to reveal the way it is a site of political conflict with global
ties. What might an example of this politicized, globalized localism look like as an artistic
project? One possible response would be that in a settler colony like the United States, virtually
any assertion of Native belonging to a place, however, would be politically critical of the near41 Jimmie Durham, “Ni' Go Tlunh A Doh Ka,” in Ni' Go Tlunh a Doh Ka (Old Westbury, Long Island: SUNY,
College of Old Westbury, 1986): p. 1.
42 Rickard, “Sovereignty: A Line in the Sand,” 51.
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total erasure of indigeneity from American (and other national) cultural consciousness. Yet we
should be more specific, I think, and look at work that challenges not simply the content of
indigenous locality but the cultural forms through which politically-charged locality, presence,
and belonging are defined. In so doing, the work makes clear the need to politicize the way in
which locality is constructed in relationship to globalization—rather than only asserting a
cultural locality or identity itself.
This simultaneously structural and content-based level of critique is performed, for
example, by Alan Michelson’s 1992 contribution to the Lower Manhattan Sign Project [Figure 6]
of the New York art collective REPOhistory—a revolving “study group” of artists and others
founded in 1989 and dedicated to challenging public amnesia in contemporary art and urban
spaces. Composed of screen-printed metal signs hung around the streets of downtown
Manhattan, the Sign Project was designed to “retrieve and relocate absent historical narratives at
specific locations,” from Canal Street to Battery Park.44 The use of public signs to interrupt
official narratives of history was pioneered by Edgar Heap-of-Birds in the 1980s, and Alan
Michelson's contribution to the public exhibition is clearly influenced by Heap-of-Birds use of
short powerful phrases to trigger public memory of the history of colonialism in specific
locations. Michelson chose to address the history of “John Jacob Astor and the Native
Americans,” hanging the silkscreened aluminum sign at the location of the former headquarters
of Astor's American Fur Company, which monopolized the American fur trade from 1808 to
1842. From top to bottom, the piece records in eight phrases the way the fur trade—ostensibly

44 Lucy Lippard, “Anti-Amnesia,” available online at Repohistory.org (originally published in Z Mag azine,
December 1992): http://www.repohistory.org/lower_manhattan_sign_project/lm_lippard.php3 (Last Accessed
December 1, 2009).
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focused on trading “Our blankets for your beaver”—devolved into colonial exploitation,
resulting in “Our whiskey for your sanity” and “Our profit for your exploitation.”
By focusing on the material forms in which locality is visually communicated,
Michelson’s contribution to the Lower Manhattan Sign Project invited more than a new
knowledge of local colonial history. Rather, the work combined past history and the present
grammatical tense to assert the ongoing presence of Native Americans and the evolving
ramifications of earlier colonialism. In so doing, it produced an alternative, politically-charged
form of temporality—a form of “counter-memory,” defined by Foucault as the latent, repressed,
interruptive part of any discourse on the past—and compeled reflection on the way in which
temporality itself is bound up with the politics of locality and globalization.45 In so doing, it
challenged the narrative of time that informs neoliberalism, in which there is a single progressive
modernization represented by market liberalization and the elaboration of dominant strands
within Western culture. It suggested that a particular formal structure of amnesia—the physical
erasure of the past from cultural landscapes and the conceptual relegation of Natives to the past
tense—stultifies the agency of indigenous nations in the contemporary world. Indeed,
Michelson's piece—and the rest of REPOhistory's Lower Manhattan Sign Project—typified how
memory came to be figured as structurally oppositional within postmodernism. This figuration
of memory could be called “interruptive,” operating in an insurgent manner to disrupt a restricted
linearity of time in which Native America and American colonialism were confined to an absent
past. As Rosalyn Deutsche wrote of the 1980s guerilla projection works of Krysztof Wodiczko,
memory functioned as an “ethical interruption [that] fissures the spaces of city just as it fissures
the space of the self, violating what is already violent: forgetting of the other in the privatization
45
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of urban space.”46 Legible as part of the broader postmodern critique of representation, this
interruptive memory created a kind of cold water shock for complaisant art viewers, cracking
open self and space in a Levinasian ethics of hospitality toward the Other suddenly made present
by the art work.47
Considered as a postmodern reflection on the relationship of “the local” to diverse
networks of exchange and movement—globalization—what Michelson’s piece pointed to is the
way in which locality is articulated through particular globalized forms of temporality, ways of
conceiving, experiencing, and organizing time’s passage that structure social formations like a
city or country. It drew attention to the way in which capitalist global expansion—a key agent of
which was Astor’s fur company—created a kind of temporality in which its own crimes are
neutralized and hidden, confining Native American locality to a chronological past at odds with
the politics of contemporary Native sovereignty or participation in contemporary art as anything
but exoticized zombies (the living dead). Indeed, the work drew attention to the need for not
simply more general information or knowledge about the historical past, but the creation of other
modes of conceiving of the relationship of past, present, and future. In short, it suggested the
way in which temporality was at stake in contemporary anti-imperial politics, and the way in
which imperial time needed interruption if not replacement by other temporalities. By changing
the basic grammar and vocabulary through which locality is expressed, it implied that

46 Rosalyn Deutsche, quoted in Lisa Saltzman Making Memory Matter: Strategies of Remembrance in
Contemporary Art (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2006): 41.
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contemporary art is a vector of other forms of temporality to challenge those of modern
globalization’s settler colonialism.
This counter-memorial construction of locality common to postmodernism was a crisis
for the amnesiac structure of temporality that supports globalization. Indeed, Michelson’s
piece—and similar works by Heap-of-Birds, REPOhistory, and other artists, both Native and
non-Native—should be read as pointing to a broader break-down of contemporary temporality
with which contemporary art is bound up.48 Many scholars have suggested that “modern time”
has been eclipsed by another kind of post-modern or “contemporary” temporality in which time
has mutated or multiple times co-exist in tension.49 How might art further enrich those
temporalities that challenge the modern time of colonialism, re-deployed by neoliberalism? One
way to address this question is to examine the role of modern time in facilitating the amnesiac
locality that the Lower Manhattan Sign Project questions. Of course, the inextricability of a
particular formal structure of time to modern globalization and colonialism is well-known by
cultural historians. As Lewis Mumford famously wrote, “the clock, not the steam engine, is the
key-machine of the modern industrial age.”50 Walter Benjamin described industrialized modern
time as a decisive break with pre-capitalist constructions, most clearly eclipsing what he called—
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emphasizing its religio-historical origins—“messianic time.”51 This messianic time organized
the past, present, and future as “simultaneous” and united across time by an “eternal” foundation,
while capitalism's “homogeneous, empty time” separated past, present, and future into a
measurable, linear chronology of discrete events.52 While messianic time read a current event as
the “fulfillment” of ancient prophecy and the “promise” of future fulfillment, capitalist time read
events as occurring in a rolling open field, with relations between events being coincidental and
fluid rather than locked in an eternal sacred structure.
Yet of course industrial time did allow for provisional forms of locking together time,
naturalizing the relationship between events in the interest of social stability. Reflecting on the
fundamental relationship between forms of temporality and social structures, Benedict Anderson
shows that the printing press and expansion of “print-as-commodity” allowed early modern
readers in this open field of homogeneous, empty time to imagine new horizontal relationships
among themselves and “others.”53 Literate consumers who previously spoke local dialects or
separate languages became united in a shared vernacular language that formed the basis of a new
community of sense, scattered across vast geographical distance. In time, the “nation” emerged
as the primary expression of this structure, coming to be seen as “sovereign” as the plausibility
of divine rulers eroded with the older model of messianic time. While “time” was conceived as
empty and abstract, the “nation” was conceived as having an exemplary “historical” status,
imagined in heroic paintings of “national history” and narrated in “national museums” and a
distinct relationship to other “nations” across an expanding global political field.
51 Walter Benjamin, “On the Concept of History” in Walter Benjamin: Selected Writings, Volume 4, 1938-1940,
trans. Edmund Jephcott et al (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2003)
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As Michelson’s contribution to the Lower Manhattan Sign Project indicated, the
industrial nation-state's notion of “homogeneous, empty time” also structured the development of
modern colonial policies, thus bringing it into direct conflict with indigenous time systems.
Beginning in 1879 with the establishment of Carlisle Indian School by the United States,
indigenous children were forced to attend colonial schools where they would be re-educated in
mainline Protestantism, Standard American English, national history, and industrial labor. The
basic goal was ethnocide and assimilation into the temporal structure in which the “imagined
community” of the United States (and later Canada) represented progress and the future. While
Native cultures had understood time and memory in various ways, several generations of Native
people were forced to think of themselves in relationship with the foreign framework of the
American imagined community. These policies continued into the late 1930s and sometimes as
late as the 1970s.54
A number of Native thinkers, notably Vine Deloria Jr. and Paula Gunn Allen, analyzed
the philosophical substance and cultural ramifications of this confrontation between indigenous
notions of time and memory and those forms sustaining the industrial-era nation-state.55 For
them, “modern time” was a form of cultural assimilation, part of the cultural structure allowing
settlers to justify their expansion over Native Americans and eventually the peoples of American
unincorporated territories. Deloria wrote of the remarkable degree to which “the very essence of
[modern] Western European identity involves the assumption that time proceeds in a linear

54 Similar practices were a basic part of the expansion of nation-states elsewhere in the colonial world and thus, as
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fashion.”56 In their cavalier relationship to Native people, Europeans represented themselves as
more “advanced” than indigenous people and understood time as “peculiarly related to the
destiny of the people of Western Europe.”57 For Deloria, a particular understanding of
Christianity rather than nationality or race was at the heart of this peculiar temporality.
Experienced by historical Native people from the outside, this Christianity understood time less
in what Benjamin would call premodern “messianic” time than in liberal eschatological time: it
conceived of itself as ushering in a destined Kingdom of God in which all people would be
converted to Christianity (Protestantism in the United States) and the prosperity of industrial life.
This worldly eschatology, he wrote, encouraged Western European Christians to act as if they
had “become the guardians of the world.”58
In contrast, Deloria emphasized that indigenous time systems conceived of temporality as
non-linear and centered on a “particular place” often associated with the creation of the world.
Time could not be well expressed in “abstract principles” but was given form in the oral
transmission of memory “not suitable for transmission to other societies without doing severe
damage.”59 This is not to say that time was traditionally understood in strictly esoteric terms, but
that it was conceived as inherently cultural: bound up with the “revelation” given to specific
cultural groups and developed in “a continuous process of adjustment to the natural
surroundings.”60 The contemporary artist James Luna embraces this traditional sense of time,
pointedly asking a largely non-Native Manhattan audience how many of them live where their
56 Deloria, God is Red, 63.
57 Ibid.
58 Deloria, God is Red, 63.
59 Ibid. 66.
60 Ibid. 67.
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people were created.61 Paula Gunn Allen notes this particularized notion of time in indigenous
tradition, which she dubs “ceremonial time.”62 She writes that Native time is generally
“achronological,” conceiving of Native cultural practices as “moving events” that are not
locatable in a precise “point” in time, and as inhabiting a “series of events that might have
happened years before or that might not have happened to him or her personally.”63 Yet unlike
“messianic” time, this “ceremonial” time emphasizes the immanent tactics of “balance” and
“adjustment” rather than the quasi-transcendental eschatology of justice and fulfillment. As a
result, “time structuring” is part of the “ultimate significance” of Native American art, Allen
writes.64 While the thematization of temporality is a major part of modern art and literature—
one thinks of Faulkner or Smithson—what Allen means is that temporality is a fundamental way
in which indigenous cultural continuity is expressed and thus is central to Native art qua Native
art or Native art as a politics of indigeneity.
On first glance, more recent globalization appears to extend this disjunctive relationship
to other parts of the world: the historical strife between the time of North American nation-states
and Native North Americans seems a complex cipher of a broader global reality embodied in the
“Indian country” of Iraq and Afghanistan.65 Certainly the conflict between temporalities has
emerged as a central issue for the alternative globalization movement, as Boaventura de Sousa
Santos has pointed out in his analysis of the World Social Forum and the alternative globalization
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movement broadly.66 First held in 2001 as an alternative to neoliberal World Economic Forum
meetings, the event provides a space of dialogue and collaboration for those interested in
challenging the course of “free market” globalization. De Sousa Santos writes that despite the
open nature of the event, it had become clear that as northern non-governmental organizations
interacted with leaders, labor and community organizations, and religious groups composed of
indigenous and non-indgenous, northern and southern people that a greater degree of cultural
competency was needed in order to foster productive relationships. In short, a cultural “middle
ground” was called for in order to prevent systemic miscommunication and mediate conflicting
aspirations and methods of activism. Reflecting on the many entrenched differences in goals and
strategies informing the movement, De Sousa Santos proposes that, above all, a new “time
literacy” is called for, as “the most resistant relations of domination are those based on
hierarchies among temporalities.”67 That is, the fundamental hierarchy in the cultural politics of
globalization is between the “advanced” developed nations and the “residual” nations in need of
neoliberal “development” by a variety of both well-intentioned and dubious means.68
De Sousa Santos makes an important point: there are fundamental temporal divides in the
contemporary world and these are related to power relations. Indeed, while globalization has
recently been described as the “end of temporality” by Fredric Jameson, most would agree that in
fact it exacerbates rather than erases the fundamental divide between epistemologies based—to
employ De Sousa Santos’ general categories—in linear “clock time” and non-linear “event
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time.”69 Echoing the divide in Native and European time described by Deloria and Allen, this
rough global divide is between a “developed” world “embedded in clock time, monochronocity
[sic], discontinuity, time as a controlled resource and linear progression,” and a peripheral world
lived in “event time, polichronocity [sic], continuity, time as controlling, non-linear
progression.”70 Most would agree that this maps onto the greatest inequity in global power
relations, that between the developed and undeveloped, the Northern and Southern. In effect, it
is an updated, globalized version of the time conflict identified by Deloria and Allen. While
neoliberal discourse construes this as a divide in degrees of “modernization,” it is a divide
inherent in contemporary modernity itself. Contrary to popular and many Marxist
understandings, modernity has not meant a unilinear drive toward homogenization, but the
creation of heterogeneous “alternative modernities,” in which temporality and relations to
cultural, political, and economic resources branch in different directions.
What De Sousa Santos describes is a particularly vivid illustration of how globalization
has generated a crisis for its own claims of unilinear development. Since the 1960s,
globalization has been analyzed and arguably experienced as the reformulation of modern
temporal structures and experiences. These accounts are particularly compelling in light of our
daily experiences of globalization and its infrastructure: ubiquitous portable electronics that link
to multiple global information networks, round-the-clock interactive news and information
online, transnational forms of media and entertainment, and changes in employment, income,
and political alignments. Indeed, Vine Deloria himself recognized the insufficiency of a binary
opposition to describe the proliferating experiences and forms of modernity teeming under
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postwar globalization.71 As older systems of nationalized homogeneous time no longer held
sway in a new technological and political era, Deloria argued that indigenous and nonindigenous people could not hope to “restore” older cultural and temporal systems. Native
Americans could never simply re-adopt “ancestral” forms of time-keeping while leading
completely different lives, communicating over far greater distances, and confronting radically
different obstacles to political and economic advancement. Similarly, the civil rights and antiwar movements, the rise of counter-cultural experimentation in the 1960s and 1970s, and the
movement toward an information and consumption-based economy indicated for Deloria that the
era of modern industrial time and nation-states had faded.72
Writing in 1970, Deloria declared that everyone found themselves estranged by new
technologies of information and culture, and new economic structures. Deloria observed that “a
great segment of the American public has been rudely pushed beyond the traditional temporal
Western doctrines.”73 This was due to the shifts in social imagination and structures of
communication caused by the globalization of “modern communications media.” For Deloria,
one example of this was the rise in sympathy for Native causes and the mimicking of “Indian”
lifestyles and attitudes by the counterculture—they marked a break with structures of time that
encouraged total amnesia with regard to Native Americans. Yet rather than a harmonious “global
village” this shift in temporality seemed to have produced a problematic heterogeneity, defined
as an era of “the communications gap.”74 Although often expressed in terms of race or
generational strife, this gap was fundamentally one of a crisis of “philosophical concepts”
71
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precipitated by globalization.75 In response, Deloria proclaimed, “what we desperately need
now are transitional structures, concepts, and mythologies to provide a means of translating ideas
and values.”76 While older indigenous systems of time may have been “unsuitable for
transmission,” a new “middle ground” was needed in order to advance the goals of both
indigenous and non-indigenous people in a new phase of globalization.
Deloria’s account resonates with the work of many scholars who have described how
recent globalization has generated a crisis in temporality that threatens its own stability. Indeed,
the serious ramifications of this shift continue to be analyzed as their effects are experienced in
the ongoing global financial and political crisis. For over a decade, the need for a middle ground
composed of “transitional” structures of temporality has been called for by political theorist
Sheldon Wolin.77 He writes that global capitalism has created a “pervasive temporal disjunction”
that presents “serious problems” for the institutions of modern representational democracy.78
“Starkly put,” Wolin asserts, today “political time is out of sync with the temporalities, rhythms,
and pace governing the economy and [dominant] culture.”79 In short, there is a crisis in the
relationship between political community and global capitalism. He writes that the temporality
of democracy—in the broadest sense of the word—is inherently slow and dialogic, “conditioned
by the presence of differences and the attempt to negotiate them” through many forms of
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diplomacy.80 He dubs the diplomatic and memory-rich “time zone” of democracy “preservative”
in contrast to the temporalities of global capitalism and its dominant culture, which are driven by
planned obsolescence and global competition with no concern for dialogue and difference, much
less community and economic stability. This powerful temporality of “disappearance” and
“replacement” has completely subsumed the preservative and differential time of democracy,
rendering political and cultural difference less a matter of negotiation and preservation than
information war within a “race to the bottom” in political protections against capitalism. Today
dominant culture is a battleground of framed “wedge” issues and values, the flames of which are
endlessly stoked in complex ways by the “political” coverage of round-the-clock media.81 This
has effectively rendered the possibility of democracy and diplomacy moot in the current political
reality of what Wolin calls “inverted totalitarianism” or Hardt and Negri, more influentially, have
called “Empire.”82 It may also contribute to the success of “authoritarian capitalism” in China.83
What Wolin, Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, and others describe as a dangerous rift
between cultural and political usefully contextualizes the amnesiac remodernism of
contemporary art described by Smith. The apparent separation of dominant art from practices of
democracy and the elaboration of progressive social realities—the key difference between
remodernism and historical modernism—mirrors the division of global temporality separating
cultural and political spheres. As the institutions and practices of democracy—depending on
relatively slow dialogue, memory, debate, checks and balances, cooling off periods,
80 Ibid.
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introspection, face-to-face organizing—have been isolated by the hyper-driven simultaneity,
instantaneity, and temporal superficiality of neoliberal culture, institutionally-championed
contemporary art takes on the characteristics of this culture. It is depoliticized and advances a
shallow relationship to global time and multiplicity that prevents the critical legacy of modern art
in advancing new social forms. Dominated by neoliberal time, the sites or “locations” of
democracy, art, and globalization fail to merge in a productive way.
Yet as Hardt and Negri emphasize, challenging neoliberalism means recognizing and
exploiting the productive capacity of globalization to create temporalities that undermine
contemporary imperialism by reuniting democracy and globalization.84 Even if neoliberal
foreign policy, economic management, and visions of “development” encourage amnesia and
discourse difference, globalization is not entirely defined by neoliberalism’s agenda. This is
what some “postcolonial” art, as well as work by other contemporary artists who could be
understood as circumventing the depthless universalism of neoliberal culture, evidences in its
best instances. It is what Michelson’s contribution to the Lower Manhattan Sign Project begins
to do: draw attention to the insufficiency of “modern time” and chronological accounts of Native
sovereignty, and indeed Native Americans, as in the past. It begins to produce alternative ways
of conceiving of time in a given place, ones that resonate with the empowerment of Native
Americans in the contemporary world. As we will see, more recent Native art has taken this a
step further, using art to weave other temporalities and produce relationships among the world’s
peoples that figure a radically different globalized world. It simultaneously carries on the
progressive tradition of modern and postmodern art, while globalizing the political,
philosophical, and ethical systems of Native America. This has been possible by changes in
contemporary art more broadly, as the challenge posed by postmodernism has been answered by
84
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a range of globalized aesthetic projects that deploy a range of critical perspectives and forms of
strategic locality and global political community. In viewing contemporary art, we now
encounter these as examples of the promise of globalized art to envision more humane ways of
understanding and occupying the world when the older ways of liberal democracy no longer hold
sway. Dominant institutions may continue to champion remodernism but many artists, critics,
and institutions point to other paths forward (and “backwards”) for contemporary art.
Contemporary Native American art is a particularly compelling site of these visions of
another globalization in which art, globalization, and democracy merge in new temporal
frameworks. Reflecting on the movement away from postmodernism in Native art, Charlotte
Townsend-Gault writes that critical discourse is constrained by “the stereotype of stereotypes.”85
She suggests that, ironically, the emergence of “contemporary Native art” within the broader
postmodern critique of stereotypical representation has led to a foregone conclusion that all
contemporary artists repeat the tactics of Jimmie Durham, Edgar Heap-of-Birds, Carl Beam,
Hulleah Tsinhnahjinnie, Gerald McMaster, and James Luna circa the mid-1980s. (As Chapters
Two and Three show, in fact not even those two artists reuse the strategies of their earlier work!)
In recent years, artists have moved “from that [postmodern] arena to a shared ethical realm”
marked less by the subversion of “Indian” representation than issues of politics and ethics on a
global stage.86 From a politics of difference the work has moved to “something closer to a
philosophical moral realism: the claim that there are moral facts and properties independent of
people's culturally specific beliefs and attitudes.”87 These ethical concerns speak to a global
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audience and global condition, to the “corruption of power and bad faith, anywhere at any time.”
In broad terms, this is the way in which sovereignty and self-determination are expressed in
culture after postmodernism, for Townsend-Gault: “the 'n' can be taken out of 'ethnic' to reveal
ethics,” as she puts it.88
What Townsend-Gault perspicaciously underscores is that Native artists have moved
from a postmodern paradigm to one specifically concerned with changing globalization with an
eye toward “ethics.” If earlier Native work operated in the arena of representational systems,
“contemporary” art has moved to the “global” arena of supra-national human social organization
and in so doing engages the multiplicities of temporality in the contemporary world. In doing so,
it simultaneously challenges the amnesiac temporality encouraged by neoliberalism and the
remodernism that is its art world equivalent. Indeed, Jolene Rickard has specifically
characterized this “ethical” turn as one of alternative globalization based in indigenous memory,
decrying injustice at home and abroad while suggesting alternatives drawn from indigenous
experience and politics. Discussing Fountain, a video installation by Rebecca Belmore exhibited
at the 2005 Venice Biennale, Rickard writes that the work speaks to an emergent “post-colonial
order” constituted by indigenous “dispossession,” the “trajectory of aboriginal history” in
Canada, the struggle for indigenous sovereignty, the reclaiming of indigenous knowledge and
history, the avant-garde, and the course of globalization.89 Belmore's video installation contested
a global regime in which the dispossessed and powerless “disappear” from cultural, political, and
economic institutions. Quoting critic Jean Fischer, Rickard writes that Belmore's work addresses
the way globalization “binds our fates together, so it is now worth considering what unites rather
88 Ibid. 742.
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than divides us.”90 In a kind of diplomatic gesture aimed at balancing political domination, the
art work seeks to “redefine the obsession of modern power” from the perspective of the
displaced, invisible, and “disappeared.” As Townsend-Gault writes of the same piece, the art
offers a “revelation of lurking harm” but also the suggestion of a “corrective.”91
This global “corrective,” as Rickard points out, may employ a distinct conception of
power, notably one that emerges from Native theories of power and the contemporary indigenous
rights movement, and may serve as a key artistic resource after postmodernism. Rickard invokes
this in her closing words on Belmore’s Biennale piece, “Rebecca Belmore knows about power;
her mother, Rose, told her so.”92 At the same time as Native artists draw upon indigenous
visions of power, a reconception of power and ethics has become central to the increasingly
transnational practice of indigenous rights, in which indigenous people seek to “decolonize” their
governmental structures and their relationships with the world using indigenous philosophy and
tactics. (Despite being formally classified as a “terrorist group” by the United States since 2005,
the Zapatistas are notable in this regard.) Leading North American political philosopher Taiaiake
Alfred writes that, despite the plethora of Native government systems, the “indigenous view of
power and justice...focuses on whether or not power is used in a way that contributes to the
creation and maintenance of balance and peaceful coexistence in a web of relationships.”93 It is
inconsistent with European-derived ”total” theories of “revolution” or “utopia,” which are
focused on a vision of complete structural reconfiguration, and thus “indigenous peoples do not
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seek to destroy the state, but to make it more just and to improve their relations with the
mainstream society.”94 While the Zapatistas, for example, have often been called “postmodern”
revolutionaries, they could more accurately be called indigenous revolutionaries, working from
an anti-statist, anti-totalizing tradition that has no interest in seizing the power of the state.95 As
Rickard affirms, indigenous tradition and experience challenges “modern power,” seeking a
more balanced relationship between the powerful and powerless, the visible and the
“disappeared” in a practice that seeks coexistence and mutual agreements.96 In short, while there
are significant commonalities between European-derived Marxist and other leftist projects (such
as the removal of the “commons” from the market), the indigenous movement must be
interpreted on its own terms, a point often expressed by those involved with the well-known
contemporary Latin American indigenous political projects.97
Given the emphasis on balance and coexistence in Native theories of power, Alfred
underscores the central importance of diplomacy as an expression of sovereignty. He informs
readers,“in traditional systems [of governance], it was essential for communities to cultivate
relationships with their neighbours that would allow for ongoing dialogue and dispute
resolution.”98 The imposition of state-based models of vertically delegated “rights” and the
ongoing colonial disempowerment of Native nations has created an environment of conflict and
exploitation between Native elites and disempowered members of their communities, between
94 Ibid. 53.
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Native nations (not all of whom were able to negotiate treaties or become recognized by nationstates), and between Natives and non-natives. Alfred writes: “The time has come to recognize
our mutual dependency; to realize that indigenous and non-indigenous communities are
permanent features of our political and social landscape; to embraces the notion of respectful
cooperation on equal terms; and to apply the peace-making principles on which were based both
the many great pre-contact North American confederacies and the later alliances that allowed
European societies to establish themselves and flourish on this continent.”99
What is most important in bringing Alfred’s political theory into dialogue with
contemporary art is the way in which it allows us to re-examine the relationship of globalization,
art, and indigenous empowerment. He is suggesting that by moving toward an aesthetic project
in which contemporary artists draw from the Native conceptions of power as diplomacy to
change globalization that Native people are in fact re-establishing a truly indigenous politics
(defined as one based in pre-contact indigenous political traditions, institutions, and teachings).
On his persuasive account, the philosophical focus on “balance”—something embodied, perhaps
most famously, in the foundational role of the four cardinal directions in Native art and culture—
is inherent to true democracy (he notes some overlap with Anglo-American federalism and
European anarchism) and manifests itself most concretely in international political alliances that
cut-short the possibility of domination or exploitation. In the international relationship between
indigenous peoples and citizens of various nation-states, “balance” is effectively a keyword for
diplomacy and alliance-building. As neoliberalism ushers in new kinds of social formations—
not the oft-prophesied “decline” of the nation-state but certainly its challenge by many other
forms of sovereignty and society that do not respect its territory, boundaries, or imagined
community—this form of power has been given an opportunity to re-emerge in contemporary
99 Ibid.
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global relevance. More, it fosters further Native empowerment by re-connecting contemporary
Native politics and institutions with those developed in the Americas during its millennia of
indigenous political control. Pursued in the global context of contemporary art, this Native soft
power challenges remodernism and neoliberal time by creating other connections between past
and present that acknowledge the viability of futures characterized by the continuance of Native
models of governance and culture.
Contemporary Native art and politics, then, advances a different relationship to the past—
one that foregrounds the indigenous and “colonial” periods of American history during which
international alliances were formed through gestures of diplomacy rather than exploitation. This
past is freed from a chronological time in which it is out-moded or “under-developed,” and
affirmed as a model for the present. Indeed, such historical and traditional models of
international diplomacy have drawn the attention of many scholars seeking to understand the role
of indigenous people in globalization. After all, globalization is a centuries-old process which
has created and sustained a range of diplomatic structures many times in the past, many of them
involving Native North Americans. Writing on the prominence of indigenous Amazonian
nations in the global environmental movement, Beth Conklin and Laura Graham identify a
restoration of a diplomatic “middle ground” within the shifting cultural and political relations of
globalization in the 1980s and 1990s.100 They use the term “middle ground” in reference to
Richard White's landmark study of the intercultural political and economic dynamics of the
Great Lakes imperial border zone during the seventeenth and eighteen centuries, in which, White
argued, there was created a “common, mutually comprehensible world” of “new systems of
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meaning and exchange.”101 White emphasized the degree to which imperialism was not allpowerful, and that Native nations were central agents in the manipulation of imperial practices
and international trade. Native people and traders, settlers, and white officials became
diplomatic “cocreators of a world in the making,” that is, the early phase of empire in the North
Atlantic world.102 The contemporary “world in the making” between various indigenous and
non-indigenous actors emerges, as Conklin and Graham write, from “new forms of transnational,
transcultural encounters and alliances...in the international public sphere,” from mass media,
activist publications, scholarship, and cultural exhibitions of various kinds. Like the historical
“middle ground” of an earlier globalization analyzed by White, the relations between indigenous
and other nations on the contemporary middle ground “do not fit a simple rubric of domination,
subordination, and acculturation” in relationship to a monolithic imposed structure of colonial
sovereignty. 103 Not fully dominated by neoliberalism, the soft or diplomatic power of Native
nations has gained political efficacy in advancing alternative visions of globalization within an
international network of potential allies
Where and how is this diplomatic power asserted? Importantly, the contemporary
“middle ground” identified by Conklin and Graham differs from earlier imperial border zones
because it is not bound to a geographic terrain. Rather, it is “a political space, an arena of
intercultural communication, exchange, and joint political action,” in which politics is primarily
“symbolic...ideas and images, not common identity or economic interests, mobilize political
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actions across wide gulfs of distance, language, and culture.”104 Art is one of the sites where this
dialogue in affects and symbols takes place. Alfred, too, distinguishes between “two waves” of
globalization and models of Native resistance and diplomacy in each. Historically, Native
political action against empire emerged in the “first wave of globalization” in which European
traders, missionaries, and other colonizers first invaded North America.105 In this initial global
process, Native political action struggled for “land, political authority, and the capacity to exert
physical force” against British, French, Dutch, and Spanish empires. In contrast, the “second
wave” is “defined instead in terms of culture wars...the struggle for cultural survival” against
“the total United Statesificaiton of cultures and the corporate dominance of political life.”—what
I have called the culture of neoliberalism.106 Like Conklin and Graham, he recognizes the
potential of indigenous nations to symbolically create another middle ground through an explicit
confrontation with neoliberalism. He writes that a first step to Native resistance to contemporary
globalization is to link it to a debate about the role of culture in stymying global democracy and
international relations. Indigenous nations can employ soft power to “engage society as a whole
in an argument about the relationship between culture and justice” that could undermine the
“intellectual premises of colonialism.”107
Just as there is a “middle ground” between Native American diplomacy and the
contemporary globalization, there is precipitating common ground between contemporary Native
art and other globalized art practices that circumvent remodernism. Indeed, when Rickard draws
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from Fischer to declare a new time of “shared” fates, one wonders what exactly is new about that
social reality except that contemporary art has come to acknowledge it. The move to this
diplomatic aesthetics in contemporary Native art—concerned with producing sensations and
ideas that facilitate creative, balanced relationships among the world’s peoples—emerges in
dialogue with three primary post-postmodern art practices of contemporary art: the redefinition
of the art work and exhibition space as a site of social exchange for producing new subjectivities
and “experimental cultures” (“relational aesthetics” in a broad sense); the concern with
“memory” and “the archive,” influenced by Fredric Jameson's earlier identification of “amnesia”
as structural to late capitalism; and the aforementioned artistic interest in re-articulating the
“local” as a bulwark against the deterritorializing flows of globalization. These three discourses
are ways of expressing an alternative globalization in culture, one that not only resists
“Americanization” or “homogenization” but imagines what a different globalization can and
should be. For Native artists, this alternative globalization in art constitutes a new international
middle ground, one in which Native cultural continuance is legible in a “mutually
comprehensible world characterized by new systems of meaning and exchange.”108 This is, in
short, a world in which many artists and viewers regardless of origin are searching for other
ways of envisioning human relationships on a global scale and values distinct from those of the
culture of neoliberalism.
While the globalization of art is obviously part of the history of modernity, the triumph of
global neoliberalism after 1989 seems to have made conscious practices of “alternative
globalization” particularly pressing in the 1990s and 2000s. Consciousness of globalization as a
site of intervention emerged as a primary issue in contemporary art at Documenta 10 in 1997,
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which surveyed postwar art's relationships to decolonization, the Cold War, and globalization.
After September 11, 2001—a complex cipher of globalization for many—the contemporary
artistic response to globalization became central to Documenta 11 in 2002. As put forth by
Okwui Enwezor, the show’s curator, the significance of globalization lay in its capacity to
produce and empower what could be called a “globalization from below,” an alternative
globalization, that he described as the production of “experimental cultures.”109 These “cultures”
were in the process of defining new ways of life from the experience of “the displaced—those
placed on the margins of the enjoyment of full global participation.”110 As Enwezor's choice to
elevate “displaced” revealed, these nomadic artists were not defined by their location in a
particular nation-state or inherited “culture.” Instead, their art would “fashion new worlds” and
create the new “meaning- and memory-making systems of late modernity.”111 In Enwezor's
rhetoric, this vanguard project would replace the “epistemological” interests of postmodernism,
and re-articulate within a “postcolonial constellation” the avant-garde's historical goal of
collapsing art into life, culture into politics.112 Most importantly, it would replace the neo-empire
of global capitalism embodied in the American wars of aggression in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Documenta 11 is crucial for passionately foregrounding on a global stage the importance
of contemporary art in drawing from “the experience of the displaced” to produce alternative
kinds of globalization. In a broad sense, I equate this model of ethical, globalized social
production with what is more broadly known as “relational aesthetics” in contemporary art, an
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important parallel to the development of diplomatic aesthetics by Native artists. Smith describes
how these works—regardless of labels attached to them (he calls them “remix” art works)—
“seek sustainable flows of survival, cooperation, and growth.”113 As famously articulated by
Nicolas Bourriaud, “relational aesthetics” conceives of the art work as a “social interstice” within
“the whole of human relations and their social context” rather than as a “private space” of
individual consumption as in remodernism.114 He argues that contemporary art “creates free
areas, and time spans whose rhythm contrasts with those structuring everyday life.”115 This
temporal “interstice” is a space of encounter and dialogue, facilitating “an inter-human
commerce that differs from the 'communications zones' that are imposed upon us” by
neoliberalism.116 Although this can be understood in many ways, Rirkrit Tiravanija's work is
most commonly associated with relational aesthetics' goals of transforming the local social space
of the gallery or museum. In a typical work by Rirkrit, the viewer enters an installation space in
which an everyday activity is performed with other participants (a better term than “viewers”):
cooking, eating, reading, playing music etc. For example, in his 2011 Fear Eats the Soul [Figure
7] at the Gavin Brown gallery in New York, the artist served potato leek soup to visitors. Such
work emphasizes social exchange in an intimate, relatively informal space, and, in Bourriaud's
view, challenges the isolation and privatization of space in the contemporary metropolitan world.
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In his view the simple act of preparing and sharing a meal together in gallery setting is a
valuable, critical “alternative” to the privatized life of neoliberal culture.117
While relational aesthetics produces “experimental cultures” by organizing alternative
micro-communities and communication networks, other forms of contemporary art organize
temporal interstices by drawing from the “leftover,” and the “underground” within the broader
discourses of culture. These share with contemporary Native art a concern with the historical
past and the resources available therein. From this “recycling” perspective, memory and the
archive have emerged as primary sites through which this alternative globalization can be
articulated. Hal Foster has dubbed this “archival art,” which seeks “to make historical
information, often lost or misplaced, physically present.”118 Contrasting contemporary archival
art with postmodern art, Foster wrote that in 2004 “a subversive...fragmentation can no longer be
confidently posed against an authoritative symbolic totality (whether associated with aesthetic
autonomy, formalist hegemony, modernist canonicity, or masculinist domination).”119 Rather, in
the globalized contemporary world, art “assumes anomic fragmentation as a condition to work
through, and registers new orders of affective association, however partial and provisional.”120
Far from the “deconstructive” tactics of postmodernism or an anti-commodification strategy
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aligned with Marxism, “archival art” is driven by a reconstructive “will to connect” in response
to a perceived “failure of cultural memory” and a view of the world as “frightfully
disconnected.”121 This “archival art” typically uses the installation format, and while not
soliciting participation like relational art instead proposes a kind of new horizontal
representational structure through which the disorienting, delocalizing processes of amnesia and
fragmentation can be resisted. In so doing, it challenges the way time is organized and
experienced in the contemporary world, while suggesting other “usable pasts” from which to
imagine a globalized future.
Approached from the perspective of contemporary Native American art, archival art’s
“will to connect” helps to create the fabric of the transnational middle ground, the structures of
mutual comprehension for those seeking to transform the violent, “frightfully disconnected”
world. By turning to “unfulfilled beginnings or incomplete projects,” Foster suggests, it finds
“other kinds of orderings” that “might offer points of departure again” for the contemporary
world.122 Perhaps, as Andreas Huyssen writes, the looping repetition and re-articulation of
repressed”realms of memory” indicates a utopian “principle of hope” in which the future can be
transformed by an artistic “project of reconceptualizing history.”123 As in diplomatic aesthetics,
memory, it seems, is employed as a means of developing new forms of social relationships
through the articulation of an undetermined community of sense, oriented to the humans of the
past rather than, as in relational aesthetics, the present. This community of sense emerges out of
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a transformed temporality produced by the work of art, one in which pasts and futures are joined
together in new ways.
What is the source of this transformed temporal sense across people of different cultural
origin? Recalling the McLuhan-influenced argument of Deloria in 1970, it obviously has to do
with globalization and changes in lifestyle and employment over the last half century. It is thus a
definitive part of a broader change in how the temporal flow of information is visualized in the
increasingly digitized world of contemporary globalized cultures. Discussing this trend, Lev
Manovich has brilliantly discussed the “loop” as the creative temporal “engine” of contemporary
new media culture.124 Showing how the loop—a temporal structure in which the past, present,
and future are characterized by continuity, repetition, and co-existence—emerged in the loops of
early cinema, Manovich discusses how narrative film repressed the loop through a characteristic
linearity and chronology that mirrored the empty homogeneous time of modern culture. The
temporal logic of narrative film, reinscribing the linear format of “modern time,” is emblematic
of the time that has undergirded global capitalism yet is now in crisis. Like globalization
theorists, Manovich points to how the ubiquity of digital media—especially the computer—in
contemporary globalized economics and culture have created a newly dominant place for the
loop. Evidencing a classic return of the repressed, computer code is based on the repetition of
scripts, and the digital user interface of personal computers—characterized by a spatial montage
of multiple windows, applications, and “tabs”—constitutes a new temporal environment in
which co-existence and simultaneity have replaced the linear logic of disappearance and
replacement of earlier modern economics and culture.
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The rise of investigations of memory in contemporary art is a response to this daily
experience with new media loops and databases and the absence of a cultural discourse and
politics that accommodates them. Indeed, as seen in diplomatic aesthetics the rise of “the loop”
is not only an alternative figure of time but an alternative creative relationship to the resources of
the past points to a culture distinct from the amnesiac and politically problematic temporality of
neoliberalism. Indeed, the following chapters show that diplomatic aesthetics offers a way to
revive certain features of traditional Native American culture as part of a globalizing culture
driven by the “engine” of the loop. These chapters explore how Native art employs a looping
temporality in which the indigenous past feeds the future while changing the viewer’s present
understanding of this past. Emphasizing the need for such cultural diplomacy, Alfred points out
how changing both the indigenous and non-indigenous world’s relationship to the indigenous
database or “memory store” is particularly crucial to Native empowerment.125 For hundreds of
years the “state [has] attempt[ed] to rewrite history in order to legitimize its exercise of power
(sovereignty) over indigenous peoples. Native people struggle to resist the co-optation of their
historical sense.”126 Given that the “second wave” of globalization attacks Native cultural
integrity, creative repetition from the “memory store” is essential to developing resistance
strategies to neoliberal power, especially a “diplomatic” environment in which contemporary
articulations of Native rights are seen against the backdrop of historical colonialism.127 As Vine
Deloria wrote in 1970, the systematic repression of the North American past had created a
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pervasive political and cultural divide between most Natives and non-natives.128 Quoting a
report by the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence, Deloria
emphasized the way “historical amnesia...masks much of [America's] turbulent past...owing to
[its] historic vision of [itself] as a latter-day chosen people, a New Jerusalem.”129
To sum up: the emergence of contemporary globalizations has created the opportunity for
Native artists to draw from their cultures and suggest alternatives to human interdependence than
those instituted by neoliberalism. Indeed, the emerging language of ethics and sovereignty,
power and shared fates: this is the “shared ethical realm” of contemporary cultural diplomacy
and constitutes a veritable diplomatic aesthetics. In diplomatic aesthetics, memory often
functions as a form of reconstruction—an assertion of indigenous peoplehood and the intellectual
integrity of Native discourses against neoliberal culture war—and it often takes the form of
artistic “nation building,” the development of an artistic practice informed by the Native past that
engages critically with the present in defense of what Taiaiake Alfred dubs “contemporary Native
nationalism.”130 Its central goal is the defense of Native American cultural integrity and political
autonomy, the struggle of Native people to “survive as distinct peoples on foundations
constituted in their unique heritages,” as Alfred and Jeff Corntassel put it.131 This contemporary
practice seeks to use the fluid structure of the transnational art world as a “middle ground” in
which a diplomatic aesthetics can, it is hoped, transform the relationship of Native nations to the
uneven and grossly inequitable structures of globalization. Against “localistic” visions of postcoloniality or anti-coloniality, it characteristically asserts that the fabric and well-being of
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indigenous nations has been and will continue to be sustained within the global environment and
across geopolitical borders. For this reason, it discovers and re-articulates specific Native
ancestors and models of internationalism from the indigenous history of globalization, preempting any “reservation” of Native America away from the rest of the world.
This transition to what I call a diplomatic aesthetics is most clear in the work of the midcareer artists who effectively created Native postmodernism during the 1980s. The move from a
postmodern hermeneutics of “interruption” or “deconstruction” to a diplomatic politics of
sovereign locality aimed at transforming the international “balance” of power is particularly clear
in the work of Jimmie Durham, James Luna, and Alan Michelson. The following chapters
provide in-depth readings of three key works in this contemporary development, one by each
artist, and situate this transition of contemporary art within their broader body of work and its
barometric function in analyzing contemporary art's globalization. As the “local”—in the
complex ways articulated by an emergent group of artists challenging remodernism—becomes
ever more present and problematic in the contemporary world, Native art's defense of indigenous
rights through Native political theory's long-standing emphasis on diplomacy and balanced
human relationships becomes a “corrective” model for a global, largely non-native audience. In
so doing, it works toward the “restoring a regime of respect” among peoples that Alfred locates
at the heart of the contemporary Native rights movement’s cultural politics.132
More, diplomatic aesthetics shows the end to which the much-discussed role of memory
in contemporary art might work itself out in a particular cultural and political locality like Native
North America. The work makes clear that memory is neither uncontestable nor fixed, and it is
not an end in itself. Memory makes possible new understandings of the world, new relationships
between people, and new relationships to ancestors and off-spring. It is beautifully intimate and
132
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politically instrumental. Contemporary Native artists exploit the possibilities of globalization to
invent relationships to memory that foster the survival of Native nations within an increasingly
fluid and inter-connected global context in which oppression operates as a culture war. As an
instance of globalized art opposed to the culture of neoliberalism, diplomatic aesthetics works to
expand the Native political tradition of autonomy, horizontality, and reciprocity—systems of
balance—against a vociferous neoliberalism that marshals culture and memory toward ends that,
each day, prove ever more disastrous.
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BUILDING A NATION: A CARPENTRY OF THEWORLD

“There is no document of culture that is not also a document of barbarism.”1

“I recollect seeing a boy who was shot down near the [burning] house. His arm and thigh
was broken, and he was so near the burning house that the grease was strewing out of him.”
Attached to a sculpture fashioned from a cast-off log, stick, and paint can [Figure 8 and 9], these
horrific words and many of a similarly violent tenor confronted viewers of Jimmie Durham's
Building a Nation, a room-filling installation built in London’s Matt’s Gallery during the autumn
of 2006.2 The typewritten text went on: “[He] was trying to crawl but not a murmur escaped
him, though he was only about twelve years old. So sullen is the Indian...that he had sooner die
than make a noise.” Excerpted from Davy Crockett's best-selling 1834 autobiography, the image
of the burning boy and house condensed the primary subject of Building a Nation into a single
image of holocaust: the genocide and indigenous homelessness upon which the sovereignty of
the American nation-state is based, graphically figured as a murdered Native child and his
burning home.
“Central without being central,” in Durham’s words, the small, decidedly antimonumental Crockett assemblage—placed at the physical entrance of the installation and
highlighted by a strip of green Astroturf carpet—offered both a physical and conceptual entrypoint into the broader stakes of the installation [Figure 10 and 11].3 Disclosing a sharp anti1
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colonial archival impulse, it challenged viewers to construct a conscious relationship to a violent
past nearly always repressed in contemporary historical memory. Built primarily of scrap home
building materials and broken furniture collected upon Durham’s request by Matt’s Gallery
director Robin Klassnik, the entire installation re-partitioned the exhibition space with false
walls, platforms and ramps, mirrors, and linoleum flooring in order to lead viewers through a
spatial embodiment of American history. The physical conflation of domestic materiality and the
American nation-state—both appearing here as manifestations of destruction and built of what
the artist called “junk”—reasserted the lurid message of the Crockett text: the way in which the
American national “home” is predicated upon the genocidal destruction of Native America.4
Curtailing the safe spectatorship that might give viewers ethical distance from this imbrication of
modern life with indigenous death, Durham placed a small mirror—one of many throughout the
installation—at approximately eye level directly behind the Crockett assemblage. Seeing their
searching eyes shift among the work’s texts and constructions, the audience was implicated in
the murder and knew it.
Indeed, as the viewer shifted from the text to the mirror, Durham would still not let one
leave Crockett, who, the artist’s excerpt made clear, had more to tell the audience. “No
provisions had yet reached us...we went back to our Indian town...the [burned] house had a
potato cellar under it...we found a fine chance of potatoes in it, and hunger compelled us to eat
them, though I had a little rather not,” Crockett explained. “The oil of the [burned] Indians...had
run down on them, and they looked like they had been strewn with fat meat,” the text ended. In
this punctuating memory image, the disasters of war came to a cannibalistic crescendo, reducing
indigenous humanity to oil for consumption, a consequence that arrests even a jaded twenty-first
century viewer. This darkly poetic association of oil, genocidal consumption, and American
4
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military wantonness was further underscored by the way in which the quote stemmed from the
small paint can smeared with black paint, which the artist likened to an “artistic” oil barrel.5
Indeed, for viewers familiar with Durham, the paint can played off the oil barrels that have
always been a leitmotif of the artist’s sculptures, symbols of the global “power structure” which
killed and dispossessed Cherokees in the oil fields of eastern Oklahoma before turning American
military power to overseas sources like Iraq.6 This poetic association evoked the violence of
American nation-building everywhere in autumn 2006, as the United States fought nationbuilding wars in what neoconservative intellectual Robert Kaplan dubbed the “Injun country” of
Iraq and Afghanistan, after the colloquial fashion of American service members.7 In so doing,
Building a Nation stood against what Durham decries as the “American invasive kind of
globalization” that destroyed the Cherokee and continues into the present.8
Murder, cannibalism, wars for oil, moral obliviousness, our own faces. What could be
built from the physical media of American national memory itself—murderously antiseptic
documents and bloody junk—collected and carefully reassembled as if recovered from the
oblivion of genocidal amnesia? Was Building a Nation ironically titled, as accounts like
Crockett’s suggested “building” was actually a process of tearing down millennia of indigenous
accomplishment? This dialectical perspective gained confirmation as viewers turned from the
Crockett barrel and followed Durham’s guiding strip of Astroturf. They proceeded along the
wall past junked, beaten car parts to a large text posted on the opposite wall [Figure 12 and 13].
5
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It was a 1904 memorandum of the United States Secretary of the Interior, outlining the
punishments to be enforced against any Sioux person taking part in the tribe’s Sun Dance or
committing any other extra-judicial ‘Indian offense.” Highlighting a cultural genocide equal to
the physical violence of men like Crockett, the draconian punishments involved withholding
rations or prison incarceration for up to thirty days. Thus Native people were submitted to the
regime of ethnocide, of reservations, Indian Schools, puppet governments, and cultural meddling
that has defined much of recent American history. Did it end, the average London art scene
viewer might wonder?
Spun into questioning by the sheer brutality of American nation-building, viewers
climbed a ramp to a small plywood platform topped by dangerous-looking broken bottles upon
which was posted a quotation from the journal of then-sixteen-year-old George Washington’s
first military campaign in 1748 [Figure 14 and 15]. The young George Washington, father of the
country, the national primal scene. Describing the exotic “manner” of an “Indian war dance,” he
commented mockingly that the dance begins when “the best dancer jumps up as one awaked out
of a sleep and runs and jumps about the ring in a most comical manner.” The future president’s
haughty ethnocentrism was obvious, suggesting the cultural framework in which actions like
Crockett’s and the Secretary of the Interior’s would become rationalized in later years.
Considered together, these three opening documents and their appending structures underscored
the symbiotic relationship between cultural and military imperialism that energized the American
national community in its violent spread across the continent and overseas. These historical
documents expressed the murderous expansion and cultural superiority that characterized the
dozens more—all records of Manifest Destiny and American exceptionalism—posted by
Durham throughout the room.
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As the work evolved into a final installation, viewers found themselves inundated both
with the numbing repetition of this murderous dis-identification across American national time—
from the Puritans to the Progressive Era, from Peter Pan to the Reagan presidency—and the
unsettling materiality of Building a Nation’s quasi-domestic structures and furnishings, woven
together by the artist’s signature gray PVC pipe. The work positioned viewers as Walter
Benjamin’s “angel of history”: “His face is turned toward the past…he sees one single
catastrophe which keeps piling wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet.”9 A
sensitive viewer dizzied by Crockett and Washington next encountered a terse restatement of
what Washington and Crockett appeared to want to say: “The only good Indians I ever saw were
dead,” reported Civil War hero General Philip Sheridan in a scrawled sign posted by Durham
directly behind the Washington quotation [Figure 16]. As Durham underlined “were dead” in the
sign, the work suggested that American power is fundamentally a form of what Achille Mmembe
calls “necropolitics,” the simple fact that colonial domination has always expressed itself in the
murderous division of populations into those who may live and the “others” who will die.10
Providing viewers this opening into the intertwined life and death worlds of the modern system
of nation-states, Building a Nation brought to light the historical process in which indigenous
destruction was the flipside of American building, the American home based on indigenous
homelessness, and indeed American life predicated upon the decision to kill Native Americans,
the creation of “death worlds” by forced population transfers, restricted resource access, the
refusal of treaty annuities, Indian schools—and so on.11
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If it was not already clear—and given the amnesia of public discourse about Native
America it is hard to imagine what clarity would be—this necropolitical fact was underscored in
the smaller telephone-booth-like closet built of scrap lumber and furniture, upon which was
posted a ransom note of pasted letters [Figure 17 and 18]. Facing outward to the room and
visible to viewers upon turning from Sheridan’s apology for genoicde, the ransom note came
from the infamous colonial of the Colorado militia in 1864, John Chivington. Inciting soldiers
who might question an attack on non-combatant Indians—the Cheyenne under Black Kettle, a
“peace” chief allied to the United States—he ordered, “Damn any man who sympathizes with
Indians. Kill and scalp all, big and little. Nits make lice.” Durham’s handwritten addendum at
the bottom of the note informed viewers that these orders were given prior to the Sand Creek
Massacre, in which militia killed hundreds of unarmed Cheyenne people whose camp was flying
both American and white flags. Evidencing the complaisance of the United States toward what
is now called collateral damage, Chivington was never court-martialed for the well-documented
massacre. As if a ransom note from memory itself, it confronted viewers with a reality we do not
wish to confront and demands something of us. What does an audience in London do now given
this legacy of necropolitical nation-building, the consignment of the Cherokee and people across
the world to physical and cultural death? How does one live with oneself and others among
murderous memories and junk, a near-total crime scene like that of Walter Benjamin’s Paris?
While obscured in postmodern readings of the artist’s work, these ethical questions and
demands have long concerned Durham, and he has struggled both as an artist and an indigenous
rights activist to engage viewers in joining his interrogation of how violence structures
contemporary life. Collected by Durham since his days as an American Indian Movement leader
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in the 1970s, these unsettling quotations dramatized the counter-historical concerns of his 2005
exhibition on the mythology of American exceptionalism, The American West at Compton
Verney in Warwickshire.12 This exhibition—which Durham co-curated with the Cree artist
Richard Hill—combined the material culture of American imperialism with alternative critiques
and memories of American expansion by indigenous artists from the United States, Canada, and
Mexico. In part an attempt to contextualize twenty-first century American foreign policy, The
American West associated cowboy boots and Wild West pop culture with indigenous
dispossession and suffering, such as the drawings made by Plains Indian artists imprisoned by
the United States government in the late nineteenth century. The artist clearly aimed to engage
viewers in a conversation about the effects of this history on the present, challenging the
confinement of Native history to a “local” North American space by bringing it to Europe in the
form of globalized Wild West pop culture and suggesting Native American involvement in a
broader history of modern globalization.
As an artist centrally concerned with generating such ethical dialogue and
communication about indigeneity and modernity, Durham was frustrated by the lack of
meaningful discourse created by The American West.13 The artist conceived Building a Nation as
a decidedly different, more confrontational connection of this history with the present.14
Somehow The American West and its intervention in cowboy culture fell on deaf ears and weary
eyes, perhaps too similar to the near-exhausted tactics of postmodernism or the equally tired
liberal hand-wringing at George W. Bush’s “cowboy” foreign policy, as if that were simply a
12
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“new” policy shift. Too often, this focus upon kitschy popular culture and representation,
deconstruction and decentering elided the very real realities of death and suffering by Native
Americans. Building a Nation was a dramatic effort to return viewers to these questions in light
of the globalization of such issues in the early twenty-first century. Turning away from the
strategy of intervening in the cowboy kitsch and pop culture representation of the 2005
exhibition, the artist approached North American history primarily through the archive of
American violence and murderous othering of Indians. This was a turn away from the artist’s
long concern with stereotypes to themes of historical memory, violence, and the structures of
political community.15 It was also a turn away from a “postmodern” strategy—a critique of
representation—to a creative engagement with older traditions of avant-garde art critical of
nation-states and dominant models of “home-making” and building. Rather than frame Building
a Nation’s documents in a museological format like The American West, the artist chose to post
them on and among the various objects he built from the house building materials that defined
the installation’s material format. Indeed, some viewers apparently believed Durham was
literally living in the gallery space, perhaps thinking of such precedents as Joseph Beuys’ I Like
America and America Likes Me.16
Yet even without camping in the gallery, the artist understood his practice as tapping into
one of the key characteristics of American national ideology: the repression of the violence of the
nation by ideologically conflating it with the peaceful private home, the expression of national
community through mundane micro-political feelings of intellectual and moral settlement and
15
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self-righteousness.17 Thus in Building a Nation he wove the texts into house materials and
home-like framing rather than vitrines or pedestals.18 Others have noted the interrogation of
domesticity in Durham’s recent work; for example, smaller, less historically-minded sculptures
were included in The New Décor, the recent Hayward Gallery exhibition on the relationship of
contemporary art to private and public dwelling.19 Building a Nation constituted a long
meditation on the historicity of the subject, essential to contemporary questions of the relation
between global and national political structures and expressions of indigenous rights. Indeed, in
combining domesticity and manifest destiny Building a Nation tapped into one of the key
discourses of American imperialism: the destruction of Native America and the “settling” of a
home upon its ruins. Literary historian Ann Kaplan dubs this confluence of settler violence and
social modernization “manifest domesticity,” the simultaneous destruction and incorporation of
Native America into the American nation-state during nineteenth century Western expansion.20
Emerging as a key national concern during Crockett's day, defining and demarcating a
shared national “home” distinct from the territory and home-making of indigenous Americans
preoccupied many Americans during the middle of the 1800s. This intense anxiety used images
of racial others—Native Americans, African Americans, Mexicans, immigrants of all kinds—to
shore up a sense of Anglo American commonality upon which hegemonic American nationality
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came to be based. Kaplan examines how this cultural formation employed private home-making
as one of the key practices by which the average American could express her nationality, staking
proper American-ness on a “modern” or “scientific” domestic order in which racial others were
assimilated as exotic decoration. To be American, in short, was to build, decorate, and dwell in a
properly modern fashion, which effectively meant a middle-class single-family home decorated
according to the emergent fashions of consumerist ornament. This form of dwelling would
disqualify Native inhabitations of North America, reducing the cultural and political threat of
indigeneity to the controllable form of domestic material culture.21 While this shared sense of
national domesticity was disturbed by the American Civil War, it remained operative long after
and even in the later twentieth-century the American home was employed as a key site of
national identity during the Cold War.22
If, following the title and implication of the work’s archival quotations, Building a
Nation's walls, platforms, and other constructions were read as metaphors for building the United
States, they might be seen as figurations of footloose, land-hungry settler nomadism: not so
much a single complete home but a series of temporary, always-expanding dwelling places
extended hungrily across time and space. On this view Durham’s artistic building would be
interpreted as, in part, a traumatized re-enactment of the continual expansion of the American
nation-state and the marginalization of Native American territory and culture. Certainly this is in
part a persuasive reading of the work. As viewers navigated the space, they noticed that the
margins of the room were full of debris and were also the most junked part of the installations,
spatially suggesting the way “broken” indigenous nations would be pushed aside by the new
21
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homely assemblage of the nation-state [Figure 19 and 20]. Along the edges of the work, the
artist piled bottle shards and scraps of lumber, old car parts and chairs, broken pieces of
furniture, and leaves and sticks from a nearby park. These marginal spaces—reservations, urban
Indian ghettos, the streets—of cast-off material were in contrast to the work’s “built” structures
whereupon were posted the historical documents, and viewers moving about the room needed to
look behind or around to even notice them. Lacking written accounts of their own, they were
without an “official” voice in Durham’s documents of American nation-building.
Turning back to the “center” of American empire, the historical documents of Building a
Nation explicitly cited the way in which American genocide worked through an ideology of
domesticating and privatizing Native Americans into a distinct sense of American national homemaking. As viewers moved from the genocidal ransom note of John Chivington to the final
postings of the room, they encountered a small dispatch from a Reverend Gates posted on a
Formica partition covered in broken bottles and a mirror [Figure 21-23]. “The wish for a home of
his own awakens him [the Indian] to new efforts. Discontent with the teepee and the starving
rations of the Indian camp in winter is needed to get the Indian out of his blanket and into
trousers,” the clergyman asserted. As viewers moved near the beginning of the installation, they
passed a small pedestal-like box on which was pasted an 1891 memo from Senator Pendleton of
Ohio, “They [Indians] must either change their mode of life or they must die…We may wish it
were otherwise, our sentiments of humanity may be shocked by the alternative, but we cannot
shut our eyes to the fact that this is the alternative…we must change our policy…we must
stimulate within them to the very largest degree, the idea of home, of family, and of property.
These are the very anchorages of civilization; the commencement of the dawning of these ideas
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in the mind is the commencement of the civilization of any race, and these Indians are no
exception.”
Assimilation or death, there could be no exception: this is what the audience discovered
as they returned to the burning home and child of the Crockett assemblage. Yet engaging
viewers in creating an alternative, “something else” is precisely what Building a Nation sought
to do.23 For Durham the artistic purpose of Building a Nation was to produce a rich, sensory and
intellectual estrangement—though contra Brecht he insists it is better thought of as the realityand historicity-returning “opposite of estrangement”—that might lead people to distance
themselves from narratives of national righteousness and homely innocence and grasp other
possibilities in the moment.24 From this anti-colonial re-fashioning of avant-garde “shock,” we
might begin to ask what this alternative and potential—this “something else”—might be.

2.2 AN IMMANENT SOMETHING ELSE

Reflecting on the cultural and political possibilities of the moment when—as in Building
a Nation—the comforts of national identification and the national home are estranged, Homi
Bhabha writes of the need to seize the moment in the name of greater democracy.25 Addressing
the self-alienation of the United States after the shock of 9/11, Bhabha writes that the terrorist
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attacks presented the opportunity not to more rigidly “secure” the nation-state but to draw a
broader political lesson from the seemingly unprovoked violence. On his view, the attack on the
institutions of the United States pointed to how the nation’s values of democracy and secular
freedom can never be institutionalized or secured: locked in a cage they will always have an
“outside” that threatens to destabilize them.26 While a militaristic response to the problem of
democracy’s outside might involve enhanced surveillance or wars against democracy’s others (a
“global war on terror,” as of course later occurred) Bhabha draws from W.E.B. Du Bois to
suggest an alternative.27 This immanent possibility, he suggests, is to recognize the other and the
outside within “our” institutions and borders, to further democratize and liberate “our” own
society through rigorous self-examination and self-improvement. While this might sound like a
proposal for a new nationalist isolationism, Bhabha insists it can only be the opposite: by
recognizing deconstructively the way democracy’s tyrannizing other inhabits the heart of
America—a point obvious to any of Building a Nation’s viewers—one can no longer accept as
pre-established or unquestionable national borders, boundaries between “us” and “them,” those
with political rights and those without them. Quoting Du Bois’ famous denunciation of racism
and nationalism, he writes that the modern world—under contemporary globalization now more
than ever—is a mélange of cultural and national life and death worlds “you can no more
unscramble than you can unscramble eggs”; contemporary democracy, likewise, is the rule of a
people ever more scrambled, unsettled, and global.28
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Precisely because the worlds of modern nations are globally expanded there can be no
democratic political borders to once-and-for-all secure, or final institutions to endlessly protect;
any institutional or political “vertical partition” between the world’s peoples, Bhabha and Du
Bois suggest, is unsuited to this everyday social reality of deterritorialization.29 Rather there is
an endless responsibility to expand and enrich democracy and freedom, and following a range of
commentators and theorists, Bhabha suggests the Enlightenment-based public culture of critique
is the crucial starting point. Such a public culture of critique, in which all values, conventions,
and traditions are put under scrutiny, Bhabha affirms, must today expand outwards from the
privileged Enlightenment coffeehouse and salon and engage the wretched of the earth, the
“outside” of modernity, democracy, the fruits of globalization. In short, the metropolis must
engage in dialogue with already existing public cultures—such as Native American models of
democracy and international governance—developed in the neo-colonized world.30 Here, he
suggests, the multi-generational experience of colonialism made vivid the separation of critique
and freedom from states and institutions, as it was obvious the degree to which the modern
nation-state was oppressive at the same time it might be liberating. Using the Cherokee example
broached by Building a Nation, if the nation-state stole one’s land and freedom, killing thousands
of your own people, it obviously cannot be perceived as in itself a guarantor of freedom or
democracy.
Contrary to the self-satisfied political climate of powerful nation-states, Bhabha suggests
the future of democratic globalization depends upon engaging with the lessons learned by such
nations as the Cherokee, the modes of critique and communication developed under waves of
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colonialism. Indeed, in Chapter Four, we will further explore how diplomatic aesthetics calls out
for this dialogue with indigenous political models, not only in art galleries but at the violent
“border” between the United States and the Akwesasne Mohawk Nation. Historically alienated
from the fruits of imperial nation-states yet produced in relationship to the nation-state’s
expansion—with official governments built on European models—he identifies in the experience
of the Cherokee, Mohawk, and other colonized people what he calls “modes of community and
solidarity that are not fully sanctioned by the sovereignty of the State, forms of freedom
unprotected by it.”31 In the reformulation of indigenous tradition against the disempowering
realities of colonial modernity, Bhabha argues, are what powerful states must draw from today to
re-invigorate their own institutions, to break down their own borders and partitions in the name
of continuing the Enlightenment’s project of freedom, democracy, and an improved quality of
human life. These non-dominant cultures and practices of critique, alternative models of
community and solidarity that do not conform to official political boundaries or hierarchies,
Bhabha asserts, are advanced products of modernity that—though often unrecognized or
disparaged by powerful states—are crucial to its further progressive development. Rather than
wage a war against the “outside” of the powerful and modern, he suggests, the true burden of the
present is to somehow connect the powerful and powerless cultures of critique and modes of
solidarity and community in the interest of a newly-shared freedom not mappable onto a state,
citizenry, or other inherited partitions. Thus Bhabha joins Terry Smith and others by pointing to
the multiplicity of modernities produced by globalization and the need for new heterochronic
assemblages of culture and critique that extend across borders and other partitions.32
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Of course, the globally-expanded networks of freedom and solidarity imagined by
Bhabha run against the grain of the most entrenched means of imagining political community, at
least in dominant states. In the era of homeland security in North America, for example,
contemporary globalization has in large measure precipitated a return of manifest domesticity, a
re-entrenchment of a model of national domesticity wantonly ignorant of emergent or nondominant public cultures (see the build-up of security on national borders discussed in Chapter
Four, for example). This has also been the case in much of Durham’s Europe, where a rash of
anti-Islamic sentiment and austerity measures have refused expansions of political community
across the world’s inherited partitions. Yet he has pursued a border-crossing aesthetics that
affirms a world without homeland security. In typically oblique, poetic fashion—a strategy to
circumvent the rigid confines of hegemonic languages—Durham has asked international viewers
to re-evaluate the relationship between home and otherness in a range of recent works.33 In so
doing, his work compels the historical memory of genocide that never punctuates contemporary
historical amnesia, an estranging process that might allow “something else” to be created within
the interstices of the nation-state system.
Considering the questions about nations and violence raised by Building a Nation returns
Durham’s work to an art historical genealogy different than one primarily concerned with
circumventing Native stereotypes. This other chain of modern art owes more to older avantgarde traditions dating to Duchamp and Bataille (one of Durham’s favorites) than
postmodernism. Indeed, the critical domesticity elaborated by Durham in Building a Nation and
other recent works grows not only from Cherokee modernization but from the confluence of two
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different traditions of modern art production. Both of these assaulted the comforting spaces of
modern life that Durham decries in Europe as well as in American nation-states, insisting they
are as bad for Europeans as for anyone else.34 While both were directed against architectures of
stability and control a la Bataille, they were leveled relatively separately at private and national
domesticities without the intense association of these two macro-level social spaces asserted by
Durham.35
Representing the critique of privatized domestic stability and its architectures of control,
Gordon Matta-Clark’s Splitting, as Pam Lee has elaborated, “interrupted” the “domestic sphere”
of modern society [Figure 24].36 Matta-Clark’s suspension of homeliness manipulated the iconic
suburban house, urban apartment buildings, and the marginal “leftover” spaces of urban planning
such that they could encourage other practices of dwelling. In his 1974 piece Splitting, he
famously emptied an abandoned suburban home of all residues of its former residents and used
demolition machinery to cut the house in half. His careful cutting of the house walls voided the
iconic closed perimeter and gabled roof of the building—the very image of hegemonic
homeliness—and transformed the exterior view into a curiously undone symbol of dwelling. In
so doing, the interior sanctum of the modern home was suddenly exposed to flows of all that it
was materially and symbolically designed to exclude: external light, weather and temperature
changes, animals and insects, and any humans brave enough to cross its structurallycompromised threshold. Thus transformed, the house challenged both the experiential
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confinement and social isolation embodied in the single family home, while suggesting solidarity
with all that such modern domesticity rendered homeless in architecture and society.
Part of a genealogy linked to Robert Smithson’s non-site work (see Chapter Four) the
deconstructive critique of Splitting—not the actual destructive element of the work but its
disclosure of how insides and outsides are mutually constitutive, reliant upon each other for
conceptual significance—emphasized how the space of modern domesticity is dependent upon a
range of controlled exclusions at the heart of modern life. The work was not so much “antiarchitectural”—an attack on architecture in any form—but what Matta-Clark dubbed
“anarchitectural,” concerned with the space in between the boundaries of architecture and
sculpture.37 This concept suggests a different, non-dominant relationship to space and structure
available in “places outside of architectural spaces, without architecture, or extra-architectural,”
as Matta-Clark and a group of like-minded artists put it in the 1970s.38 These artists—who
called themselves the Anarchitecture Collective—organized a series of exhibitions exploring
hybrid architectural spaces, using photography, sculpture, and other media to point toward other
kinds of inhabitation and structure that might re-invigorate contemporary dwelling. In these
eccentric “forms without plans” the Anarchitecture artists found within architectures of control a
possibility of “something else,” and like Building a Nation they indicated the way the junk and
leftovers of modern society are the raw material of another kind of life.39
Even as Matta-Clark and others called domestic architecture into question, however, they
did not explore its determinations by national ideology nor suggest ways to distance dwelling
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from particular national histories. Their critique operated primarily at a phenomenological level
inherited from minimalism, concerned with perceptual space and structure and their relationships
to the mobile viewing body rather than to nationally-constituted subjects and formations of space
conducive to state oppression. In dialogue with the Anarchitecture artists, Building a Nation
expanded their critiques to the level of national ideology and history, operating where the
domestic and national support each other. In so doing Durham’s installation drew from the exilic
tradition of modern art, of which Marcel Duchamp’s critique of nationally-coded space is a
foundational inheritance Durham expands today. Duchamp’s works, comparable to the antiarchitectural theory of Georges Bataille that similarly worked on the conceptual fringe of
Surrealism, approached architecture with a tactical hostility toward its capacity to oppress and
organize society.40
As T.J. Demos argues, Duchamp’s World War II-era installations, such as his 1942 First
Papers of Surrealism, transformed the stable geometric unity of modernist exhibition spaces into
dynamic sites of irregularity [Figure 25]. Viewers of First Papers were confronted by a spider
web-like weaving of twine that refused the viewer any static or centered vantage point within the
gallery. As Demos writes of the “disorganizing” effect this had upon war-time national society
(its title alluded to the immigration status of displaced European artists), the installation refused
viewers “even the most seemingly innocuous security of space, homely assurance, and
conceptual complacency.”41 For Duchamp, such spaces of security were props of social control,
especially the unquestioning nationalism that had nearly destroyed Europe twice during the
course of his life. Architecture instilled a military-like hierarchy of spaces upon society and
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through its rhetoric of neutrality disguised institutional power, discouraging critique or
questioning.42
Thus opposed to the homely, comforting spaces that destroy otherness, Duchamp’s work
suggested what his acquaintance Bataille dubbed the “labyrinth,” a disruptive, uncoded social
space inhabited by refugees, exiles, and other stateless subjects and communities.43 Duchamp
and Bataille proposed that this space of exilic “anguish” could detach inhabitants from
entrenched systems of power, making possible some other relationship to space and nations. No
doubt Building a Nation and other works by Durham inherited this tradition, similarly refusing
the viewer a position of stability and self-assurance at the same time they embrace extraarchitectural and extra-national forms of dwelling. Yet unlike Duchamp for whom exile was
productive in its capacity to disassemble particular collectivities, in Building a Nation the
production of space was social and dialogic: it literally invited viewers into a nationalized space
and compelled them to produce a new relationship to it. For Durham, then, this extraarchitectural installation space did not so much reject national space as emerge from it, and the
archive of national history was everywhere visible as part of the very fabric of the installation.
In its national specificity, the work specifically solicited new engagements with indigenous
nations and their history, while setting a framework for the beginnings of a new relationship
between indigenous and non-indigenous peoples in its pre-figuration of a “something else” born
from the bloody junk of nation-states.
Understood in the tradition of avant-garde critiques of architectural social control—of
building bound up with violence and death—Building a Nation might be seen as inviting viewers
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into the social “labyrinth” experienced by the Cherokee under colonialism. Its interruption of
free navigation with battered junk and structures and walls built at all angles “disorganized” the
exhibition space, while its dozens of posted documents continuously assaulted viewers with the
necropolitics of American nation-building. Yet this labyrinth of death could not be received as a
passive Noam Chomsky-style list of American crimes. Rather, it initiated an active process of
dialogue and question, demanded in particularly direct fashion by the many mirrors situated
throughout the installation. As the viewer(s) confronted America’s imperious attitude toward
indigenous culture, she could not escape the appearance of herself in association with it. If the
documents expressed murderous dis-identification, the mirrors forced one—presumably
disgusted with the texts—to dis-identify with them. Again Durham’s installation had literally led
one to visually assess the relationship of one’s subjectivity—perhaps as an American, a
European, a white person, a non-Native—to the derisive dis-identification with Native
Americans. They entered into a labyrinth of questioning and interrogation that Building a Nation
posed as an alternative to the violent workings of homely identification with national spaces.
From here, other solidarities, communities, and freedom—something else—might emerge by
estranging viewers from national identifications based in historical amnesia.
Yet Building a Nation did not lead us to believe these are easy forms of solidarity or
national structures are easily dismantled. Rather, as viewers wove their way through its junk, the
historical documents that offered no sense of hope, its menacing railing dangerously covered in
broken bottles frozen in cement, the viewers entered less the smooth uncoded space Demos
found in Duchamp’s installation than a space striated with historical returns of violence and
confusion under new forms of imperialism. This stubborn sense of return, of repetitive violence
across American time, suggested that what is needed is less a utopian vision of total liberation
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from national or historical structures than a way of shifting them such that we might, as Foucault
would put it, be governed differently by them. Durham’s work proposed that through a different
relationship to the archive of violence, home-making, and nation-building there emerge other
possibilities of being governed by our respective historical inheritances. These possibilities—
this something else—called less for total dis-identification with our national identities or local
attachments—some kind of utopian cosmopolitanism—than a looser, more skeptical relationship
to them in which we live always aware of the crimes with which they are bound up. As in
viewing Building a Nation, we would always be looking into a mirror, paradoxically disidentifying with our ongoing identification and self-recognition.

2.3

THE PARADOXICAL IMPERATIVES OF CHEROKEE CARPENTRY

The avant-garde demand of identifying with something that one simultaneously refuses is
perhaps the central issue of Jimmie Durham’s life and career. It is a matter of his subjectivity, his
familial and cultural history, his position as a colonized person. He is the official illegal Indian,
the undocumented Cherokee activist and artist who refuses the tyranny of colonial definitions
and chooses exile rather than “home” on someone else’s terms.44 And for many historians, this
has made him the good ambivalent postcolonial post-Indian worthy of writing about—so much
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better than those Indians in Santa Fe victimized by tourist art and tribal registration cards.45 Yet
it is a “Cherokee history” that erupts frequently into the artist’s practice and challenges readings
of his work that have downplayed its bindings to an intensely difficult political and cultural
inheritance. Indeed, if one questions Durham about being Cherokee, his artistic relationship to
Cherokee culture and history, he will play a “game” with you that challenges the visual
assumptions about Cherokee-ness. He hands you photographs of Cherokee chiefs from the
1800s to the present. Some look like generic white people, others “Indian” a la Edward Curtis.
They are not confined by appearances or definitions. They are who they are and they are
Cherokee living under conditions that want to define, control, and eliminate them. The point is
clear: of course the work is Cherokee but that does not mean it needs to look a certain way or
play by certain rules of identity.
This Cherokee affirmation of artistic self-determination is closely related to a central
tactic at the heart of Building a Nation, what the artist has theorized as “carpentry.”46 This is his
understanding of how a specific Cherokee history of “diplomacy” as a response to empire
influences his artistic practices and provides it relevance to the global audience he addresses
through exile. Indeed, for him the work of the installation in facilitating questioning and repartitioning of national memory prefigures new forms of governance within contemporary
globalization.47 These other solidarities, communities, and freedoms—ways of governing
ourselves differently—hinge upon new and effective kinds of questioning and communication
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across borders and upon a global scale.48 Building a Nation is part of Durham’s attempt to make
these questions meaningful—to give them targets—rather than allow them to disperse into so
much distraction or chatter.49
Given the contemporary emergence of an unprecedented era of communication and
exchange—facilitating the Arab Spring, Occupy Wall Street, and other emergent, hyperconnected forms of democratic agency—Durham believes “humanity is trying to talk to itself
now, for the first time in human history, maybe” and use “knowledge and experience to build
new knowledges [sic] and complexities.”50 At this contemporary crossroads of communication,
violence, and intercultural understanding, the artist’s invocation of nation-making engaged a
potentially global network of political relations. In contrast to the avant-garde deconstructive or
structural critiques of nationality and domesticity, Building a Nation was primarily concerned
with producing and multiplying the interfaces between global audience members and the
necropolitics of the nation-state with an eye toward re-shaping future human relationships.
Indeed, the artist has recently gone as far as to suggest his work emerges from a commitment to
dissolve all forms of national sovereignty in favor of a single global “government” responsive to
all of humanity’s interests and needs.51 It is to how Durham employed and cited the inheritances
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of a specifically Cherokee national past to build these other solidarities, communities, and
freedoms that we now turn.52
Durham’s essential explanation of the importance of “carpentry” and its Cherokee
determinations was written for a forerunner to Building a Nation called Mataika Ake
Attakulakula Anel Guledisgo Hnihi: Pocahontas and the Little Carpenter in London, an
installation built almost twenty years before in the same room as Building a Nation [Figure 26
and 27].53 The installation employed similar construction methods, using recycled materials to
construct a range of assemblages that filled and activated the exhibition space with a sense of
displacement at the same time they historicized the contemporary. Among the work’s
assemblages were mannequin-like portrait sculptures of the two famous Native Americans
referenced in the title: the Powhatan cultural intermediary Pocahontas and the Cherokee chief
and diplomat Little Carpenter. Composed of broken, cast-off materials, these sculptures
distanced viewers from the stereotypical depictions of these and similar Native figures in popular
culture, encouraging a different way of thinking about one’s relationship to the historical past
they embodied.
The exhibition catalogue for this forerunner installation included an essay by Durham in
which he focused primarily on the historical role and contemporary relevance of Little
Carpenter.54 Durham also asserted his own privileged position to the national history crystallized
in Little Carpenter, repeatedly employing cultural “insider” rhetoric to re-claim Little
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Carpenter—known to the Cherokee as “Attakulakula,” Durham informed viewers—as a
“spiritual guide” or resource for himself and the contemporary audience.55 In positioning Little
Carpenter as a specifically Cherokee model blasted from chronological time while employing
him as a precedent for his own negotiation of modern violence and domination, Durham
transformed carpentry from skilled building into a metaphor for a much broader invention in
global social relations from Cherokee perspectives. In the Cherokee tradition in which Durham
located his work, “building” was particularly oriented toward the construction of new ways of
being human and relating to other humans across institutionalized political and cultural borders.
The earlier installation included portraits of Little Carpenter as the antlered serpent of Cherokee
and other southeastern North American cultural mythologies—Uktena—a figure associated with
the underworld and with the capacity to build and destroy human institutions. This association
of the diplomat with the antlered serpent emphasized the creative, transformative power of the
historically-specific carpentry of Attakulakula, simultaneously affirming a distinct Cherokee
tradition and a practice of international community- and solidarity-building. More, the recycled
found materials of the portrait connected the transformative power of Attakulakula to the
materials and construction methods of Durham’s own practice, encouraging viewers to see
contemporary carpentry as a kind of recycling, a building from and among the cast-offs and
leftovers of a global modernity.
Durham’s catalogue essay explained at length why such a portrait would be appropriate
for Little Carpenter. The artist recounted that the diplomat was nicknamed “the Fixer” by the
Cherokee for his unusual skill at building social relationships and political agreements within the
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increasingly polarized nation.56 For example, Little Carpenter was among the diplomats aiming
to maintain unified Cherokee loyalty to the British during the Seven Years War, when many
Cherokee supported the French against the increasing number of British colonists invading
Cherokee land.57 This Cherokee appellation was awkwardly translated into English as “Little
Carpenter” because for the British the diplomat could not only keep intra-national Cherokee
relationships from collapsing but “build” fresh international, inter-racial ones where no one else
could.58 Such relationships within the nation and with its far-flung neighbors and potential allies
were long at stake in Cherokee modernization; it is crucial to see how such “carpentry” is part of
a centuries-long quest for an alternative modernity rather than a recent cultural survival strategy.
Indeed, by recalling Little Carpenter and defining his art practice as a continuation of the anticolonial negotiation and cross-cultural dialogue of the eighteenth century leader, Durham was
less defining a wholly new starting point for a Cherokee response to globalization than subtly
asserting continuity across nearly five centuries of Cherokee agency within global empire. This
is particularly clear when Little Carpenter and Durham’s practice are juxtaposed with an account
of Cherokee modernization’s many re-constructions of intra- and international relationships that
lay the groundwork for the legibility of Building a Nation as an exploration of globalized
community, solidarity, and freedom born from Cherokee modernization. Indeed, the historical
references employed by Durham in both Building a Nation and Pocahontas and the Little
Carpenter made clear the artist wished not only to activate the viewer’s relationship to Cherokee
culture of critique but to the history of their modernization vis-à-vis the cultures of capitalist
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globalization. In this way it asserted the creative capacity of discrepant Cherokee modernization
to transform contemporary globalization.
Aboriginally inhabiting the hills and mountains of the North American southeast, the
Cherokee were historically decentralized into regional, village-based political communities
sharing a language, religion, and a sense of ethnic solidarity. At once politically decentralized
and culturally united, the Cherokee—like other acephalous Native American nations—gave great
respect to diplomats and orators (the influential men later called “chiefs”) who could coordinate
cross-village actions through their individual persuasive power. This world of villages and
charismatic speakers and diplomats—a world of Cherokee carpentry—precipitated a new set of
external relationships when it confronted the Fernando de Soto expedition in 1540 and
intermittently traded with the Spanish empire during the next century. Adapting to the emergent
global economy, the Cherokee re-organized their villages around a settled agricultural life in
which women raised the traditional corn, beans, squash, and melons, as well as sweet potatoes
from Brazil and hogs from Europe. Men began to devote themselves to the global market,
focusing their energies on hunting the whitetail deer whose skins were intensely valued by the
Spanish, French, and British.59 Before the birth of Little Carpenter in the early eighteenth
century, these market relations had drawn the Cherokee villages into a seemingly unprecedented
era of conflict and competition with each other and with other indigenous nations across the
Americas.60 In this environment of competition and conflict, a greater need for political
coordination—new forms of solidarity and community—created a space for the work of Little
Carpenter and new tactics of diplomacy and dialogue drawn from the older Cherokee lifeworld.
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While never fully “uniting” the decentralized Cherokee villages, this provisional negotiation and
solidarity-building helped blunt the edge of competition and destruction encouraged by the
market.
In his essay for Pocahontas and the Little Carpenter, Durham emphasized that the
“carpentry” of Attakulakula—his persuasive, open-ended solicitation of alliances and political
commitment—was not exclusively ethnic but modern and transatlantic, orchestrating mutually
dependent relations between Europe and indigenous America during an earlier era of
globalization. Little Carpenter’s provisional building operated within the global network
connecting the Americas and Europe, a web of economic and political relationships already over
a century old by his birth in the early 1700s. The artist’s essay recounted that as a young man
Little Carpenter served as an emissary to the British crown, to whom he asserted the allegiance
of the Cherokee to the British so long as the nation’s sovereignty and territory was respected.61
Ultimately securing the Treaty of 1730 that guaranteed a Cherokee-British solidarity based on
dual politico-cultural autonomy—“of constant importance to us,” Durham declared
diplomatically—Little Carpenter “fixed” a potentially violent relationship into a temporarily
successful transatlantic partnership based on the allied sovereignty of the two nations. Upon
returning home, Little Carpenter gained increased persuasive power among the Cherokee and
played a decisive role in the imperial politics of the eighteenth century American southeast.
Today, Durham states that he is honored as “a guy who attempted to bring together society’s
disparate elements, disputing factions and potentially profitable trade undertakings” at a time
when the Cherokee were splintering and war with multiple European empires threatened.62
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According to the artist, Attakulakula’s “buildings” are still honored by the Cherokee, and when
Britain was attacked during World War II, the nation cited the Treaty of 1730 in its decision to
send Cherokee men into the war.63 In short, Durham’s essay made clear that the work of Little
Carpenter created new forms of solidarity, community, and a certain freedom, and Cherokee
people such as the artist still take them as models for behavior in the contemporary world.
Even as Durham explained the role of Cherokee carpentry in modernization, it was clear
from the open-ended, ad-hoc constructions of Pocahontas and Little Carpenter and Building a
Nation that the work did not merely reinvigorate historical consciousness or aim at restoring the
conditions of a specific treaty. Rather, as the essay and the Attakulakula portrait emphasized,
the works encouraged viewers to take the carpentry of Attakulakula as a “spiritual guide” in
navigating the globalized world.64 In so doing, the installations positioned Little Carpenter and
the treaty of 1730 less as historical figures and political documents than as places to begin
building again today, in different but historically connected social situations and relationships
made possible by contemporary global networks of communication and exchange. By
confronting viewers with the violent fallout of modern empire, it solicited other ways of thinking
about the relationship between the world’s peoples. In this contemporary carpentry, the work
suggested that viewers ought to focus on building and fixing relationships, allegiances, and
institutions with an eye toward the values embodied in Little Carpenter and the Treaty of 1730:
the sovereignty of indigenous peoples, solidarities built across global networks, and political
organizations and freedoms other than those instantiated by contemporary nation-states.
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No doubt the urgency of these ideals stems from the failure of Cherokee carpentry in the
years between Little Carpenter and the twenty-first century, to which the artist only alluded in the
essay but vividly invoked in Building a Nation’s archival quotations. After the withdrawal of
Britain following the American War of Independence, the Cherokee foreswore war against
settlers and instead focused on strengthening themselves economically and socially by more fully
accommodating capitalism and the modern state.65 The collective village-based life of past
centuries exploded into a new model of social organization in which the Cherokee adopted an
American-style of agriculture, in which men—for the first time in all of Cherokee history—
became farmers and most families occupied discrete plots of land on which they raised their own
staple crops.66 During these years of intense economic modernization, the Cherokee were forced
to sell all of their traditional hunting grounds to cover debts and reconsolidated their nation on
contiguous family homesteads in north Georgia and northern Alabama.67 This atomization of the
nation also resulted in greater dependence on trade goods, increasingly paid for by credit rather
than deer skins or land. This indebting of the Cherokee also facilitated southern-style class
stratification in which a new Cherokee slave-holding bourgeoisie—wealthy, politicallyconnected men, fluent in European conventions and often of mixed indigenous and European
ancestry—obtained sizable cotton and tobacco plantations worked by African slaves. In this
fractured and disempowered way, the nation fully entered capitalist modernity in the early 1800s,
binding them more intimately to the economic and political fates of not only the British and
Americans but an expanding global network of market and social relations.
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Territorially and economically reorganized, the Cherokee began building the first of many
incarnations of a Cherokee “nation” modeled on European states, adopting the first of several
constitutions modeled on that of the United States in 1827.68 Yet, ironically, this national
unification movement would forever split the nation governmentally and geographically, making
even more necessary the work of latter-day Little Carpenters. As indicated in Building a Nation,
modern national unification involved continuous displacements and re-settlements for the
Cherokee, just as it did for the citizens of the United States and other nations. During the early
1800s, the emergent Cherokee elite built centralized, male-centered governmental institutions
mixing Cherokee and European political traditions and invited missionaries to establish
Christian, Anglo American-style schools in the nation.69 In response to this accommodationist
movement, many other Cherokee asserted the first of many revitalization movements, centered
on preserving both their Appalachian land base and Cherokee religion, language, and other
cultural structures. In the 1820s, this nationalism resulted, most famously, in the invention of a
written Cherokee language with its own syllabry and grammar, devised by Sequoyah so that
Cherokee schoolchildren could study Cherokee culture in a classroom setting. This written
language was also widely taught to adults and used in a new Cherokee newspaper—the Cherokee
Phoenix—which encouraged national pride and consciousness and asserted Cherokee power visà-vis settlers and other newcomers to Cherokee territory. As the final removal struggle began in
the 1820s and 1830s—ultimately resulting in the well-known Trail of Tears—the Cherokee were
wealthier than many of their white neighbors and possessed a growing body of written Cherokee
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culture.70 Their removal was a resounding statement of the United States’ unwillingness to
accept indigenous modernization on any but the most violent and disempowering terms.
Nevertheless the Cherokee and other indigenous nations—lacking another option—
continued in the spirit of Little Carpenter, building new modern homes and alliances, however
provisional and temporary, over the last century and a half. Employed in Building a Nation, such
social carpentry suggested that the spirit of Little Carpenter could only be honored by returning
home-building to an indigenous framework within which might be generated new relationships
with the world. Indeed, the importance of carpentry was particularly clear in the initial 2006
construction of Building a Nation, which invited viewers into the exhibition space for four
Saturdays while the artist worked on the piece [Figure 28-30] .71 Durham emphasized that the
act of “building” the installation was an opportunity to create new relationships between viewers
and himself: as he says, Cherokee carpentry is “basically diplomacy.”72 He read texts from the
installation—including Washington’s and Crockett’s—and encouraged viewers to think about the
significance of this history for understanding the present. He also sang ridiculously racist songs,
in which “there once was an Indian maid who said she couldn’t get laid,” exposing viewers to the
sheer trivialization of indigenous rights, life, and sovereignty.73 In so doing, he underscored the
active, questioning process compelled by Building a Nation’s framing of modern history,
diplomatically engaging viewers in an argument about the need to create new relationships
between the scrambled peoples of the modern world. Thus assembling a disparate group of
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viewers into the ruins of the American national home, the work expressed a notion of homemaking in which a lighter or more fluid relationship might exist between different peoples and
histories. This prefigurative something else—a mobile, fluid, globalized home, a new diplomatic
relationship among the world’s peoples—is most clear when Durham’s carpentry is allowed to
return home to the re-indigenized intellectual framework from which he draws his artistic
practice of carpentry.74

2.4

RETURNING “HOME” TO AN INDIGENOUS FRAMEWORK

In Rome, Durham keeps his home and studio unlocked so that any one traveling through
the city may join him and find shelter, food, and fellowship there. Even in the most intimate of
spaces his carpentry is always openly social in nature. This continual emphasis on an adaptive,
socially-engaged activity of home-making rather than a particular place intersects with a larger
confrontation of globalization by Native America. As a performance of dwelling it joins a
broader rethinking of “home” in the contemporary indigenous rights movement.75 Taiaiake
Alfred asserts that this indigenous model of globalized dwelling emerges from the primacy of
verbs over nouns in indigenous conceptualizations of the world.76 On his analysis of Native
languages and political philosophy, Alfred suggests that a revivified Native approach to home
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would emphasize practices and relationship-creating over fixed territories, things, or abstract
metaphysical groundings.77 Home—a noun in English—would be, according to Alfred, more
explicitly an active process deferred across temporality and necessarily adaptive and provisional,
as performed in Building a Nation.
On Alfred’s analysis, the significance of “home”—“traditional” or global—for Native
people lies specifically in how it manifests itself in “what we actually do with lives” rather than
only sovereign control over a specific territory, as important as that is for making some
indigenous activities of dwelling possible.78 Alfred asserts that Native Americans would have
little reason to celebrate, for example, an expansion of their territorial sovereignty if that meant
fully adopting European or Euro-American models of manifest domesticity at the expense of
indigenous philosophy and practices of place-making. Durham’s performance of a nomadic
European home might be seen as making a similar point by embracing the way in which the
displacements and re-buildings of modern Cherokee history point to both the “tradition” and
importance of the kind of global home-making and solidarity-building of the international
diplomat Little Carpenter. In this way, for Durham globalization might make possible extensions
of key aspects of Cherokee culture even as it threatens their erasure or outmoding. He is “at
home” in his work as it carries on the Cherokee carpentry of his nation, a tradition of dialogue
and “building” that maintains a tactical distance from emplacement and territorialization. In this
way, for the artist’s globally-oriented practice Cherokee modernization yields a set of resources
from the Native past—centered around the home- and alliance-building of Little Carpenter—that
might transform not only the indigenous but non-indigenous future of its viewers.
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This Cherokee carpentry—“basically diplomacy” —sharply refuses the privatized homemaking that created the America nation-state, the “homeland” as the state now calls it.79 Indeed,
Ann Kaplan reminds us that the invention of the national American home was particularly
catastrophic for the modern history of the Cherokee and other “removed” indigenous nations.80
Building a Nation referenced the consequences for the Cherokee in another quotation, posted
temporarily among the shifting documentation on a bulletin board-like plywood sheet (not
included in extant documentation). In an 1806 letter to “Cherokee chiefs,” President Thomas
Jefferson expressed his desire to assimilate the nation into the agricultural economy of the
antebellum South and privatize its territorial commons. “You are becoming farmers, learning the
use of the plough and the hoe, enclosing your grounds…Go on, my children, in the same way
and be assured the further you advance in it the happier and more respectable you will
be…When a man has enclosed and improved his farm, builds a good house on it and raised
plentiful stocks of animals, he will wish when he dies that these things shall go to his wife and
children.”
Little more than a scheme to dispossess the Cherokee nation of its enviable southeastern
landholdings, the systemic assimilation of Cherokee otherness and territory encouraged by
Jefferson alluded to the broader position of the Cherokee in the national home. In probably the
most important legal decision ever made with regard to Native Americans, the 1831 Supreme
Court ruled in Cherokee Nation v. State of Georgia that the federal United States government
possesses sovereign control over Cherokee and other Native American lives, lands, and
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resources.81 Writing for the majority, Chief Justice John Marshall declared that indigenous
nations are not foreign nations but what he called “domestic dependent nations,” a politicocultural appendage of the United States even as the court recognized their right to a modicum of
supervised autonomy. Thus legally “domesticated,” Native American nations became like
furniture in the American national home to be moved around, re-arranged, and cast out as the
state would deem necessary. This assertion of colonial control over the Cherokee and other
indigenous peoples remains the cornerstone of modern Native American policy in the United
States and—in the 1800s and more recently—is the legal justification for “removing” Native
Americans from ancestral territories, expropriating their resources, and otherwise meddling in
their separate but inferior affairs. To this day, it is difficult as an American to conceive of
relationships to Native America as a matter of foreign relations, as Indians are so necessarily
bound up with the American sense of home and place.
Defined, effectively, as subjugated interlopers inside the American home (incredibly
“wards of the state” in jurisprudence) under the paradigm of American manifest domesticity, the
Cherokee and other indigenous nations were forced into an ongoing series of disastrous removals
and desperate reconstructions that continue into the present. This is a national history that, not
surprisingly saturates Durham’s vision of the nation and home, as performed in Building a
Nation and many other works by the artist.82 As early as Jefferson’s presidential administration,
the Cherokee had become the most problematic nation in the eyes of many white settlers deadset on expanding west. The nation’s vast land holdings, political power, and willingness to
modernize while defending its resources had led to open conflicts with nearby governments,
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notably the contiguous state of Georgia. Foreshadowing the eventual fate of the Cherokee,
President Jefferson proposed that the nation trade its ancestral territory in and around southern
Appalachia for new land in present-day Arkansas (Durham’s childhood home) and Missouri.
The Cherokee, possessing a central government but not a repressive state apparatus, never
reached national consensus and split into semi-autonomous Arkansas and Appalachian national
communities in the first decade of the 1800s. This schism began the exile and diaspora of the
nation that—by the mid-nineteenth century—resulted in Cherokee national communities in both
the eastern and western United States, as well as Mexico—partially inspiring the artist’s own
adoption of Mexican exile during the 1990s.83
`

While the Jefferson administration oversaw the first exile of the Cherokee, it was the

election of President Andrew Jackson in 1828 that famously sealed the exilic fate of the nation
under manifest domesticity. With the support of Jackson and a broad swath of the American
public, the United States began the series of removals popularly known as the Trail of Tears.
Thousands of federal troops were dispatched to pursue a campaign of ethnic cleansing, forcing
Cherokee families from their homes in the middle of the night and dragging them to “collection
camps.” Impoverished white civilians literally followed the army, looting Cherokee homes,
businesses, and graves as families were carried away. In the heavily-fortified refugee camps
families were systematically split apart and survivors recalled that death from “starvation,
exposure, and illness” was omnipresent.84 (The death toll is unknown due to incomplete and
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disputed census data.)85 Army units corralled displaced Cherokees like cattle bound for
slaughter, leading them on foot, in wagons, trains, and boats to what became known as “Indian
territory” in present-day Oklahoma, Kansas, and Nebraska. Further splitting the nation, around
1000 Cherokees managed to slip away from the army and re-establish themselves deep in the
mountains of North Carolina, while an unknown number re-organized themselves in Mexico,
including prominent cultural leaders like Sequoyah. Subsequent removals and reconstructions
whittled the nation’s official land holdings to relatively small reservations in contemporary
Oklahoma and North Carolina, while Cherokees who established themselves elsewhere in North
America were denied legal recognition as indigenous people of any kind. The Cherokee national
home became part of the United States, bound up with the American nation-state even as it
would struggle to gain sovereignty from it, a legal battle that continues into the twenty-first
century.
Born off a reservation in Arkansas and “unenrolled” in the state archive—one of North
America’s countless illegal Indians—the artist refers to himself as “homeless” and publicly
declares himself part of the permanent and apparently inalterable Cherokee exile.86 Trafficking
in displacement and ephemerality since the 1980s, Durham’s oeuvre insists that all of
contemporary reality is intensely bound up with this traumatic history of removal and social
marginalization in which “home” could only be an ongoing, ad-hoc process. For viewers of
Building a Nation, this history was impossible to ignore as it threaded its way through both the
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posted documents and the subtly violent and victimized materiality of the works. As if to
illustrate the continuing effects of this history of indigenous displacement, under current United
States regulation of the Native American art market Durham—because he is unenrolled in a tribe
and thus not a Native American for legal purposes—is unable to exhibit his art as “Cherokee” or
even “Native American,” a barrier also faced by other contemporary “undocumented” artists,
many of whom are also products of the well-known Cherokee displacement.87 Refusing to
accept this second-class status within American society, Durham has lived in self-imposed
national exile since the late 1980s, taking up residence first in Mexico and later in several
European countries. Through this peripateticism he might be seen as gaining a certain agency
over a displacement inherited rather than chosen, joining a long history in which exile in wake of
national destruction has been generative of modern art. In Building a Nation, the chickens of
Cherokee destruction come to roost, and all viewers were artistically compelled to temporarily
occupy this space of destruction, estranged from the nostalgic political communities with which
we might too easily identify in light of their questionable past and future within globalization.
Durham’s resourceful deployment of the exilic, transatlantic, and diplomatic agency of
the Cherokee past also connects Building a Nation with related invocations of dwelling and
imperial violence in other contemporary art. Most notable in relation to the counter-historical
mode of Building a Nation are the home-based “counter-monuments” and “counter-memorials”
of artists like Rachel Whiteread and especially Doris Salcedo. The vivid association of settled
domesticity with violence particularly invites comparison with Salcedo, whose work is wellknown for its references to mass violence and displacement in her native Colombia. Salcedo’s
three-part series of Unland sculptures from 1995-1998—composed of pieces of manipulated,
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distorted furniture, hair, and other materials meant to symbolize specific displaced Colombians—
positioned domestic architecture and furnishings as stand-ins or witnesses to systemic violence
and displacement. In Unland: Irreversible Witness [Figure 31], Saldedo based the manipulated
structure on the memory of a particular survivor or refugee of Colombia’s terror, obtained by her
through on-the-ground interviews. The cut and reassembled nature of Salcedo’s furniture pieces
suggested the violently scrambled nature of Colombian society, in which over three million
individuals have been displaced by violence (the highest number of internally displaced people
“in” any nation-state), as well as the rifts and erasures within traumatic memory itself. At the
same time, sculptures of the Unland series drew attention to the ongoing trauma and provisional
home-making of those displaced multitudes, quietly suggesting the permanent break and
distortion of home-making in Colombia.
Unland: Irreversible Witness’s traumatic framing of the explicitly nationalized home
through the structures of private domesticity recalled the flooding of domestic order with public
violence in Building a Nation and other works by Durham. In so doing, Salcedo’s work—not
unlike Building a Nation—encouraged solidarities with a global audience through the sculptural
figuration of suffering.88 Yet while the sculptures of the Unland series were poignantly countermemorial—conceived to somehow translate the victim’s testimony into the sculptural language
of space and structure—Building a Nation refused memorialization even as it similarly combined
sculpture, installation, and the cultural afterlife of state violence. Its open-ended structures and
materials were less tied to any specific building or home-making, in contrast to the manner in
which Salcedo’s installations were often auratic, as if the particular tables and chests of drawers
once used by the displaced person. In contrast, Durham’s installation operated through a broadly
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modern set of materials like wood, PVC, linoleum, and Plexiglass, suggestive of new building
even if from the remnants of a particular historical or present-day situation in which violent
modernization has yielded a pervasive sense of exile. Clearly, both the interweaving of the
structures with the textual archive of American genocide and the installation’s battered
materials—from the broken bottles and glass to the abandoned car parts—saturated the viewer’s
space with the remnants of past collisions, obviously standing in for those of modernization
itself.
While recent works like Salcedo’s have primarily pointed to a counter-historical past,
Building a Nation suggested how Native adaptations to modern violence yield starting points for
a different kind of dwelling today, in which the work of Little Carpenter and others might be a
mooring for a global future. As a constantly evolving, constantly re-built home in which history
was always on the discursive horizon, the installation and performance combined a counterhistorical approach to national archives with a forward-projecting invocation of new ways of
dwelling. By refusing to be a memorial, it framed the past as part of the present, constituting the
conditions of Cherokee displacement and other forms of fragmentation brought about through
globalization while also suggesting that in some way this history is a kind of raw material for
building the future.
Specifically, Building a Nation’s performance activated the installation’s references to
genocidal history as part of an international dialogue in which viewers were pulled into the
process of building a new home and future. This diplomatic rather than memorial mode of
address refused to allow the past to become buried or frozen as an object of aesthetic reflection—
a possible effect of Salcedo’s auratic assemblages, which are less new starting points than
abstract shrines to the displaced—instead using it as one of the raw materials of a contemporary
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architecture of dwelling. While Unland’s pieces were formal counter-monuments rooted in the
marginalized memories of survivors, Durham’s Building a Nation situated the fallout of a
specific public history as resources for an alternative kind of national home and social structure.
If Salcedo’s work was counter-memorial and counter-monumental, Durham’s work was
performative and processual. Instead of ossifying into a fixed structure encouraging the
imaginative mourning of the past, Building a Nation was anticipatory and futural, inserting the
past into the open-ended development of another kind of inhabitation in which violence and
exclusion served—however difficultly—as key resources for building a future shared by the
artist and his audience. Thus Building a Nation began to engage the viewer in an argument about
the relationship of the past to present-day attempts to navigate the globalizing world, exposing
viewers to the contemporary agency of a history of violence and forcing them to develop a
relationship to it in their contemporary lives. In so doing, it not only pointed to Little Carpenter
as a key “spiritual guide,” but rather began its own construction of other solidarities, freedoms,
and communities under contemporary empire.
This contrast to counter-memorial art further evidences the confluence of Durham’s
practice with the tactics of a globalized indigenous rights movement, in which the revival of the
indigenous past creates new relationships among the world’s peoples. His work’s diplomatic
orchestration of social relationships between different viewers and between viewers and the past
clearly carried forward the work of earlier Cherokee diplomats who engaged Europeans in a
dialogue on violence, political community, and the future. Through building new structures and
assemblages out of the fallout and cast-offs of the past, Building a Nation recalled the past even
as it refused the repetition of such destruction again in the contemporary world. While Salcedo’s
work could be understood as employing memorialism to construct a social relationship between
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the viewer and those who continue to suffer in Colombia—both survivors and the dead—
Durham’s work was more interested in building a relationship between the viewer and a kind of
nation that is not yet a nation yet should be, the moral seriousness of the work would suggest. It
insisted that this violent legacy of American globalization is not something to be memorialized or
mourned but re-worked in the name of those who came before and those who come after,
refusing to make exclusions and construct nationalized partitions among the work’s globally
dispersed audience. Even as the work was about indigenous America, its open-ended,
deterritorialized structure and mode of address engaged all those who had suffered, been
displaced, and disinherited by the forces of dominant modernization, situating their experience of
modernity as a new starting point for the future rather than a memorial-like interface with the
past.
Crucially, then, Durham’s carpentry was not concerned so much with historical violence
as building future architectures of freedom, solidarity, and community, through which the
violence of colonialism could be re-directed and never repressed. Stemming from Cherokee
history and modernizing Little Carpenter’s transnational carpentry of decolonization, Building a
Nation proposed a future in which the resources of the Native past might curtail the violence
saturating so much of the global social field. This drawing from the ideals of past Cherokee
diplomacy to advance an alternative form of globalization with distinct forms of being in the
world further advanced the diplomatic agenda of the contemporary indigenous rights movement.
Durham calls this agenda the creation of a “united peoples” to replace the hegemony of nationstates at the United Nations.89 To this end, Building a Nation expressed a manner of pragmatic,
transnational home-making and nation-building like that suggested by Alfred as a means to build
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non-native support against neoliberalism.90 Within the “culture war” of contemporary
globalization, Alfred find that “the time has come to recognize [indigenous and non-indigenous
communities’] mutual dependency” and overcome the “political, racial, and legal differences”
that prevent dialogue, diplomacy, and the identification of shared goals for the future.91
Durham’s Building a Nation, among other works, was clearly concerned with these bordercrossing goals and the reformed futures they might portend; its mining of the archive and
solicitation of dialogue sought just such a re-working of indigenous-settler differences and
dependencies today.
Yet, characteristically, Durham’s Building a Nation was not a “confident” assertion of the
plausibility of Little Carpenter’s work today or a specific alternative future; indeed, Durham’s
admission that he wished he were a “better” carpenter during one of the work’s performances
might allude to a sense of working against historical odds.92 The piece’s omnipresent
suggestions of violence, disunity, and other indications of social anomie very clearly evoked the
way contemporary globalization appears to undermine the subaltern freedom, solidarity, and
community that Building a Nation sought to expand and multiply. As Alfred and others have
shown, the violent weight of neoliberal globalization is particularly clear for Native America and
other indigenous peoples, many of whom are among the contemporary wretched of the earth by
any measure.
Durham’s foregrounding of violence as part of a contemporary, emergent domesticity—
riddling and complicating it—rather than as a memorial to a destroyed home united Building a
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Nation’s home-making with what Alfred identifies as the self-conscious saturation of the
contemporary indigenous rights movement with the fallout of the violence of past and present
waves of empire. He underscores how important it is to keep the shifting tactics and effects of
this violence close to public mind, as no meaningful transformation of the contemporary colonial
situation of Native America can occur without explicitly recognizing how indigenous nations are
beset by the ongoing violence of state policies and neglect as well as the fragmenting effects of
global capitalism on the solidarity of Native national communities.93 Alfred emphasizes that
positive advances notwithstanding, indigenous people “are already suffering,” recalling
Durham’s use of the battered materiality and genocidal archive of the Building a Nation
installation as a home, the continuation of this violence within his sense of contemporary
homeliness.94 The philosopher reminds us that this violence is not only the cause of human
suffering—from poverty and mental illness to disconnections from family, community, and
traditional territory—but a matter of the very geopolitical continuation of Native nations into a
globalized future. He writes that even as the wars and ethnocidal policies of the colonial nationstate are eclipsed by less obvious and more diffuse manipulations of neoliberal globalization, this
violence has “placed our continuing existence as peoples, or as nations and distinct cultures, in
imminent danger of extinction.”95 The contemporary effects of this violence, Alfred indicates,
must temper visions of an empowered Native America within a transformed globalization.96
Interweaving the artist’s “home” and nation with this ongoing struggle to exist as
indigenous people, Durham’s Building a Nation underscored Native suffering and saturated the
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viewer in a microcosm of its present-day impact on Native societies, his “home.” No clean slate
for contemporary home-making, including the artist’s own, was proposed nor was a “memorial”
to the past created; rather the work, recalling the words of Alfred, included this violence and
suffering as part of the generative ground for other ways of dwelling and for establishing
potentially non-violent relationships with a non-indigenous, transnational audience. Employing
both the carefully selected historical documents and cast-off, junked materials—from broken
bottles and glass to old car parts and cans—the installation wove past and present violence
through the domestic structures and assemblages. In so doing, the work refused to repress how
the violence of the past generates the conditions of dwelling within the present and encouraged
viewers to see the way this violence was still projecting into the future as part of contemporary
American foreign policy and globalization.
Even as the disastrous effects of historical violence shape contemporary futures, a public
discourse on violence, according to Alfred, is essential for more than recognizing the current
violent nature of indigenous-settler relationships.97 He argues that because the legitimacy of
contemporary empire depends upon suppressing destructiveness and thereby obscuring its
presence to the members of Native and non-native societies who would stand against it, any
opposition to Native oppression must underscore violence.98 Those Natives and non-natives
concerned with improving the relationship between indigenous and non-indigenous nations, he
writes, cannot imagine themselves dwelling outside of violence or working against the fallout of
the past or future. As the philosopher suggests, those latter-day Little Carpenters concerned with
defending the rights of indigenous peoples must encourage recognition of this violence in order
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to “undermine the intellectual and moral foundations of colonialism,” and thereby “engage
society as a whole in an argument about justice.”99 As we have seen, this is ultimately where
Durham’s carpentry—his invitation to construct domesticity in other ways than those oppressive
ones demanded by contemporary empire—employs violence differently than other invocations of
violence and domesticity in contemporary art. By saturating viewers in the outrageous acts of
violence that “built” contemporary globalization and yet positioning them as part of a
contemporary, evolving home, the work undermined the self-righteousness of empire and the
moral authority of nation-states that have arrogated modern history to their interests. At the same
time, its repeated call to self-interrogation encouraged non-native viewers down an alternative
route to a shared future of political community with the artist.
Yet even as Building a Nation was allied to the anti-colonial politics of contemporary
indigenous rights movement in its pursuit of a “united peoples,” there was a lingering sense of
suspicion toward the confidence of Alfred and others (including the other artists discussed in this
dissertation). How could its shaky construction and omnipresent reference to past violence not
give pause to hopes for a reformed future? No doubt part of the cultural specificity of Durham’s
work—and of his Cherokee national history and inheritance—is precisely this suspicion toward
modern reconstructions or re-territorializations of political community in any fixed form (a
“nation” or otherwise). In this it perhaps shared a much broader skepticism toward global
solutions or “new” forms of dwelling, a pragmatic perspective associated with alternative
globalization and the related contemporary art Nicolas Bourriaud dubs “altermodern.”100
Looking to the dialogic, transatlantic diplomacy of Little Carpenter rather than localistic or
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traditionally nationalistic forms of Native nation-building often evoked by Native artists
(including, relatively speaking, both Luna and Michelson, in Chapters Three and Four) and
philosophers of other tribes (the territory-oriented Mohawk politics of Alfred, for example),
Durham’s “carpentry” carried Cherokee tradition forward in its very dialogic uncertainty.101
Thus refusing the rhetoric of political conviction and the security of nationalism, Building a
Nation’s evolving, temporal structures—suggesting neither an absolute new starting point nor a
point of conclusion—identified an archipelago of new starting points, a general mooring toward
a sort of lighter, less determined and oppressive form of community, solidarity, and freedom.
As we have seen, Durham’s Building a Nation maintained a certain autonomy in its very
relationship to the freedoms embodied by Little Carpenter—the liberty to be at home in the
whole world, to speak confidently to whomever he wanted, to be Cherokee without being
defined by “Cherokee-ness”—and suggested the viability of the complex Cherokee past as a
source of new starting points for a globalization in which indigenous values might create world
change for all peoples if not nations.102 Yet, paradoxically, the first lesson of the Cherokee past
and the model of Little Carpenter for Durham, it seemed, was not to partition these freedoms,
solidarities, and communities as “Cherokee” at all. As viewers responded to his re-building of a
relationship to this past, they had to ponder what this subtle freedom meant from the perspective
of displaced survivors of indigenous genocide. In so doing, the work continued the discrepant
trajectory of Cherokee modernity and encouraged its audience to reject the morally indefensible
violence of national empire past and present. Deploying Cherokee carpentry in this revivified
fashion, Building a Nation compelled viewers of any social position to think through the capacity
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of other pasts and presents as starting points and moorings for a “united peoples,” a globalization
of solidarity, community, and freedom unlike any we can yet fully imagine.
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3

EMENDATIO: TRANSLATING BALANCE INTO SOLIDARITY

If Jimmie Durham’s Building a Nation adopts the diplomatic strategies of Little
Carpenter and creates a space of potential for other, emergent forms of community, freedom, and
solidarity, how might this potentiality be linked to other practices of Native peoplehood like
religion and language? How can Durham’s tactical Cherokee peripateticism be put into dialogue
with the pressing desire of most Native nations to defend political territory, expand traditional
language education, and practice traditional religions—as part of their agency in a globalized
world? Even as diplomatic aesthetics is concerned with emergent forms of alliance-building in a
global context—the reconstruction of indigeneity as a way of being across borders—it also reasserts and re-affirms traditional language, political philosophy, and religion. These are central
to the way in which the use of diplomatic aesthetics in contemporary art begins to construct a
temporality in which Native contemporary art draws from the past to construct a functional
future informed by the inheritance of indigenous tradition. In this chapter we see one proposed
connection between a globalized future and earlier interactions of Native people in modern
globalization. James Luna’s Emendatio—an emendation, or correction to a received history or
narrative—interrupted the stranglehold of remodernism on contemporary art and neoliberalism
on international relations to assert an aesthetics of indigenous globalization at the 2005 Venice
Biennale. In so doing it not only argued for the viability of indigenous-settler co-existence but
re-energized contemporary art by translating from specifically upon Native religion and history.
As 2005 Venice Biennale viewers entered the first of James Luna’s Emendatio
installations, they encountered a spinning historical photograph of a Luiseño woman grinding
acorns [Figure 1]. Projected from the ceiling onto a grinding stone placed on the floor, this
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dematerialized photograph alternated turning in a clockwise and counter-clockwise motion,
accompanied by a whooshing sound that pulsated in rhythm with the circling projection. By
spatially foregrounding historical Luiseño people and practices, Emendatio joined Jimmie
Durham’s Building a Nation in proposing new relationships to the Native American past.1
Yet Emendatio articulated its archival impulse in a curious way: not with a flood of
genocidal historical documents as in Building a Nation, but with a poetic, circling quasi-presence
of a Luiseño ancestor. Together the spinning turn-of-the-century photograph, synchronized
audio, and the partially-illuminated room produced a hypnotic, ghostlike experience referenced
in the multimedia installation’s subtitle, “Apparitions: Past and Present.”2 The mesmerizing
address of the installation was seductive, compelling viewers to calmly puzzle over what this
unnamed “Mission Indian” woman and her grinding stone might mean today. Presented without
further contextual information the projected image compelled a sense of irresolution and openendedness, challenging not only historical amnesia but the certainty of sensory experience and
epistemology.
As viewers puzzled over what “Apparitions: Past and Present” might mean, some might
have recognized the installation’s sound as a bullroarer, an ancient musical instrument used
around the world. After appearing in the 1988 movie Crocodile Dundee II, the instrument is
most commonly associated with Australian Aboriginal and other indigenous peoples, although it
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has been used in Europe for thousands of years.3 Constructed of a palm-sized piece of wood
attached to a cord, the bullroarer was included by Luna for a specific reason. In Luiseño culture,
the musical instrument is spun in circles in an alternating clockwise and counter-clockwise
direction, producing a sound traditionally understood as calling in spirits for ceremonial and
healing purposes.4 The bullroarer’s movement and uncommon sound create a transformative
space such that the extraordinary, quasi-religions form of communication may occur.
The Biennale installation extended this practice of ceremonial communication,
connecting the “historical” photograph to a religious practice and recontextualizing both as
contemporary installation art. This creation of new relationships between peoples hinged on
breeching the boundaries between past and present, sacred and secular, such that the pictured
ancestor and her grinding stone would enter contemporary life in a re-activated manner. In this
way, the audio provided the mesmerizing projection a feeling of open prospects, of somehow
moving between two visibly distinct historical periods in California Indian history and renegotiating their relationship to each other. This initial apparitional experience summed up the
work’s primary concern: emending, or correcting, the mistaken beliefs that foreclose new
relationships to Native peoples and pasts in the contemporary world. If Native ancestors might
often be framed as static artifacts of a bygone era, the installation turned them into a visually and
spatially active participant in the present.
Emendatio’s translation between indigenous past and present continued in two similar
“apparitions” projected nearby [Figure 2. The adjacent installations were composed of projected
streams of archival and contemporary photographs, presented to visually rhyme the cropping and
3
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composition of each other. One photograph depicted Northern Digueño elders raising feather
plumes at a 1907 ceremony.5 Its companion photograph depicted a group of present-day Native
elders—one of which is the artist—similarly posed with various ceremonial instruments raised.
The two photographs were projected on top of one another, slowly oscillating back and forth on
a timed loop between appearance and disappearance. The overlapping composition and close
visual rhyming of the separate photographs allowed them, for certain instants, to collapse into a
single ghostly image, neither here nor there, now or then, ancestor, other, or contemporary. In so
doing, the work staged an experience of historical and contemporary temporal and cultural
continuity that hinged upon temporary overlap but that refused resolution, linearity, or fixity.
Extending the open-ended flow between past and present, the final “apparition” projected
two companion photographs over top of one another [Figure 3]. Adding to the gendered social
roles of the previous apparition, these were images of Luiseño women engaged in the practice of
motherhood. Of the same size, composition, and visual importance, these companion mothers
took seated poses and each held their baby on their lap, perhaps influenced by Christian images
of the Virgin Mary. This concise representation of indigenous motherhood not only honored the
continuing social importance of Native motherhood, suggesting a way of being a Luiseño mother
across historical time. At the same time, it also opened onto a larger problem that has long been
of issue in Native America. Much of the history of empire in North America, particularly around
the turn of the last century, entailed the deliberate breaking apart of families for purposes of
forced assimilation into American culture. Among other practices, children were forced to
attend government-controlled schools where they were to be alienated from their Indian ancestry
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and evangelistically “saved” by white culture (“Kill the Indian and Save the Man” was the wellknown goal of the Indian education system founder, Colonel Richard Henry Pratt).6 For this
reason, indigenous political philosophers like Taiaiake Alfred emphasize the importance of
rebuilding a “collective decision-making process organized around the clan.”7
Considered in the context of a struggle to control the family, Emendatio also pointed to a
more subtle way in which Native families have been broken apart in cultural memory. This
particular historical photograph was in fact the artist's great-grandmother but the photograph
does not belong to him or his family. Rather, it is cataloged in the archive of the San Diego
Museum of Man, where the artist or anyone else must get museum permission to even look at it.8
The pairing of this archival photograph of his grandmother with the contemporary image, which
is of his niece, initially created a family that had been broken apart on the level of representation.
Yet this intellectual and archival separation was undone by the visual form of the apparition: the
installation suggested that families (and this family) continue as a fundamental social framework
across historical time. In so doing, the installation highlighted the overlap between Native past
and present, hinting optimistically at the Luiseño future embodied in the seated woman’s baby.
In this pursuit of forward-looking irresolution, Luna has long interrogated the boundaries
between identities, as well as the historical past and present. In this way, his work is part of the
history of postmodernism and the practice of hybridity in recent art (see my Introduction and
Chapter One). For example, in his 1991 photographic work Half-Indian/Half-Mexican, he
examined the way in which multiple identities are possessed by a single subject and that such
6
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categories should not be taken as mutually-exclusive [Figure 4]. This alluded to a historical
reality in California, discussed below, in which multiple colonizations—by Spain, Mexico, and
the United States—have produced complex bonds of family and communal solidarity among
people who might be legally categorized as one identity (as Luna—a member of the Luiseño
tribe—is).9 In this way, his work has often explicitly and humorously embraced the mutability
of identity as a progressive reality in modern life, interrupting racial categorizations that have
served as forms of oppression for centuries.10 He has continued this practice even in the context
of the rise of remodernism in contemporary art and the repudiations of postmodernism and a
hypostasized multiculturalism in recent years (see Chapter One).
Yet Emendatio’s final installation and performance continued this pursuit of transcultural
irresolution to address the kinds of uncertainties produced as part of the contemporary
globalization embodied in the Venice Biennale. Complementing the way “Apparitions: Past and
Present” opened up onto and “called in” the spirits of ancestors, this installation focused upon a
single “saintly” figure. It was entitled “Monument to Pablo Tac,” memorializing a nineteenth
century Luiseño ancestor who attended seminary in Rome, as a placard on the wall explained.
Likewise low-lit, this monument took the form of a chapel, inspired by the small adobe churches
built, decorated, and used by Native people in the Indian missions of California [Figure 5]. Upon
entering the room one encountered this story of Pablo Tac next to what purported to be an oil
portrait of him [Figure 6]. In this “portrait,” the artist substituted himself for Tac, as no visual
record of the seminarian survives. The painting's collapse of the visual distinction between
9
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historical and contemporary images formed a visual bridge between the two installations,
extending the concept of the apparition into the chapel installation and focusing it on a particular
Native ancestor who lingered out of time.
Beyond the apparitional portrait, one entered a church-like room, much more centralized
than the tripartite and dispersed “Apparitions: Past and Present.” This chapel, complete with
wooden pews and an altar rail, swept the viewer both spatially and visually toward an altar at the
head of the room. Helping direct the viewer's movement, the side walls were covered with a
running blue and red cross-and-diamond pattern, referencing such painted walls in the California
mission churches built by Native people, while a hanging tapestry emblazoned with large
Spanish script served as a backcloth. On the altar mensa a Native Californian basket occupied
the central position, accompanied on either side by a bag of incense and sage, an incense burner
made from an abalone shell, a communion chalice, and an upright feather [Figure 7]. A small
video monitor hung on the front of the altar, showing a ten-minute loop of streaming images,
video footage, and audio tracks to anyone seated in the pews or standing on the mission-style rug
in front of the altar. Its continuous, meditative pace of looping images, footage, and smooth
music contributed to the room’s ceremonial aura and created visual continuity with the
apparitions installations.
A range of syncretic items akin to those on the mensa were found along the side walls in
four display cases along the walls of the room. These glass-covered vitrines were similar in
position and format to those found in today's tourist-visited historical churches, creating what
curator Paul Chaat Smith described as a “shrine-like” environment not unlike the many
memorials of saints visited by travelers across the Catholic world.11 They emphasized cross-
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cultural analogues, pairing similar items from Western Catholic culture and indigenous culture
while underscoring the way in which these had been productively combined by figures like Pablo
Tac. One vitrine contained a communion chalice, a set of vessels used to store holy water, along
with analogous indigenous items: a gourd cup and clay vessel, along with a feather used in
ceremonial contexts [Figure 8]. Another contained a metal box of incense with a buckskin bag
of sage, a Catholic thurible (or incense burner) with an abalone shell incense burner, along with
another eagle feather giving visual emphasis to indigenous instruments [Figure 9]. The third
case paired a gourd rattle with a metal bell, while the final vitrine displayed two throwing sticks,
one traditional wooden one and another fashioned from a ball-peen hammer [Figure 10 and 11].
The display cases suggested the range of items that may have been either owned by Pablo
Tac or used by him as a priest, with the addition of the hammer-based throwing stick as an
artifact of the way figures like Tac employed useful Western tools to Luiseño cultural ends,
whether spiritual or practical. Placing these objects under glass in the chapel accorded them—
metonyms not only of Tac but the broader modern history of the Luiseño—the same level of
respect accorded the relics of saints. As with the grinding stone and photographs of the previous
installation, these historical items elevated and honored ancestors, effectively enshrining the way
in which they modernized Luiseño culture by finding inter-cultural analogues in the church.
But the work suggested another very different set of analogues, as well. These suggested
not the modernization of Luiseño identity but the continuity of empire through missionization
and other institutions of Western domination. A small video monitor hung on the front of the
altar, cycling through historical and contemporary images and footage in a similar manner as the
apparitions [Figure 12]. These images contextualized the imperial culture that Pablo Tac
negotiated, however, focusing on a closed loop culture of “Western” religious culture bound up
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with the Vatican. The ten-minute video ran on a loop, continuously framing how the altar and the
script on the backcloth would be interpreted. The first moments of the video suggested the
geographic connections of the Spanish empire. It began with shots of the ocean, indicative of the
maritime mission town where Tac grew up and the ocean travels he made in his life. These
images faded into scenes of the historical mission churches in southern California, accompanied
by the sound of church organ music, situating the chapel in the tradition of the California mission
church. These images were followed by a map of the California missions, underscoring the
orienting function of the first minutes of the video. Turning from the map the video showed
turn-of-the-century portraits of Luiseño people, similar to those projected in the “Apparitions”
installation, also providing a sense of orientation to the historical Luiseño people who built and
worshiped in such mission churches. These photographs faded into the suddenly colorful and
baroque interior of Saint Peter's Basilica in Rome, situating the missions as part of the global
Catholicism symbolically centered on the image of Saint Peter's. The interior of the basilica
faded into the facade of the Vatican, brightly-lit with Christmas lights, ending the video's tracing
of the passage between the periphery to the center of Catholicism—or the center of Luiseño
culture to its “periphery” in Tac’s Rome.
Before leaving the image of the Vatican, the video zoomed in on its Christmas lights,
letting them flood the visual field before the appearance of the next image. This shot of white
light bridged a visual and geographic passage from Italy back to North America, with the
Christmas lights being replaced by the bright lights of the Las Vegas strip. This unexpected
connection conflated the Vatican's holiday lights and those illuminating a “Sin City” devoted to
gambling, secular entertainment and associated with shadowy networks of organized crime. The
lights of the strip gave way to the classical architecture of the city's Venice Casino and Resort.
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Not only tracing a strong visual parallel between the casino and the Vatican, this reflexive scene
pulled Venice, the immediate context of the “Monument,” into the implied comparison between
the Vatican and the resort casino. The video loop ended by returning from the simulated
classical architecture of the “Venice” casino to the classical architecture of the Vatican, making
clear the work's assertion that casino and Vatican are part of the same cultural loop of imperial
mimesis.12 The visual indeterminacy of the video posed a puzzle about this imperial loop of
religion and culture: is the Vatican emulating the bright lights of the Vegas casino in the same
way the Renaissance-inspired architecture of the casino emulates early modern Italy and the
Vatican?
This question complicated understandings between local and global contexts and the
manifestations of imperial culture. In this way, the work was part of a larger critical response to
global biennial exhibitions by what Terry Smith calls the “post-colonial” impulse of
contemporary art (see Chapter One).13 If such mega-exhibitions suggest encyclopedic
comprehensiveness and institutional authority, artists concerned with ongoing cultural and
political domination have challenged them through the recovery of histories of oppression and
cultural indeterminacy. Emendatio focused this on the connections between religions and
geographically dispersed modern cultures, calling out for new understandings between past and
present, here and there. In short, by emphasizing the connection between localities and times
that religions and their imperial manifestations sustain, the work’s archival impulse suggested
forms of modernity that cannot be separated from religious missionization, heritage, and
practice: a counter-memory of post-secular modernities as a central part of relations to the
12
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historical past. To stand in Luna’s traveling California Mission chapel or among Emendatio’s
apparitions was to feel removed from understandings of modernity and contemporary art as
essentially secular, and suggested the scrambling of secularism and religiosity that characterize
the modernities of much of the world—from Las Vegas, to Rome, to the communities of Native
America where the practice of religion is often inseparable from indigenous models of
knowledge, politics, and art.14 If there is still a strong tendency in contemporary art and
academic life to imagine religions and rituals as outmoded by secularism and science, Emendatio
began to suggest a much more complicated mutability between such categories. In so doing, it
opened up new possibilities for translating the values of Luiseño religious and ceremonial culture
into a contemporary cultural politics of anti-imperialism.

3.2

POST-SECULAR MODERNITIES AND CREATIVE TRANSLATION

Feeling estranged from the epistemological and political certainties of secularism—long
considered a necessary condition of modern knowledge and liberal democratic governance by
humanists and social scientists—is among the most significant feature of life under
contemporary globalization. Today a global labor market and a variety of neoimperial conflicts
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are generating a “return of religion” in recent globalization.15 This return has not left
contemporary art untouched. As Smith and others note, to an under-discussed degree many
contemporary artists “entertain world outlooks in which certain kinds of spirituality are no longer
foreign.”16 Yet contemporary art practices discussed by Smith are not assertions of a particular
religious dogma as much as explorations of religion as a source of cultural identity, political
values, and contemporary global relations. They engage forms of modernity and contemporary
life in which “secularism” is less central than it has been in some European societies.
Yet when art and religion intermix—especially in contemporary works from the Global
South—Amna Malik remarks that “a secular assumption” in writing on contemporary
globalization frames these works and their exploration of religious inheritances as a form of
artistic “underdevelopment.”17 This art historical tendency to marginalize these practices dealing
with religion ignores important questions about the relationship of art to the diverse modernities
that constitute the globalizing world. Noting the geopolitical role of religion in globalization,
Malik and Smith point out that because religion is often bound up with histories of anticolonialism it is closely tied to cultural and political independence. The importance of such
practices is particularly clear with regard to the work by artists addressing indigenous, Latin
American, and Muslim forms of contemporary life and modernization. The exploration of
religious and ceremonial history in Emendatio, as well, begins to suggest this association for
some Native Americans, as well—a subject explored below.
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Far from receding into history, then, religion continues as a dynamic player in the
complicated artistic changes and relationships of the twenty-first century. In the years since
9/11, the contemporary importance of Islam has gained media and academic attention, in
particular. It seems to sum up the return of religion in globalization discourse. Indeed, some
commentators and politicians have followed political scientist Samuel Huntington in framing
globalization as a “clash of civilizations” between the secular West and Islam.18 Many artists
have intervened in this warlike rhetoric, creating works that ask for more nuanced
understandings of how secularism and religion interweave as sources of identity and action under
globalization. Among the most frenzied issues in Western mass media has been the presentation
of madrasahs (or mosque-universities) as proof that Islam is fundamentally opposed to secular
politics. Addressing this portrayal, an alternative understanding of contemporary madrasahs is
solicited by Pakistani artist Hamra Abbas’ 2007 installation Read [Figure 13]. A product of an
extended stay at a Sufi madrasah in Pakistan where her partner was a student, the work consisted
of a circular wooden maze sculpture suspended from a ceiling and lit to project its shadow onto
the gallery floor. Viewers could enter the wooden structure, where they were immersed in an
audio track of young children repeating Qur’anic verses read by a teacher, a mnemonic exercise
that initiates madrasah students into higher levels of religious study.
Intended to sidestep the sensationalist media representations of madrasahs as places of
religious brain-washing by “Islamists,” Read was notably abstract and disarming. Its focus on
guided repetition and meditative estrangement from the rest of the gallery space—influenced by
the monastic isolation encouraged by the Sufi madrasahs—refused media reductions of Muslim
parochial education to contemporary politics or war and suggested the long tradition of
18
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madrasahs as places of cosmopolitanism and rigorous scholarship. As Malik puts it Abbas’ Read
“results in deterritorializing of her subjects…and reterritorializing them within a different
historical trajectory that illuminates Islam’s historical lineage beyond the very contemporary lens
of political Islam” and fundamentalism.19 By estranging viewers from media representations of
madrasahs, the viewer must begin a new relationship to both contemporary and historical Islam
as a source of modernity. In so doing, it—like Emendatio—freed up “religious” values as a
source of new forms of solidarity, community, and freedom in the contemporary world.
Remarking on the political implications of this estrangement from secular or
“fundamentalist” understandings of contemporaneity, Abbas compares the knowledge of the
typical western viewer about madrasahs to that of nineteenth century Orientalists. Indeed, she
suggests that the madrasah has replaced the harem as the principle fascination of western media
in attempts to justify corporate “development” interventions in contemporary Muslim societies.20
Yet as Malik explains, many Pakistani madrasahs—particularly those popularly represented by
Western media—are recent creations intimately bound up with Pakistan’s place within
contemporary globalization.21 They are fundamental to the modern culture of the region, not
leftovers from pre-modernity. Ironically, the madrasahs often depicted in Western media,
located in Pakistan’s Northwest Frontier region on the border with Afghanistan were built in the
1980s and 1990s with funding from Saudi Arabia. These institutions are part of a global network
of Saudi-funded institutions that promote the views of the controversial Wahhabi sect—not a
“traditional” form of Islam in Pakistan. Yet people in the Northwest Frontier region embraced
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the new madrasahs because of the intense poverty and social disruption of the border region,
exacerbated by Pakistan’s long colonial history and the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in the
1980s. In this context, madrasahs were the primary source of social services and education in the
region, and thus parents were motivated to send their children for reasons that cannot be reduced
to an otherworldly agenda.
Emendatio made a similar point about post-secular modernization by focusing on the
historical development of Luiseño and Italian history through religious and imperial ties.
Fostering new connections to the history of Luiseño modernization embodied in religious
institutions and ancestors like Pablo Tac, Luna’s installations suggested that complicated
legacies of religion and imperialism are bound up with contemporary life in such “Western”
locations as California and Italy. They asked viewers to reflect on these intertwined
relationships, particularly as they shape the lives of contemporary Native Americans like the
Luiseño whose identity is historically based in a relationship to a California mission church.22
What role does this inheritance play in contemporary life? Analyzing the close ties of some
contemporary Native American nations to Christian missionization, Alfred suggests that the role
of churches and Christianity in contemporary Native American empowerment must be called
“complex.”23 On the one hand, Christianity has played a largely disastrous role in Native North
America, aiding and abetting the worst colonial practices in many contexts. This is seen, for
example, in Durham’s Building a Nation, where clergymen are among the advocates of
genocide. For this reason, only a small minority of contemporary Native North Americans
identify themselves as Christian, much less Catholic.
22
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Yet Alfred emphasizes that there are important instances, as in the case of the Luiseño
and the Mohawk discussed in Chapter Four, where a form of Christianity was translated into the
fabric of the culture with the help of intermediaries like Pablo Tac.24 Tom Holm, J. Diane
Pearson, and Ben Chavis employ these examples of Native Christianity as crucial examples of
the adaptive power of indigenous “peoplehood” across time, as opposed to Native assimilation.
What Holm, Pearson, and Chavis call “Native Christianity” was created by people like Tac as a
way of shoring up indigenous identity in a global context, rather than as a flight from indigenous
cultures.25 This modernization of indigenous culture was accomplished, they suggest, because in
some cases “[indigenous nations] were able to utilize their own languages in [Christianity's]
practice, work it into the chronology of their own sacred histories, correlate Christian
philosophies—if not practices—with their traditional codes of behavior, synchronize and relate
Christian rituals with their own ceremonial cycle, and tie Christianity with well-known or
intrinsically sacred sites.”26 In short, they write, indigenous peoplehood was maintained through
the selective adoption of Christian practices and ideas and a “Native Christianity” was invented
when nations were afforded a high degree of bounded autonomy and their peoplehood could be
drawn upon; the religion was overwhelmingly rejected when no such autonomy was available.
This, they suggest, is an example of a dynamic, anti-essentialist sense of Native peoplehood that,
while creatively engaged with an indigenous tradition and place, creatively selects and adapts
from outside sources as necessary to survive in changing, obviously oppressive conditions. The
artist affirmed this when asked whether Tac stood for the “irreconcilable” nature of indigenous
24
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and Catholic religions. He replied that the presumed difference between Catholic and Luiseño
was illusory and alluded to how historical oppositions may often be meaningless in some
indigenous senses of peoplehood: “You wouldn't ask that question if you were from here,” Luna
replied from the La Jolla Reservation.27
Creating a visual parallel to the flooding of Christianity with indigenous elements
described by Holm, Alfred, and others, the “Monument to Pablo Tac” and Emendatio as a whole
set the legacy of missionization within a broader assertion of Luiseño continuity through shapeshifting translation. On the altar the legibly indigenous basket, feather, buckskin bag, and feather
were given visual priority, while the bulk of the instruments enshrined under glass in the display
case were also inventions of indigenous tradition. Moreover, the foregrounding of cross-cultural
analogues in the display cases emphasized the way some incorporations of Western culture could
be a matter of efficacy and practicality rooted in overlapping Luiseño needs, rather than the
disastrous whole-scale replacement of an indigenous cultural complex with a European one. It
called out for an examination of the complex process of modernization that refuses grounding in
solely indigenous or European, sacred or secular sources of value.
Framed as apparitions and a memorial, this post-secular interrogation hinged upon a
counter-memory of modernity, a centralization of Indian mission experience as a source of
contemporary cultural identity. It called out for considering modernization not as a
unidirectional drive toward secular or universalizing cultures but as a scrambling of religions and
values based on translation and negotiation. Like the Cherokee discussed in the last chapter, the
ancestors of the “Luiseño” entered the written historical record through their conflicts with
Spanish conquistadores in the 1500s. However, Spanish influence in California was not
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sustained until 1769, with the arrival of the Sacred Expedition to colonize California and convert
Indians to a Christian laboring class of peons.28 This project of social engineering centered on
the creation of mission communities and the use of military power to force Native people to
abandon preexisting villages and community relationships. The majority of these Native people
came from coastal communities, and Spanish power into the interior of California remained
limited.
Those Native coastal people forced into the missions were collectively re-named after the
mission itself. Probably these people thought of themselves in terms of particular villages or
family structures within a broader geographic, linguistic, and ethnic horizon—a set of
communities Tac called “Quechnahuis”—rather than as “peoples” or “nations” that emerged
through and against colonizers.29 The modern nation of the “Luiseño ” emerged from the people
who lived near Mission San Luis Rey.30 Yet relocation did not mean abandoning Native
languages, religions, and world views that ultimately cut across the effects of Spanish division
and conquering. As Sandos underscores, Indians inevitably conceptualized these changes in their
own philosophical systems, identifying advantages to appeasing the Spanish. For example, he
highlights out how the modern Luiseño notion of ayelkwi remained operative within the missions
and helps explain the strategy of accommodation employed in dealing with the intruders.
Roughly translated as “knowledge-power,” ayelkwi designated the way in which new forms of
knowledge conferred power in an uncertain world.
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Ayelkwi had many sources and many degrees of strength. Everyday cultural lore
conferred power upon everyone, but more specialized knowledge-power was passed down male
family lines and remained secret from others. However, through dances this form of power was
publicly released to the benefit of all.31 Other forms of knowledge-power were far more
unpredictable. At the end of his life a culture hero named Wiyot had thrown away his
knowledge-power, distributing it across the Luiseño territory. This leftover knowledge-power
could be obtained by anyone, and thus the knowledge-power of individuals remained
unpredictable. As Sandos notes, “a prudent Luiseño watched all people carefully,” an attitude
that shaped Luiseño “strategizing their relationship to the missions.”32
Seeking total social control, Spanish priests lived in a world of paranoia with regard to
Luiseño knowledge-power. Like colonialists around the world, they continuously feared that
Indians were only superficially complying with their orders, while maintaining their dances and
rituals in private. To the Indians of the region, the Spanish probably appeared as dangerous
shamans from whom knowledge-power could be obtained.33 One Franciscan missionary
described the “protective ingratiation” of the Indians, fearing they were appeasing the Spanish in
an apparent desire to gain the power provided by foreign knowledge and goods. Indians in the
missions appeared to “study the priests closely to try to learn their power secrets,” Sandos writes,
and as they gained knowledge-power in stock-raising, agriculture, and crafts the missionaries
feared a revolt.34 After fifteen years with the Luiseño , the Franciscan priest Geronimo Boscana
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summed up the Indians as “incomprehensible,” apparently only mimicking the Spanish rituals
while maintaining their own in private.35
While this “colonial mimicry” characterized all the missions, it appears to have been
particularly disturbing to the Spanish at Mission San Luis Rey.36 This point was hammered
home in Emendatio’s “Monument to Pablo Tac,” which translated this cultural and
epistemological uncertainty into the context of contemporary globalizing art. It refused absolute
differences between indigenous and Christian, past and present. Historically, this aspect of
Mission San Luis Rey was probably aided by the unusual senior priest of the Mission, Antonio
Peyri, who, from 1798 to the secularization of the missions in 1831 departed from Spanish
practice and allowed Indian neophytes to live in their own villages after baptism. This ensured
that the Mission was the largest, with 2800 neophytes at is peak in the 1830s, because death was
more common in the Mission and Indians would likely be more willing to comply with the
Spanish if they could stay in their own rancherias. Peyr’s decentralization of the mission thus
permitted Indians to maintain their religions in private, and later anthropologists remarked that
the Luiseño maintained more of their traditional culture and religion than any of the other
California Mission tribes.37 Disappointed with the limitations of imperialism, Peyri himself
noted that while Mission San Luis Rey was large, the neophytes were still a culture apart, “they
always remain Indians.”38
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Scholars have suggested that religious art provided a vector of indigenous continuity
against colonialism.39 In mission paintings depicting the life of Christ, for example, the
characters of the narrative were depicted as a mixture of Native and European people, sometimes
lending a sense of double-coding to the story of a Jewish peasant murdered by the forces of
empire. In a classic—if controversial—study of paintings in Mission San Fernando near Los
Angeles, the historian George Harwood Phillips suggests that the neophyte artists—probably of
the Chumash culture—drew from pre-contact art and religious systems to transform the mission
into an environment of cultural resistance.40 The interior of the mission was covered with
symbols taken from traditional indigenous art, including flowers, vines, double and zig-zag lines,
and rows of triangles.41 While the meaning of these designs is debated, they closely resemble the
kind found in Chumash art that predates missionization and their presence in the church asserts
continuity.42
Moving from assertions of cultural continuity to auto-ethnographic critique, the
“worldview” of the indigenous artist, Harwood argues, is found in the Stations of the Cross he
painted.43 In these naturalistic scenes, the artist employed a “European” art style to critique
missionization, Harwood argues. While the Stations are depicted in the conventional manner,
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the characters of the story are not. The neophyte artist transformed Roman soldiers into Spanish
soldiers, while in some of the paintings the most visually prominent citizens of Jerusalem are
bare-chested and beardless, almost certainly meant to be Indians. These Indians also appear as
citizens who help Jesus carry his cross, overseen by Spanish soldiers. Seeming to comment
further on the specific power relationships of the mission, the painting depicts Indians with more
individualized facial features torturing Jesus. Harwood argues this stems from the way in which
the Spanish created a small group of Indian overseers who held power of the majority of Indians
at the mission. These Indian alcaldes employed lashings and other physical punishments in
asserting their power of the neophytes, and Harwood suggests that the painting may translate
from the sacred context of Stations of the Cross to critique the mission system embodied in the
violence of the alcaldes.
This mission modernization through the anti-imperial shape-shifting and translating
invites a change in consciousness about the role of religion in contemporary and future social
relations. What might this mean for rethinking globalization? In a much-debated article, Jürgen
Habermas argues that it is precisely a rethinking of the relationship between secular and religious
identities, histories, and values that will allow the survival of democracy under globalization.44
This is because of the increasingly multicultural and multi-religious make-up of many societies,
in part due to the globalization of the labor market and the spread of religious movements
through new media, migration, and missionization. Discussing the impact this is having in
European societies—long considered paradigmatic examples of the withering of religion in
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“secular” modernity, he identifies a new “Kulturekampf” between radical secularism and
religious fundamentalism that provokes conflicts between citizens and nations.45
Describing what Alfred might deem a “culture war” (see Chapter One), Habermas writes
that both radical secularism and fundamentalism misunderstand cultures and world views as
“closed universes.”46 He points out how democracy or human rights have been branded as
“Western culture” and the Muslim world, in particular, has been framed as incommensurate with
liberal governance and other Enlightenment principles. In so doing, they each subtly reject
universal human rights and democracy, rejecting any possibility of “translating” between cultural
discourses or finding human common ground. He believes that even in Europe itself—which is
the only part of the world that developed high degrees of secularism—the course of history has
led to the reappraisal of the inherent connection between secularism and modernity. He suggests
that the contemporary relevance of religious identities and “moral intuitions” drawn from
religious discourses has been made clear in a variety of factors: a greater degree of global
consciousness has made Europeans aware that most contemporary societies are—and will be—
intensely religious, a rise in significant “value conflicts” in contemporary society—generated by
issues like climate change and by the bioethical conflicts engendered by abortion and voluntary
euthanasia—and the diversification of European societies due to guest worker programs and a
global labor market.47
In this “post-secular” contemporary world, what is called for according to Habermas is
not an enthusiastic re-embrace of either secular or religious values but rather a new respect given
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to the progressive possibilities of “translation” between religious and secular frameworks.48
While state discourses must remain secular and therefore not religiously biased, it is incorrect to
assume religious values cannot be converted into secular defenses of human rights and liberal
governance. What is needed is a greater degree of “mutual recognition” of different sources of
morality and knowledge, based in a richer, global “interpretation of the relation between faith
and knowledge.”49 Effectively, a new post-secular public culture must be created to allow the
open dialogue and translation that can guarantee the “shared citizenship” of those who draw
upon both secular and religious “semantic contexts and covert personal intuitions” in their
participation in democratic life. This diplomatic openness to the reflexivity of secular and
religious frameworks guarantees both multiculturalism and the universal values of human rights
and liberal democracy. It demonstrates the creative “disjuncture” between particularism and
universalism that informs the production of new human relationships in cultural globalization,
according to Arjun Appadurai.50
Is it possible Habermas’ call for a culture of post-secular translation can be facilitated by
art works? I would argue that Luna’s apparitions and memorial suggested that a way to consider
what it means to be “post-secular,” to self-reflexively translate across opposed epistemological
and metaphysical frameworks, is through a counter-memory of modernity that prioritizes
translation as a source for political values. This emphasis upon post-secular, diplomatic
translation might allow a post-secular contemporary society in which multiple religious and
“secular” values co-exist, overlap, and resist amnesia, universalism, and homogenization. The
48
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next section of Emendatio—a one time performance that now accompanies Emendatio as a video
installation—demonstrated the possibility of translating across historical, cultural, and
geographic divides to generate a language of global justice and solidarity in which Native
American religious and political tradition plays a key—but not exclusive—role.

3.3

TRANSLATING BALANCE INTO A LANGUAGE OF GLOBAL JUSTICE

On the exhibition’s opening four “preview” days of Biennale, Luna danced for four long, hot
hours outdoors in the Fondazione Querini Stampalia courtyard. The central theme of this
complex performance was the translation of religious balance and healing into expressions of
global justice and solidarity.51 Like Emendatio’s installations, this performance was imbued
with an aura of ritual and religiosity, yet added an element of humor and even satire. Each day
the artist entered the courtyard dressed in jeans and a novelty t-shirt asserting, “You Don't Know
Me (F.B.I. Witness Protection Program).” The shirt [Figure 14], humorous in many contexts,
acquired additional connotations when put into relation with the meanings attached to Native
Americans. It asserted that not only was the artist—dressed as a “common Indian,” he
commented at the rehearsal—illegible to the viewer, this inscrutability was a necessary survival
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strategy in response to some major crime.52 The sublime magnitude of this crime—the near-total
destruction of indigenous cultures in North America by a range of imperial social forces—could
not be communicated in testimony. Rather the performance aimed not to articulate this crime but
to figure a new life characterized by a refashioned solidarity among peoples. In so doing, it
expanded the pursuit of freedom, solidarity, and community in Durham’s Building a Nation to
translate between sacred and secular to point toward a post-secular “translation” at stake in
reforming the relations between peoples under globalization.
After situating Emendatio in relationship to the crimes of imperialism, Luna and his
assistants built the physical and conceptual “stage” for the day. The artist began by ritualistically
sprinkling pollen from a buckskin bag onto the grass at the four cardinal directions [Figure 15].
He then lifted two stones from among his props into the air, clapping them together four times
and letting each clap ring loudly through the space. After this orienting opening—translated
from Native American religious ceremonies—Luna began to build a dance ring by laying sixteen
stones on the grass. This ring—equivalent to an installation in interpretive complexity—was
also visually oriented to the cardinal directions by four arrows stuck in the ground through the
circle's perimeter. Next to each of these arrows he placed a can of Spam, further visually
emphasizing the basic orienting points and suggesting a fixed bearing for the course of the
performance. Doubling this oriented stone ring, he added medical syringes, insulin bottles, and
sugar packets—obvious references to the epidemic of diabetes among Luiseño and other Native
Americans—along its exterior edge. With the aid of his assistants, he then briefly placed a

52 James Luna: Emendatio, National Museum of the American Indian (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian
Institution, 2005). DVD.
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Native Californian woven basket full of acorns in the center of the circle, aiming to “give an
offering” that would “speak to [my heritage] in some way,” he said.53
Further translating from Luiseño religious ritual, both the ring and the rhythm of the
performance were structured by the number four [Figure 16].54 The four days of the
performance, the four-hour length, the opening marking of the four cardinal directions, the dance
ring visually structured by the four directions, divided into four quadrants of four stones by four
arrows and cans of Spam made this clear to the viewer. Moreover, during the course of the
ritualistic dance, Luna would periodically alternate between facing the four directions, again
underscoring the work’s concern with healing. National Museum of the American Indian curator
Truman Lowe explained that the repetition of the number four carries healing associations across
a range of Native American cultures.55 Associated with the performance of medicinal and
restorative ceremonies, the number is symbolic of balance and order and used to restore or create
resolution in situations of danger, conflict, and illness. The association between four and
simultaneously cosmic, social, and individual balance has been translated from religious ritual
into a range of visual culture, from medicine wheels, to sand paintings and tapestries, to the
“balanced diet” charts employed in some tribal nutrition guides. In the case of the Luiseño, as
Luna has previously stated with regard to the four-fold structure of sacred cardinal directions
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referenced throughout the performance: “we use [the number ] to distinguish and balance our
world.”56
Across Native North America and elsewhere, the number four indicates an active and
constructive relationship to destructive forces, part of a cultural structure that redirects, balances,
and heals the disorders that threaten body and society. The tightrope walk of balancing and
translating healing values connected Emendatio to a broader tradition of empowerment in
modern Native American culture. It recalled the connection between indigenous religion and
anti-imperial political empowerment in both N. Scott Momaday's House Made of Dawn and
Leslie Marmon Silko's Ceremony, to take the two best-known examples. In both of these novels,
the plot centers on the overcoming of chronic illness and trauma that have fallen upon a Native
protagonist living in miserable conditions.57 In each case, the political conflicts embodied in the
protagonist’s body and mind are resolved through the reactivation of traditional healing
practices, the learning of ancestral knowledge, and re-insertion of contemporary Native existence
into an extended religious temporality of Native continuity distinct from chronological linear
history. In each case, a broken protagonist was healed by the emphasis on balancing modern life
with Native religion and medicine. And in each case the protagonist’s process of achieving
balance through ritual and ceremony were performance of anti-imperial empowerment.
The deeper political implications of this transformative role of balance in Native
American art, religion, and political philosophy are explained by Alfred. Similarly
foregrounding the importance of translating “healing” and “balance” into contemporary
indigenous political discourse, he writes that despite differences among various indigenous
56 Jennifer González, Subject to Display: 33
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intellectual traditions, it would be a generally conceded truth that “human purpose consists in the
perpetual quest for balance and harmony.”58 He adds that balance is indicated by “the
coexistence of opposites” in a complementary relationship, as in the combination of Western
processed food and medicine into Emendatio’s healing performance.59 Healing balance—aiming
to sustain the “respectful coexistence” of opposed but potentially complementary forces—is the
“first principle of government” in traditional Native thought, according to Alfred, and forms a
guiding light for contemporary Native projects of justice and cultural revitalization.60 It aims to
build new forms of governance, based in the complex systems of indigenous tradition that had
been devised to foster balance in domestic affairs and in foreign relations. These included forms
of federalism and direct democracy similar to the more radically democratic aspects of the
European political tradition.
In a gesture of anti-imperialism, Alfred contrasts “balanced,” healing forms of justice
with the one-sided, anti-democratic, and pyramidal social orders of empire in its historical and
contemporary forms. Among the key components of the culture of neoliberalism, he writes, is
the unbalanced “possessive individualism” undergirding the economics of dominant
development institutions and models and manifested in the basic assumptions about human
purpose built into the practices of neoliberalism. Even more unbalanced than “entrepreneurial
man,” from the perspective of the indigenous political tradition, is the notion of the
individualistic sovereignty of states or the pyramidal regulatory structures of neoliberalism like
the World Bank, in which there is no system in place to assure co-existence of different
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collectivities and foreign relations lacks a firm guiding philosophy grounded in the mutual coexistence of different nations. The state’s cavalier relationships to its imagined “others” have,
Alfred emphasizes, been dramatically underscored in the oppressive relationship of governing
institutions to indigenous nations around the globe.61 Read in dialogue with indigenous tradition,
“balance” in Luna’s Emendatio, a ritual performed for a “global” art exhibition, asserts not just
healing in a medical or cultural sense but as an assertion of political values that translate between
secular and sacred, indigenous and other forms of sources.
Yet the performance troubled any hope a viewer might have for a compensatory dose of
Indian “medicine.” As discussed in Chapter One, a significant threat raised by the bringing of
the local into powerful “global” exhibitions of contemporary art is primitivist exoticization a la
“Magicians of the Earth.” For this reason, contemporary Native American artists have
politicized the local, showing the way in which Native American “localities” are both a site of
restorative cultural and political resistance and brutal sites of suffering within a culture of
neoliberalism. Throughout the performance, Luna complicated the structural role of indigenous
healing with an equally important performance of chronic illness and corporeal and social breakdown. Repeatedly he injected himself with insulin during the dance, hammering home the
reality of living with diabetes alluded to by the dance circle syringes marking the cardinal
directions. These injections emphasized the fragility of his own body, and when placed within a
work about Native America inevitably alluded to the explosion in diabetes among Native people
after being forced into a modern diet and sedentary lifestyle. 62
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This performative pairing of suffering with healing put Emendatio in dialogue with the
work of his “first and only teacher,” Bas Jan Ader, with whom he studied at the University of
California, Irvine.63 Luna notes that Ader remains a primary inspiration, particularly in his frank
incorporation of emotion into conceptual and performance art.64 Indeed, Ader—and other late
1960s and 1970s artists who explored entropy, dissipation, limit-testing, and failure—is an
important art historical source for considering Luna in the trajectory of post-war performance art.
Of particular inspiration for Luna is Ader’s well-known Too Sad to Tell You (1970), a work that
dwelled upon the impossibility of translating emotion into language [Figure 17]. In the work,
Ader cried into the video camera, turning performance into the figuration of psychic and
communicative breakdown that exceeded verbal discourse.65 This obsession with personal
suffering came to a dark crescendo with his suicidal In Search of the Miraculous (1975), in
which he disappeared at sea while attempting to cross the north Atlantic in what would have been
the smallest sailboat ever to make the journey.
If Ader conceived suffering as beyond communciation, Luna’s Emendatio suggested at
least the possibility of translation. By combining explicit forms of political language hinging on
“balance” and the modern suffering embodied in diabetes, Luna’s performance emphasized the
social nature of suffering while providing a basis for new forms of community and solidarity.
When asked about his choice to foreground this disease to the Biennale audience, Luna—
intensely aware of the social and political nature of suffering through his career as a community
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Young Adults—1990-1998.” Available online at http://www.cdc.gov/diabetes/pubs/factsheets/aian.htm (Last
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college guidance counselor near his reservation—described its role as a symbol for the global
suffering of contemporary indigenous peoples.66 Only the second Native American artist to
show at the biennial, he felt a responsibility to make visible the generally invisible suffering of
the world’s indigenous peoples. He reiterated these words in the official National Museum of the
American Indian DVD, telling viewers the performance was “a ritual for all indigenous people. I
think there are some common things about us as Native people, and one of them is the disease
the Western world has brought us by the change in our diets.”67
Emendatio thus framed the politically-charged suffering of Native America and other
indigenous peoples within a process of healing based in translating and balancing Western
medicine with indigenous religion and political philosophy. As he writes in his artist statement,
the installation and performance art “offers an opportunity like no other for Native people to
express themselves without compromise in the Indian traditional art forms of ceremony, dance,
oral traditions, and contemporary thought.”68 Situated in the global, dialogic context of the
biennial, Emendatio joined other instances of diplomatic aesthetics in suggesting that imperial
culture must be met by a project of balanced coexistence that maximizes cultural resources and
emphasizes connection and mutuality.69 In so doing, Emendatio underscored the importance of
healing based in translation, a way of addressing the suffering (like diabetes) that cuts across the
lives of individuals and communities. This began to translate balance and healing into keywords
for other kinds of globalization, ones based in a politics of coexistence and solidarity.
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3.4

FASHIONING SOLIDARITY AGAINST THE NARCISSISM OF EMPIRE

What are the fuller political implications of translating religious balance into a post-secular antiimperial politics? As we will see, balance ultimately entails a cultural politics of solidarity
against empire. Luna has explored the contemporary implications of this translation in a number
of recent works, perhaps most comprehensively in his Chapel of the Sacred Colors (2000)
[Figure 18-20]. This installation filled a room with an ad-hoc chapel and reliquary, yet reflected
not upon a canonical individual but on the resources within Luiseño culture to visualize an
alternative “indigenous” globalization. The chapel walls, vitrines, and the altar mensa were
filled with the stock performance costumes and instruments he has employed since the 1980s,
performing a post-secular re-contextualization of this work in the frame of international cultural
and political relations. At the center of the altar sat a modified red telephone, its receiver
replaced by an instrument he has employed in performance works and dubbed somewhat slyly a
“High-Tech Peace Pipe” [Figure 21]. Decorated with beads, this industrialized long-stemmed
pipe was made of stainless steel plumbing with a faucet for the bowl. The work's centralization
and imaginative revitalization of the Native American pipe tradition created a visual equivalent
to the call within contemporary Native American sovereignty movement for a revival of “pipe
diplomacy” against the bureaucratic procedures of imperial foreign relations.70 On either side of
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this high-tech “Indian” phone, were two speakers with small domes of each sacred color—red,
black, white, and yellow—projecting as curious decorations from their four corners. Underneath
these items, the altar cloth was painted with a large cross-in-a-circle depicting the “four sacred
colors” of Luiseño culture referenced in the work's title. This large symbol of cosmic order
paralleled the shape of Emendatio's dance ring and played a similar visual role in centering the
work on a structure of healing balance.
Having thus foregrounded the notion of balance and politicized it in relationship to
international relations, the installation elaborated on the form balance might take in a networked
world of instant communication. On the wall directly above the altar, a cross of four equallength arms was composed of four photographs from earlier works, each picturing a different
individual dressed in one of the sacred colors [Figure 22]. It extended the Luiseño notion of
balance already foregrounded in the work to posit a politics of coexistence for all peoples,
marked in the work by their different race. Each person was of a race corresponding to the color
of their clothing, according to the contemporary Luiseño description of humanity: red
(indigenous American), white (Caucasian), black (African), and yellow (Asian). In the Chapel
cross, each of these metonyms of a Luiseño race was photographed individually, and the images
were arranged to balance them compositionally and equalize their visual weight and implied
significance. On the outside of each photograph, a clock of the same color was set to a different
time of day, positioning each compositionally-balanced race as possessing its own time frame,
not in conflict with the others. At the center of this Luiseño vision of the world's peoples in
balance, a commercial thermometer monitored the “heat” of the relations between each group.
The altar cloth's cross-in-a-circle symbol was painted on the red hand of the thermometer,
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repeating the visually dominant circle of the cloth directly below and indicating its social
implications as a model of diplomacy.
Yet the Chapel did more than translate indigenous ideals of political balance into a vision
of globalization. Perhaps the red telephone-peace pipe on the altar and the painted, red hand of
the thermometer between peoples, made the more dramatic assertion that, in some way, the
“race” of indigenous Americans are agents at the center of these balanced relations. Far from
“marginal” or “peripheral,” the red telephone of Native political philosophy and traditional
diplomacy were framed as central to keeping relationships from “heating up” between people.
The values and methods of indigenous tradition, the work suggested, were a means of
maintaining a proper relationship between the world's distinct peoples and their various frames
of mind. Positioned at the center of the world, indigenous Americans were collectively recentered and their traditions were globalized as a source for just or balanced international
relations. Moreover, the visual centering of indigenous America on the altar and in the cross
implied that no such social harmony can be achieved until the unbalanced colonial relationship
suffered by indigenous people across the Americas can somehow be rectified. According to the
chapel, then, what is entailed is a revitalized structure of balanced, complementary coexistence,
rooted in indigenous tradition and methods of achieving balanced coexistence and solidarity
represented by the pipe tradition.
Like Emendatio, the Chapel drew from multiple cultural and religious traditions to
propose a global politics of solidarity and balance. In so doing, it refined the implications of
translating religious tradition into secular forms of contemporary art. There is also a geographic
and historical dimension to this part of Luna’s work, as well. It chapel format and cultural
politics brings forth another part of the legacy of Luiseño modernization, one that resulted in a
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solidarity with other peoples of color in California. When white Americans gained control of the
former Mexican territories, many Luiseños, other California tribes, and Mexicans were displaced
from their lands and marginalized in the new white-dominated society. This entailed a more
systematic assault on tribal land holdings and identity than had occurred under Spain or Mexico.
The United States government began to aggressively promote “Americanization” for Native
peoples, centered upon the reduction of traditional land holdings to small reservations and total
assimilation into industrial society. By 1887, it appeared to Anglo reformers that reservations
were obstacles to assimilation, and thus the Luiseño s and other tribes across the United States
were forced to privatize land holdings under the infamous Dawes Act.
Beginning in late 1892 in Southern California, reservations were divided into small land
holdings held in in trust by the federal government and Native families were encouraged to
devote themselves entirely to raising crops and animals or pursuing agricultural labor on Anglo
farms.71 After all individuals on reservations were allotted land, the “excess” reservation land
was sold by the federal government, resulting in a loss of about sixty two percent of Native
reservation land across the United States.72 Meanwhile, corrupt local Anglo officials began
imposing illegal taxes and pursuing other policies aiming to dispossess individuals of their
allotted land.73 At the same time, the United States pursued what historian Joel A. Hyer dubs a
cultural “Cold War” that forced children to attend Indian day schools, encouraged the playing of
sports (particularly “the baseball”), and the celebration of Christian holidays, particularly
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Christmas (the apparent newness of which suggests the limitations of the Spanish Mission
cultural agenda).74 Ironically, during this period, other Anglos—anthropologists—worked
extensively with the Luiseño and reported on the preservation of myths, language, philosophical
systems, and other aspects of what they deemed “traditional” Luiseño culture.
As countless historians and others have demonstrated, the American imperial system was
unable to accomplish its goal of total assimilation of the Luiseño or any other tribe.75 While
most Luiseño s were supporting themselves as small farmers, they continued their religions,
often still lived on or near their lands, and maintained some degree of autonomy with regard to
their dealings with Anglos. The effect of this period was to add increasing amounts of “powerknowledge” to their tribe, and individuals continued translating across cultural divides as they
had in the Spanish and Mexican periods. As Hyer sums it up with regard to San Diego-area
tribes, “they deliberately determined which foreign habits they embraced and which they did
not…[they] still hold traditional ceremonies and fiestas, play native games, and speak their
language. They continue to consider their homelands to be special and sacred.”76
Both Luna’s Emendatio installations and performance underscored this continuance of
dance and ritual, as well. Turning to dance as a means of translation between multiple religious
and secular frameworks folded Emendatio’s performance back onto the Pablo Tac installation.
Consider Luna’s centralization of dance on the monument installation’s altar backcloth. The
Spanish script on the textile was an excerpt from Tac's historical account, taken from a section in
which the seminarian emphasized that the Luiseño have the most developed and complex dance
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tradition with which he was acquainted [Figure 12]. Employing dance as a site of both
difference and commonality, Tac underscored how dance unites and disintuighes indigenous
nations, Mexicans, and Europeans. Translated from Spanish, the selection on the backcloth
reads: “Each Indian people has its dances, different from other [cultures'] dances. In Europe they
dance for joy, for a feast, for any fortunate news. But the Indians of California dance not only
for a feast but also before starting a war, for grief, because they have lost the victory, and in
memory of grandparents, aunts and uncles, parents already dead.” Within Tac's narrative this
assertion of both difference among Native peoples and a larger indigenous distinctiveness from
Europe was located in a broader description of dance among various indigenous and European
nations. Dance was a form of difference and solidarity, sadness and joy to which any reader
could relate.
The emotional flexibility and cultural multivalence of dance dwelled upon by Pablo Tac
was explored in Luna’s Emendatio dance-based performance. If Luna’s installations and aspects
of the ritual performance were often serious and memorial, elements of his dance added a degree
of levity. Most humorous of all were Luna’s costumes, which he has long used to make light of
stereotypical expectations about Indian identities. After the solemnity of the ritualized opening,
Luna donned a variety of guises: a “pre-contact” Indian, an everyday Indian, a powwow Indian, a
biker Indian, a gondolier Indian etc. [Figure 23 and 24].77 These pop-culture-infused characters
made imperial stereotypes ridiculous, inviting viewers to laugh at them as he solemnly mimicked
the Winchester rifle-wielding Indians of countless Spaghetti Westerns or pretended to be a
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Venetian gondolier. Indeed, as Luna danced under the oppressive sun of Venice, an Art in
America reviewer asked, “is this a joke?”78
In a way, the performance costumes were a joke, just like there racist stereotypes in
Westerns or tourist brochures might, from the perspective encouraged by Luna, be laughable.
Luna has long employed humor as a key tool of anti-imperial solidarity, dwelling on the
ridiculousness of forms of national or racial pretentiousness that have informed violence and
oppression. Yet this aspect of Luna’s work is not just a joke. There was a political edge to his
costumes that complemented Emendatio’s installations. Consider the seemingly ridiculous
character Luna described as his “alter ego,” the Zoot suit-wearing Native dancer (sometimes
identified by scholars as a “lounge singer”) [Figure 25 and 26].79 Dancing with a rattle crafted
from an aluminum can, the bare-chested, necklace-wearing character was dressed in a flashy
magenta suit, red felt hat with a feather in the brim, and bright lemon-colored dress shoes. The
figure embodied Luna’s desire to create a “spectacle” at the Biennale, thereby avoiding being
turned into an Indian spectacle himself.80
The most prominent visual component of Luna’s zoot costume was the brightly colored
patch sewn across the shoulders of his jacket. The patch depicted an “Indian” warrior slumped
over his worn-out pony, an icon of American popular culture based on James Earl Frasier's 1915
sculpture, End of the Trail [Figure 27]. Originally produced for the imperial triumphalism of the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition, the sculpture is the most concise and recognizable
image of Native American irrelevance yet known. Frasier's powerful work visualized the
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“closed” Western frontier as the end of Native America, defeated by modernity itself, in a way
that deeply resonated (and resonates) with the ideology of the “vanishing Indian” that sustains
legal and cultural oppression of Native Americans.
Yet it was obvious—as it has been in Luna’s previous uses of the zoot suit—that the End
of the Trail patch was ironic. Worn as part of Luna’s dance and the translation of balance into a
structure of justice, the End of the Trail appeared ridiculous, an almost humorous artifact of
American delusions of grandeur. In reducing the culture of empire to comic ridicule, the End of
the Trail zoot suit underscored the politics of solidarity in Emendatio as a whole. For a moment
it altered the balance of powers in the world as viewers join the artist in mocking the values that
sustain Native American oppression. This use of critical humor to prefigure a reformed antiimperial globalization—visually embodied in the ring, the repeated invocations of the number
four, the re-iteration of tradition in a new artistic format—allowed the artist to address the
contemporary struggle of Native Americans within a broader politics of solidarity. Thus it began
a discourse on the sources and global stakes of the “healing” of peoples in a contemporary
context, one in which a sweeping re-organization of power relationships was prefigured in the
form of installation and performance art.
Yet Luna’s zoot costume was important not only for its ironic patch or its primary role in
Emendatio’s promotional material. The zoot suit itself returned Emendatio’s cultural politics to
another history of anti-imperial resistance and solidarity in Southern California. A classic
instance of resistant underclass “subcultural style,” the zoot suit—originally worn by AfricanAmericans in the 1920s—became popular with all youth of color, from Asians to Filipinos to
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Mexicans, in the 1930s.81 By the end of the decade, it was most heavily associated with working
class Mexican-American youths in Southern California.82 This class and ethnic association was
popularized by the heavily publicized Sleepy Lagoon murder trial of 1942, in which twelve
Mexican-American men were convicted of a murder virtually without evidence.83 The
conviction confirmed the belief of many white Americans that zoot suit-wearing MexicanAmericans were dangerous criminals, sparking a wave of violence against Mexican-Americans
already marginalized in American society.
On June 3, 1943 a group of white sailors stationed at the naval Amory in Los Angeles
were attacked by men wearing zoot suits. When police arrived, the assailants were gone and no
one was ever charged. Seeking revenge, from June 3 to June 7 groups of white sailors, police,
and others attacked Mexican-American men, women, and children throughout Los Angeles.
They also targeted anyone wearing a zoot suit, including blacks, Asians, and Filipinos, thus
attacking the threatening solidarity of oppressed peoples represented by the fashion. The zoot
suit riots briefly spread to other cities. After this racial violence, wearing a zoot suit became an
even more charged symbol of working-class minority resistance, an assertion of agency against
structural bias and class oppression.84
By adopting the zoot suit as a performance tool, Luna translated the politics of
indigenous political balance into a broader tradition of anti-imperial resistance. It could be read
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as a gesture of common cause with all the oppressed of his community, alluding to the
marginalization of Native peoples and Mexican, Asian, and African and other racial minorities
after the American annexation of California.85 This counter-memory recalled that at the same
Native people fought to maintain their cultures through religion and dance, many California
Indians worked and lived alongside Mexicans, Asians, and African-Americans.86 Suffering
constant racism in a white-dominated society, a degree of solidarity and familiarity developed
among these peoples. From this perspective, the explicit relationships of balance and diplomacy
between different races in Luna’s Chapel of the Sacred Colors might be read in dialogue with the
California history elsewhere referenced in the work.
Considered in this history, the appearance of the zoot suit in his Biennale performance
brought the politics of cross-cultural solidarity in Emendatio to a crescendo. In so doing,
however, Luna’s zoot suit did not simply abandon indigeneity—rather it combined multiple
forms of anti-imperialism together in a shape-shifting gesture that asserted Native identity as part
of a solidarity with other oppressed peoples. Performed at the Venice Biennale, it underscored
the global reach of this solidarity, calling out for balance and solidarity among all peoples
suffering under globalization. Yet, as Alfred reminds us, solidarity is no easy matter. While
ideally oppressed peoples and their supporters could diplomatically merge under a “confederate
ideal,” this has proven difficult because of the vast range of cultures, histories, and political goals
among indigenous peoples and others.87 It is also difficult because globalization tends to pit
different groups against each other—for example Natives and settlers in the United States—and
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thus obscures mutual goals in reforming globalization.88 Thus the element of lightness in Luna’s
performance, the expression of ironic humor involved in his End of the Trail patch and in his
other costumes and props suggests the limitations of translation and balance in the world.
Acknowledging these limitations, he continued to dance, to honor those who have tried,
suggesting a reformed future of balanced solidarity among peoples that would transform
globalization as we have endured it.
The next chapter looks to how diplomatic aesthetics’ translation of balance and solidarity
into a politics of reformed globalization might operate in a violent geopolitical space. There the
relations between peoples are not only aesthetic, discursive, or philosophical but governed by
militarized conflicts over national territory, borders, distinct legal systems, and radically different
conceptions of what appropriate international relations might look like. These conflicts, we will
see, are ones that Alan Michelson’s Third Bank of the River mediates by transforming a
geopolitical border zone according to the historical vision of Haudenosaunee diplomacy [Figure
28]. In so doing, the work addresses a global audience with the possibility of a more balanced
and less violent relationship between sovereignties and political communities, while reviving the
heritage of Native territorial governance in the context of contemporary globalization that cries
out for decolonization. We will see that diplomatic aesthetics becomes almost diplomacy in the
common sense of the word: politically engaging a multi-national audience with a proposal to
ameliorate the bitter conflicts that have trapped them in an ongoing cycle of violence.
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4

THIRD BANK OF THE RIVER: DIPLOMATIC AESTHETICS AND TERRITORY

The first three chapters have largely adopted one of the frameworks of contemporary art
historiography discussed in my first chapter, the association of globalization with forms of art
that traffic in metropolises and “international” exhibition spaces. Indeed, we have seen how
diplomatic aesthetics asserts a looping continuity between past and present in such spaces,
uncovering and re-asserting previous models of Native internationalism and cultural preservation
in such paradigmatic “contemporary” art spaces as biennales. Yet are these strategies primarily
bound to such spaces, strategically adapted to metropolitan art galleries, museums, and megaexhibitions—Native art for “far-flung locations,” in the words of Judith Ostrowitz?1 How do
these instances of diplomatic aesthetics relate to most of contemporary Native art, which
operates “closer” to reservations, Native audiences, and most importantly, the visceral,
contentious, highly emotional “border” territories where Native nations must literally employ
diplomacy in everyday relations with neighboring settler colonies? What would it mean to
decolonize such physical territories and interntional relations in North America today? What
potential indigenous-settler relations might be constructed through practices of international
diplomacy, and how might this decolonization interact with the cultural and political
decentralization of globalization?
These are questions engaged by the subject of this chapter, Alan Michelson's Third Bank
of the River, a monumental photographic montage permanently installed in the passenger lobby
of the American border station adjacent the Akwesasne Nation and Canada in 2009 [Figure 59].
Publicly funded as part of a post-9/11 revamping of American national borders, the work's ten
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six-foot tall glass panels span nearly forty feet across the wall.2 Two parallel rows of
photographic images from the border run horizontally across its background of cloudy sky,
taking a parallel course and reasserting the solidity and horizontality of the picture plane. This
strongly unified, large-scale composition recalls the well-known, similarly monumental
photographs of international spaces and institutions by Andreas Gursky (see Chapter One),
Edward Burtynsky, Axel Hűtte, Thomas Struth, and others.3 In this contemporary photography,
borders and transportation structures are rendered in massive scale, suggesting the way in which
such spaces are microcosms of much larger “global” flows of people, goods, and capital. Yet as
Alix Ohlin shows, while Gursky and Burtynsky’s work renders such spaces “sublime”—
suggestive of a vertiginous global economy that resists mapping or critical intervention—
Michelson’s work invests the border zone with a particular history and set of meanings, resisting
neoliberal deterritorialization. Its digitally-composed registers arrange the three national land
masses of the United States, Akwesasne's Cornwall Island, and Canada evenly across the picture
plane, mimicking the horizontal flow of travelers through the three national territories.
Distinguished by the Alcoa-Reynolds aluminum plant and General Motors foundry-cumSuperfund site on the US shore at the top-right and the Domtar paper mill on the Canadian shore
at the bottom-left, these registers frame the political space of the border in terms of parallelism,
horizontality, and parity.
By focusing on the territorial relationships of the border zone, Third Bank brings attention
to the complicated geopolitical ramifications of a tri-national border, particularly when an
indigenous nation is involved. Informed by an archival impulse, it borrows its color and
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composition from a foundational document of North American political history: the seventeenth
century Two Row wampum belt recording an international treaty between the Haudenosaunee
and Dutch colonists to coexist as autonomous allies in a confederal or “brotherly” relationship
[Figure 60].4 The piece's extended horizontality, white and purple palette, parallel rows, and
river imagery are each drawn from the woven pattern of this belt, recently repatriated to the
nearby Six Nations Mohawk nation.5 As retold by the Haudenosaunee wampum keepers trained
by the nation to preserve the meaning of the confederacy's many belts, the white background of
the Two Row design symbolizes a River of Life (or, with different philosophical nuance, Time),
through which all nations and peoples are passing together. The color white carries an
auspicious, peaceful connotation, representing the common ground of shared humanity.6 In
contrast, the purple rows signify two “boats” or nations traveling through the stream of life
together, remaining, as in the case of Michelson's piece, autonomous and parallel over the course
of time. As explained by Taiaiake Alfred, the color purple conveys power in a more general
sense, as well, and thus it carries an ambivalent connotation and must be carefully managed, as
indicated in the strict parallelism and harmonious balance of both compositions.7 Read in the
belt's original context of Dutch colonization, the purple rows indicate the Haudenosaunee
confederacy and the Dutch colony. These potentially-conflicting nations maintain an equal
visual distance through the length of the composition, recording an early agreement between the
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Haudenosaunee and Dutch not to dominate or otherwise interfere with each other. Conveying
the vow to co-exist as supportive, engaged allies, the rows do not drift apart toward life's distant
banks. Instead the nations sustain a relationship based on balance and parallelism, one that
shares a trajectory but maintains respectful distance over the course of time.
Distilling the wampum belt's composition to its essential parallelism, parity, and
horizontality, Third Bank recovers this historical agreement of mutual autonomy and places it
permanently in the public space of Three Nations Crossing. This abstracting from the belt's
composition underscores the basic political principles conveyed by the wampum, which—not
coincidentally—are highly charged at the present-day Akwesasne border and elsewhere in Native
American-settler relationships. According to contemporary Mohawk political philosopher
Taiaake Alfred, the agreement enshrined in the Two Row iconography self-consciously
transcended linear time because it enshrined the foundation of all Haudenosaunee understandings
of justice and self-identity.8 Situating the belt within this larger indigenous American politicocultural tradition, Alfred underscores that the anti-colonial autonomy and mutualism recorded by
its iconography express an entire constellation of Native political ideals—past and present, at
Akwesasne and in Paraguay—that were historically imagined and institutionalized “outside of
empire.”9 Today fully submerged within a global empire, this indigenous cultural inheritance
cries out for international decolonization, and informs the political and intellectual content of a
diplomatic aesthetics aimed against neoliberalism.
Even as the belt is a highly charged Haudenosaunee symbol, Alfred reminds us there is no
exclusively indigenous relationship to the ideals of autonomy and mutualism in the Two Row
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belt.10 Rather, it is most accurately seen as crystallizing a cross-cultural vision of power and
justice that today erupts elsewhere in the world in forms of alternative globalization concerned
with horizontal social autonomy and a global “interdependency of all peoples and beings.”11
Because in the indigenous context this is conceived as an extension of an a priori symbiotic
natural order—rather than a social escape from a hostile or otherwise inadequate state of nature
as in classical liberalism—its vision of political parity is boundless, incorporating humans as
well as other organisms. In other words, to reference the Two Row wampum is to open onto the
distributed, transnational, and ultimately “inter-special” mode of its political ideal—particularly
when the reference is made in an international border zone. Thus Third Bank recovers a selfconsciously global, even planetary vision of justice, one imbricated with counter-models of
political, social, and even environmental relationships based on horizontality, parity, and
autonomy.12
Standing in stark contrast to the centuries of imperial bloodshed and whole-scale
violation of indigenous rights at Akwesasne, the Two Row is at once a vision of a radically
alternative socio-political order and a poignant, untimely reminder of the non-colonial
relationships that might have been. More, though the ramifications of the original treaty are
today debated by courts and historians, it has gained symbolic status as a kind of “foundational”
political pact between all the indigenous nations and settler states north of the Mexican border.
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This is due in large measure to its early date of creation, relatively well-known intercultural
history, and the fact that, of the many wampum belts employed by the confederacy and other
indigenous nations and confederacies across eastern North America, the Two Row wampum is
concerned with creating an equitable future of simultaneous separation and interaction between
indigenous and settler nations. Given the mobilization toward this goal in contemporary Native
America, the belt is naturally a highly-charged symbol—one commentator describes it as a
“flashpoint”—in the visual culture of the contemporary North American decolonization
movement.13 This is certainly the case at Akwesasne and other Haudenosaunee nations,
locations where the belt condenses a revered national past and a restored future, and the
installation of this symbol at the Three Nations Crossing—perhaps the most disputed reservation
border in North America—is an unmistakable declaration of Haudenosaunee political and
cultural power, as well as indigeneity to the border zone itself.
In this way, then, by citing the belt so dramatically in the composition of Third Bank of
the River, Michelson projects not just an image of the decolonized social relations enshrined in
the historical treaty but a critique of contemporary empire and the suggestion of an alternative.14
The essence of this critique is the networked autonomy of equal nations or individuals: each is its
own “vessel” and possesses control over its own destiny, yet they are locked in symbiotic
relationships as horizontal, mutually-imbricated allies in the style of the many Native American
confederacies. On the referential level, Third Bank grafts these nations-vessels-rows onto the
border zone itself, employing the mutualistic terms of the Two Row ideal to re-frame the
geopolitical relationship between land masses and imagined nations established by sovereign
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colonial powers. This suturing responds to the futurity of the historical agreement, which
projected itself across time, and brings attention to the political rationale for the selfdetermination movement at Akwesasne and wherever else the Haudenosaunee confront powerful
foreign nations. The assertion of Michelson's site-specific work, then, is that ultimately the Two
Row organization of social relations might be imagined to reform the coexistence of North
American nations, turning dominating relationships into symbiotic ones of peaceful coexistence
and opening them constructively onto a network of mutually-beneficial, self-determined yet
internationally-imbricated political relations. This reiterates the view of Taiaiake Alfred
discussed throughout this dissertation, which emphasize the international relevance of Two Row
principles.
Created, then, as a vision of the border re-structured by the historic Two Row agreement,
the political charge of Third Bank of the River intensifies in the many layers of its immediate
location. Its simultaneously nationalist and transnational message engages the immediate
context of the Land Port, a structure itself designed to organize international public relationships
between the United States and the rest of the world [Figure 61]. Although Massena has been a
major crossing point with a small border station for over a century, the new Port of Land Entry
was commissioned in response to the crisis of national security and national image apparent after
9/11. Opened to the public along with Third Bank in 2009, the station is an early example of a
comprehensive, ongoing refashioning of North American borders implemented by the post-9/11
Department of Homeland Security as part of the War on Terror.15 Continuing indefinitely into
the future, this simultaneously military and ideological process entails building dozens of new
and expanded United States' border stations on both northern and southern borders, the use of
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Predator Drones to monitor the borderlands from above, and the vast expansion of security and
military personnel at all border crossings and elsewhere on the borders.16
Installed outside a gallery or museum context in this microcosm of empire, Third Bank
literally participates in a contemporary spatial re-organization of American international
relationships against the intensification of imperial control facilitated by the border station.
Amidst the re-entrenchment of “national security” at the new border complex, the work suggests
a simultaneously local and global, historical and future decolonization to a diverse public
composed of indigenous and non-indigenous, “local” and far-flung travelers. This dynamic,
critical if not antagonistic relationship to the Land Port is a key element of the work, as it
displaces and re-directs the new international relations the Port itself was designed to sustain.
Employing the typical velvet glove of neoliberal management and what Deleuze called
“control,” the new building complex is designed to be “aware of anxiety and how it unfolds”
prior to any possible disruptions of the security procedures at the border.17 Far from presenting
itself as an apparatus of sovereign power, then, the complex's main building was designed to be
an architecturally-advanced and disarming “'front door to the United States,” in direct contrast to
the much smaller and generically police station-like complexes built prior to September 2001.18
In other words, the Port's entire raison d'etre is to recode the border in neutralized, quasidomestic terms, an act of depoliticization that stands in stark contrast to the cross-national
political dialogue solicited by Third Bank. In so doing, it continues the depoliticization and
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amnesia employed by the United States to neutralize critique, particularly in the last decade (see
Chapter One).
Visually embodying the different agenda of the border complex and Michelson's piece,
the Port's flagship architecture—an early example of things to come elsewhere on American
borders—appropriates and re-codes the classically disjunctive structures of Robert Venturi or
Bernard Tschumi for the ends of state power.19 In contrast to the unified surface, overwhelming
symmetry, and parallelism of Third Bank, the Port facade is cloaked in asymmetrically-arranged
and differently-sized pieces of ballistic glass [Figure 62 and 63]. Throughout the structure, these
planes of glass largely replace opaque walls, illuminating and protecting the interior while
creating panoptic views of the newly-expanded fifty-six acres grounds and the adjoining
highway and bridge. This systematic use of fragmented transparency obscures in a veil of light
the blast-proof concrete walls protecting the most secure locations, hidden away in the sprawling
complex. These are the offices located in the center of the building, directly behind the wall in
which Third Bank is installed [Figure 64]. Even the canopies of the main building are notably
slender, bringing to mind suspended “airplane wings,” in the apt words of a reviewer, and
offering a vision of the border as light, fluid, and detached from any form of locality.20 This
lightness and fluidity extends to the navigation of the grounds, as well, where drivers follow
yellow painted lines on the pavement instead of dodging through an obstacle course of curbs, as
the latter were determined, according to the architects, to connote the state-controlled barriers the
Port is designed to down-play.21 If as Deleuze and Guattari famously suggested, there is a
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differential relationship between the “smooth” spaces of nomadic capital and bodies and the
“striated” space of state power, the Port represents the paradoxical indistinguishability between
these seemingly opposed actors and their spatial manifestations in contemporary globalization.22
The Port's panoptic use of controlled openness for the ends of national security was even
more apparent at the time Third Bank of the River was installed there. As can be seen in
photographs of the complex, the main building was designed and built with a massive twentyone foot electric sign attached to its St. Lawrence-facing façade [Figure 63]. This yellow
“United States” sign was deliberately planned to resist “patriotic” readings, seeking instead to
code the building and the entire country in the more internationally-appealing terms of American
popular and commercial visual culture comparable to the “Hollywood sign.”23 Yet the sign,
despite being so carefully conceived as an important part of the port's messaging agenda, was
removed only three weeks after the building opened in 2009—a controversial act protested by
the architects (who include only photos of the building with the sign in their online portfolio),
revealing the limits to which a national border can be visually and spatially depoliticized from
above. (Not to mention the the degree to which the market-recuperated Pop aesthetic—its
designer compares it to an Oldenburg anti-monument—can be used to convey a specifically
contrasts between largely transparent “public” spaces and the muted fortification of the whole facility provide a
mixture of increased surveillance capacity, longer sight-lines for ballistic weapons, and a decrease in energy
costs (an increasingly important security concern). The tension, inevitable in the conflicted security and
messaging goals of the complex itself, suggests a state-instrumentalized form of the contradiction famously
operating in Frank Gehry's eccentrically-barricaded home. Indeed, if viewers were to encounter the complex in
terms of such a contemporary domesticity fortified in response to social fragmentation, it may well be legible as
a similarly barricaded domesticity on the national scale: an high-tech, battened-down post-9/11 “homeland”
refashioned according to the new balances of violent power revealed in the terrorist attacks and the storm of
American reprisals.
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national message, particularly one first and foremost concerned with militarily securing a
location.)24 That is, in the years after 9/11 in the United States such representation must always
take into consideration the means-ends logic of “security” from terrorism, according to a DHS
spokesperson. This is where the sign presented problems, as its advertising-like size and
glowing yellow color “attract undue attention” and thus “could be a huge target” for terrorist
attacks on the station.25
While the removal of the sign unquestionably demonstrated what the New York Times
architecture critic Nicolai Ouroussoff criticized as post-9/11 state paranoia, it more tellingly
reveals a pronounced anxiety surrounding contemporary national representation, and particularly,
official self-presentation.26 Undoubtedly this uncertainty is bound up with forces long pre-dating
the 2001 terrorist attacks, most notably the long-intensifying structural dependence of the state
on the external flows of global finance, military and agribusiness exports, and popular culture, as
well as incoming flows of oil, cheap manufactured goods, and low-wage laborers. Recently, this
intense contradiction in national self-presentation has been dramatically apparent in the United
States' absurdly jingoistic assertion of a right to unilateral military action, while, on a micropolitical level it is marked by the grassroots growth of neo-nationalist and militant Christian
evangelical ideologies embraced by the growing numbers of American “losers of globalization.”
The strife of ideology with structural reality is embodied in the dialectical goals of the Land
Port's spatial territorializations: a smooth “open” space that expands and intensifies the rigid
striated space of state sovereignty.27 The architectural results of this spatial agenda register the
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paradox: even as few who pass across the border would question the ongoing significance of the
nation-state, the complex more closely resembles the many transnational sites of transportation
and nomadic inhabitation—what Marc Augé would call a “non-place”—than a particularly
“national” site.28 This is even more the case after the removal of the “United States” sign, the
primary signifier of the American nation-state at Three Nations Crossing.
Yet how does Michelson's work, with its invocation of a specific political model,
indigenous American cultural tradition, and historic political agreement function among these
deterritorializing spatial dynamics of contemporary globalization? While I have framed the work
as oppositional—hardly unexpected in contemporary art history--the work might also be read as
instrumentalized by the state and corporate power alliance of contemporary empire. Perhaps the
piece's quasi-utopian vision of confederal settler and indigenous autonomy subsumed within the
broader veil of fluidity encouraged by the port itself and the neoliberal celebration of managed
nomadism. Or perhaps it may be argued, even more reductively, that the work is simply a token
of locality, not unlike those small displays of “local” color on view at nearly any American
airport, e.g. the displays of Native American art at Albuquerque International in New Mexico or
Fairbanks International in Alaska. Yet these reductive readings fail to engage the way
Michelson's piece charts a course between nomadism or ersatz localism, the way it, too, registers
the irresolutions of contemporary globalization but with an eye toward the critical purchase they
provide. Recovering the specifically Haudenosaunee Two Row ideal, the work invokes a
simultaneously local and global “anarcho-indigenism” operating within globalization, cracking
open the Port and creating the possibility for the counter-forces of empire to seep in. It is by
holding together the tension between these two poles of politicized locality and dispersed flow
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005).
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that the work radicalizes the precarious alliance of striation and smoothness in the Port and
contemporary American policies of globalization. When these dialectical significations begin to
be considered, Third Bank situates the nomadic viewer in the uncertainties, global imbrications,
and possibilities of mutually-beneficial transnational relationships possible in globalization.
More, it places the viewer within a chronologically continuous and culturally-specific history of
political relationships and transforms the Land Port from an unmoored non-place into a
conflicted border “place” bound up with millennia of indigenous history, as well as centuries of
indigenous-settler political agreements, conflicts, and coexistence characteristic of North
American spatial politics. At the same time, the piece implies that the amnesia and transitoriness
solicited by non-places work against the glimmer of hope available in the Two Row wampum,
suppressing the historic significations that constitute alternatives to neo-liberalism.
In taking this oppositional position against the “welcoming” appropriation of
postmodernism by the Land Port, Third Bank reminds us that, as Benjamin Buchloh asserts,
given the incorporation of postwar radical aesthetics into contemporary architecture, virtually
“any radical aesthetic practice [today] would have to define itself inevitably in a contestatory
relation, if not in manifest opposition to architecture.”29 Indeed, while the rise of corporate
globalization embodied in the spatial dynamics of the Land Port might be understood as
constituting a dramatic shift in sets of social relations—as in the quasi-epochal language of Augé
and others, notably Fredric Jameson (see Chapter One)—Third Bank of the River makes clear
this encouragement of transience and amnesia in fact reveals a simultaneous violent constancy in
global imperial domination. The manipulations of contemporary empire are, at Akwesasne and
elsewhere, intensifications of already existing relations, apparent in the historical relationships
29
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between states, corporations, and indigenous nations at the site. Third Bank asserts that the
amnesia and dis-identification of the non-place constitute less a break with the colonial past than
the morphologically-transformed continuation of a centuries-old globalization predicated on the
domination of indigenous nations, as well as repression of indigenous politics and thought from
public versions of the historical and futural. Yet even in the bleak conditions of empire, the
work's intense foregrounding of the wampum belt and its indigenization of international relations
offer a seductive glimpse of historical alternatives and possible futures for more justly organizing
the uneven political and social relationships of globalization. As Haudenosaunee diplomats
underscored to Canada over two decades ago, the seventeenth century belt “remains the basis for
all treaties and agreements” and, they suggested, in the world of postwar globalization it remains
“possible to strike up the Two Row Wampum between us, so that we may go our ways, side by
side in friendship and peace.”30 Similarly, Third Bank asks the viewer to consider what
alternatives are available to the unavoidable contemporary reality of oppression at Three Nations
Crossing and elsewhere, offering the Two Row wampum as one possible transformative starting
point, blasted from the false continuum of history.

4.2

PRACTICES OF COUNTER-LOCALIZATION

Third Bank of the River's plumbing of the local indigenous past in search of geopolitical
alternatives recalls the discussion of James Luna’s Emendatio in Chapter Three. Both of these
works emerge from a rich field of postwar and contemporary art practices similarly concerned
with the transformative heterogeneity of time and memory at particular locations. As suggested
in Chapter Two and Three, diplomatic aesthetics is bound up with post-minimal, conceptual, and
30
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performance art produced in the years 1965 to 1975. While many precedents from this period
could be identified and productively engaged, Michelson usefully suggests that his work is
particularly engaged with the legacy of Robert Smithson in contemporary art.31
Although Smithson was certainly not digging through the archive for alternative political
models in any obvious sense—at least nothing as explicit as the Two Row wampum belt—his
work was deeply invested in producing transformative experiences of time and memory, calling
into question prevailing artistic conceptions of spatio-temporal location.32 To this end, he
employed historical research and focused his work on providing access to conflicting,
destabilizing moments of time, from the deep geologic history of minerals to the distant future of
entropic “dedifferentiation” indicated by the post-industrial landscape of Passaic, New Jersey.
This search for what he called a “post-historic” understanding of time's embeddedness in
location and materials side-stepped present-tense phenomenological duration and object
presence—the guarantors of stability and value in late modernism—in favor of a dizzying
collision of past, present, and future influentially conveyed in his “non-site” works from the late
1960s.33 While the seminal Smithson is, of course, a common touchstone across contemporary
art, examining the specific generative role he plays in Michelson's work and a related
constellation of art practices clarifies both the artistic and political stakes of Third Bank of the
River and the larger concern with time, memory, and re-activated alternatives in the art world
today.
What are most important for the tactics of Third Bank are the problematics of location
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that concerned Smithson, articulated in his conception and practice of the “non-site.” His 1968
Non-Site (an indoor earthwork) replaces with a far more ambiguous constellation of references
both the phenomenological immediacy ascribed to minimalist sculpture by Robert Morris and
others, and the wholeness and transparency implied by modernist conceptions of site-specificity
[Figure 65]. Non-site takes the form of a hexagonal set of planter-like containers filled with sand
identified as originating in an airfield in New Jersey. This sculpture is accompanied by a
diagram showing a hexagonal section of a topographic map of the airfield, marked with red dots
to indicate the reputed origin of the sand. The diagram also informs viewers that “tours between
the non-site and the site are possible,” suggesting that the artwork was not grounded or centered
“in itself” but in its relationship to an absent locality. If late modernist and minimalist discourse
understood sculpture as brokering an immediate, active relationship to a perceptual present-tense
site, Smithson's Non-site displaces and defers this immediacy across a chain of different
locations and multiple temporalities. The “site” in Smithson's work emerges as a mixture of
spatial liminality and temporal latency/futurity, less a ground of phenomenological immediacy
than dizzying confluences of multiple temporal and spatial streams. The de-centering results of
the “non-site” continued through the last works of Smithson's short life—notably Partially
Buried Woodshed and Mirror Displacements—indicating both the generative yet provisional
power of the “post-historic” temporality of locations, where, in his words, “on the edge of
memory, art finds a temporary foothold.”34
For Smithson in 1968 the disorienting whirlpool of the “post-historic mind” was a
strategic alternative to a status quo obsessed with immediacy and presence, but for many
contemporary artists inheriting Smithson's concerns, working “on the edge of memory” is a
34
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buttress against the spatio-temporal fragmentations and nomadism of global geopolitics. As in
the case of Third Bank of the River, these contemporary works are characterized by their
relationship to Smithson's conception of a site's heterogeneity, yet for them the multiple temporal
streams flowing through a location provide an unruly archive of latent, unfinished projects and
transformative starting points. Mostly eschewing the displacement now instrumentalized by
global capital, they use the archive to encourage provisional forms of emplacement in which
“place” and the “local” are spaces of becoming (rather than repositories of pre-given identity or
exotic otherness assumed in reactionary conceptions of the local).
Consider Tacita Dean's 2001 film installation Fernsehturm, which records a day and
evening inside the revolving Berlin Telecafe located at the top of the well-known East German
Television Tower [Figure 66]. Shot almost entirely by a stationary camera positioned near the
center of the cafe, the nearly meditative film (anything but disorienting or dizzying) records the
passing customers circulating through the seating area—among the most popular tourist stops in
Berlin—while the expansive windows of the slowly revolving tower in the background bear
witness to the passing of the daylight and the gradual transformation of the cafe into a kind of
low-key nightclub. The film winds down with the closing of the cafe and exiting of customers,
followed by the shuttering of the windows and the raising of the lights. It concludes suddenly on
the empty but light-filled room, subtly providing a sense of unresolved closure before the
darkness apparent through the large windows. The predictable and repetitive activity of the
interior space concludes surprisingly open and off-kilter, indicating that there is more to this cafe
than meets the eye.
Indeed, the high hopes and rhythmic cafe activity of the Fernsehturm are bound up with a
variety of conflicting pasts and substantial ongoing conflicts, not the least of which is within the
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communist/post-communist imaginary. Still a primary East German political symbol, the cafe
and television tower—which remains the tallest structure in all of Berlin—were built during the
height of the Cold War in 1969 as a highly-visible statement of communist technological
advancement. The tower's modernist architecture underscores the high aspirations of the old
East German state, which now literally loom over the Berlin skyline. Moreover, the cafe retains
a special emotional—if not political—power for many East Germans, who reserve tables months
in advance to finally visit or revisit the historic structure.35 By locating the viewer in this
conflicted space, Dean, like Michelson, points to the alternative if latent historical possibilities
persisting in the conflicted temporalities of neoliberal globalization, the concrete if unachievable
visions for a transformed future that remain embedded in the disjunctive structures and spaces of
everyday life. Considerably more under-determined than Third Bank and its site-specific
foregrounding of the Two Row wampum, Fernsehturm provides a sense of the hope that once
motivated the citizens embracing communist structural change and modernist architecture, and
that might continue to inspire conflict with the contrary aspirations of capitalist re-development
today.
Dean's probing of the archive for near-lost possibilities—the quasi-utopian visions of
liberated futures that drove the avant-garde and so much modern culture—poses a question to the
viewer in a manner similar to Third Bank. What is our relationship to these hauntingly
unrealized hopes now that they seem nearly artifactual? What present-day generative power, if
any, resides in the transformative—if seemingly unobtainable—ideals and projects of the past?
Even as Michelson's work is more concerned with somehow re-instituting a political agreement
cut unjustly short, while Dean is more interested in a broader aspiration for a better future left
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hanging under global capitalism, both works find in the creations and aspirations of the past
suggestive possibilities of opening up the future to an unforeseen set of new starting points. Yet
the tone of the two pieces is substantially different. If the history and controversial persistence of
both East Germany and its utopianism is latent but still widely-known and tolerated—at times,
popularly touristic like other recuperated artifacts of communism—Third Bank and certain other
works in the expanded field of memory-based contemporary art de-sublimate histories that range
from uncomfortably marginal to radically repressed. The heavily politicized nature of these
repressed memories, often linked to ongoing oppression of particular social groups, stirs a kind
of contemporary art that proposes more specific alternatives or counter-models than does the
more open-ended work of Dean. This is obviously true of Third Bank's invocation of the Two
Row model of justice but also a range of contemporary art that challenges the oppressive
histories or ideologies of states or neo-colonial powers in disputed sites (the practices of Steve
McQueen, Matthew Buckingham, and William Kentridge, among many others, might be used to
further illustrate this search for repressed counter-models to the oppressive localization of
sovereign power). In these works the political stakes of locational conflict are rendered
explicit—registering in both the work's formal composition and its broader discursive context—
rather than an implicit undertone to be teased out by the viewer as it is in Fernsehturm.
A key example of this sharper-toothed art practice is Sam Durant's 2005 Proposal for
White and Indian Dead Monument Transpositions, Washington, D.C. [Figure 67]. Durant's piece
takes the form of two installations accompanied by photographic and written material distributed
as a kind of guide to the work.36 In the largest room, the artist arranged thirty matte-gray obelisk
and tower-shaped sculptures, fabricated from fiberglass and MDF board, in straight, parallel
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rows in an otherwise empty space. Ranging from several feet in height to around ten feet, they
repeat the shape and scale of thirty historical monuments to settler and indigenous people killed
during colonial expansion across the United States. Installed in far-flung locations, most of these
monuments were built during the modern “memory crisis” around 1900—often generations after
the particular violence they recall—as ways to honor specific deceased individuals but also to
reassure anxious modern Americans of their continuity with earlier ancestors and memorialize
the imperial nation-state then expanding its sovereignty over Pacific and Latin American national
“territories.”37 Yet the artist's replica sculptures are left blank, lacking the identifying
inscriptions and plaques of the original memorials and disconnecting them from any specific
individual or national history. Their primer-like color, shape, and lack of inscriptions only
underscore this sense of incomplete, unresolved memory, interrupting the totalizing and
imperially unifying construction of national history such memorials evoke. Indeed, this
referential unmooring is heightened by their grayness, scale, and largely obelisk shapes—all of
which immediately bring to mind cemetery monuments—yet Durant's work only points to the
unknown or unknowable in the national past rather than the memorialized. In so doing, the work
fixes the viewer's attention on the incomplete and amnesiac condition of memory at the heart of
national memorialization, and associates this condition of representation with the public memory
of American colonial expansion over Native American nations.
Yet even as the sculptures of Proposal gesture to these mnemonic fissures and absences,
the next room traces—provisionally, incompletely, but suggestively—the contour of the
unresolved colonial pasts the work aspires to bring to public consciousness. There, a central
diorama “transposes” the original monuments referenced in the thirty sculptures, re-locating
37
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them to the National Mall in Washington, D.C. In this hypothetical and unlikely public art
work—Proposal is obviously less a plan than a provocation—the monuments are positioned in
two rows along either side of the reflecting pool between the Washington and Lincoln
Memorials. Located there, the obelisk and tower shapes of the original monuments echo the
550-foot tall obelisk Washington Memorial, by far the tallest and most prominent structure on the
Mall. Clearly a deliberate point of contrast, the dramatically discrepant heights of the
monuments point to the oppressive mnemonic logic structuring American realms of collective
memory. While the differences in size are not surprising—any one familiar with social hierarchy
would expect the king to dwarf the pawns—the transformation of the spatial dynamics of the
National Mall is jolting. Lining the reflecting pool at which visitors are encouraged to
contemplate the unified nation-state secured in the presidencies of Washington and Lincoln, the
proposed transposition splits open this homogeneous historical narrative embedded in the site
and points to the whirlpool of colonial and indigenous history that frustrates the temporality of
the nation-state enshrined at the Mall.
Durant's gallery installations are accompanied by a photographic key of the original
monuments, as well as an essay by controversial indigenist scholar Ward Churchill that
elaborates the “proposal” at stake in the work. The key provides viewers with the inscriptions of
the monuments and can be used to associate the blank sculptures of the installation with the
original memorials scattered across the continental United States. Durant's guided reading of the
work fleshes out the basic premises of the logic of nationalism embedded in the official locations
of American historical memory. Only the smallest monuments memorialize Native Americans,
typically the “faithful Indians” as one inscription puts it, while the largest monuments are for
individual white men from the military officer class. Re-located to the mall, these monuments
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convey a militarized, race-biased, and settler-fixated hierarchy of historical memory, one in
which General Washington is at the pinnacle of the pantheon, while enlisted white soldiers and
male and female civilians are near the bottom. Indigenous people are almost buried beneath the
overwhelming mass of historical memory, relegated to a few markers that seem less concerned
with Native America than with contextualizing the broader violent triumphalism embedded in the
memorial space. This visual burial, of course, speaks to the very real absence of Native people
and history from public spaces and discourse, frequently appearing only as an abject residue on
settler memory. While this absence has been challenged with limited success for generations, it
remains the case today that, as Durant commented, “the 'Indian question' is so threatening that it
really can't be posed—if you do, the very foundation of the republic...comes immediately into
question.”38
Yet Proposal does not stop at underscoring the incompleteness of national memory and
memorialization, a point well-established in many kinds of academic and popular discourse.
Rather, the central thrust of the work is its propositional re-formulation of national memory in
support of decolonization—regardless of what this would do to the so-called “foundation” of the
United States. To this end, Churchill's essay recounts the long-term seizure of Native territories
and other resources, as well as the various governmental and economic policies that have
victimized Native America both historically and today. Yet the main thesis of the essay is that
while there is no way of ahistorically “starting over” in indigenous-settler relationships, the
present and future are heterogeneous, rich with clear if politically challenging possibilities. Most
notable for Churchill is a program of financial reparations, the practical administrative details of
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which he explains in the course of the essay.39 While such a reparations program is as unlikely
as the re-location of the monuments, the point of Proposal seems to be that while the present
may often seem like an archive of lost possibilities for stopping empire, re-fashioned historical
memory stirs new possibilities for now and the future. In short, by including this reparationsproposing essay Durant underscores that his own Proposal is bound up with the broader project
of imagining and producing decolonized alternatives, and that some new means of publicly redirecting how memory and time manifest themselves in public locations is a crucial part of this
future decolonization. Indeed, Proposal suggests that only by moving the history of colonial
violence to the center of American collective memory can the decolonization of North America
begin.
Considering Third Bank of the River in the field of postwar and contemporary art
practices represented by Smithson, Dean, and Durant underscores a shared set of concerns that
respond to a fundamental part of the cultural present, even as they are brought into critical
engagement with different locations from quite different social and historical positions. Each
work may be said to conceive of its location as a readymade “non-site,” employing the multiple
immanent, conflicting streams of memory to intervene in a repressive discourse of empty time
that is increasingly out of step with international geopolitical decentralization and, for many
other reasons, intellectually unconvincing today (see Chapter One). Yet the contemporary works
aim not to disorient or dizzy the viewer in the manner of Smithson or post-modernism, but rather
to propose on simultaneously localized and widely distributed registers a new temporal and
affective orientation like Dean or a new political project engaged with historical memory like
Durant. Provisional but suggestive for revitalizing the present, they draw attention to the
generative heterogeneity of time and find in the unresolved, unfinished work of the past a new
39
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access point to the future. For the work of these artists, such past projects and aspirations may
inhere in specific locations, buried beneath the amnesia of non-places like the Land Port or many
other points in the network of global cultural flows. Indeed, from these half-submerged pasts
they create a way of productively engaging the intersection of time and space in sites that avoids
the perils of nostalgia or melancholy so often seen in art of the late twentieth and early twentyfirst century. For them, the past is heterogeneous and disruptive of linear time, not darkly
foreclosed to the present or future as if the ruined prelapsarian utopia often imagined by many
who direct their attention to the past.
The search for counter-models to the present through strategies of active connectionmaking and re-orientation through the repressed indigenous past—indicated in Durant's piece—
has been at stake in Michelson's work since the 1990s, when he began to investigate how traces
of indigenous history comprise transformative but unacknowledged resources in official sites of
public memory. His 1991 Earth's Eye—which he identifies as a crucial watershed in his
practice—is an early forerunner of the strategies of counter-localization in Third Bank of the
River, responding to the white-washing of colonial history in Collect Pond Park in Manhattan,
and by extension metropolitan memorial space more broadly [Figure 68].40 The outdoors, public
installation is based on counter-historical research into the former location of Collect Pond, a
fifty-five-acre freshwater pond once lying in place of the present-day public buildings now
standing between Centre and Lafayette streets near city hall.41 Michelson's piece traces a scaleddown outline of the buried pond by arranging forty white concrete monoliths in what is now
called Collect Pond Park, each cast in low-relief with the fossil-like shapes of human and animal
life at the pond. Shells, deer tracks, and wild plants mingle with ears of maize, pointing to the
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untold centuries of co-existence of humans and other life forms with the pond and underscoring
its significance as a freshwater source on the island. Yet the maize and other traces of past
indigenous life found on the blocks collide with very different fossils embedded on their
surfaces. These indicate the recent and contemporary urban use of the pond site through a
mixture of fossilized broken bottles and other litter, much the same as that which was (given the
city park location) inevitably scattered among the monoliths themselves.
Articulating multiple times and radically disparate uses, Earth's Eye underscores the
radical break between the long life of the pond under indigenous inhabitation of the island and
the relatively recent colonial settlement that has manifested in the destruction of the pond, the
ongoing pollution of the site, and, of course, the loss of the island by Native Americans. Taking
a cue from a passage of Thoreau's Walden—“A Lake...is Earth's eye; looking into which the
beholder measures the depth of his own nature”—the work employs the pond as a way of stirring
consciousness of these heterogeneous pasts. It performs a ghostly re-inscription of the pond
within the park—re-mapping the space in a manner reminiscent of Third Bank's vision of the
Three Nations Crossing—and reminds viewers that for centuries the Lenni Lenape and other
Native American nations harvested oysters from its waters, leaving gigantic piles of refuse shells
along its shores. These distinctive middens—stand-ins for the displaced indigenous
population—were part of the local landscape until the nineteenth century, when a range of
pollutants from local industry and rapid urban development transformed the pond into a public
health hazard in the crowded Five Points slum.42 In response, the city decided to cover the pond
by dumping these refuse piles—the last visible traces of indigenous history and occupation at the
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site—into the disease-brewing water.43 Despite being subsequently covered by a prison, the
buried pond refused to disappear completely; its spring still flows underneath the nearby
Criminal Courthouse, naturally cooling the building while continuing to inhabit the city in
ghostly vaporous form. The story of Collect Pond—the displacement and abandonment to
white-generated toxic conditions, the burial of Native presence and subsequent traces of
indigenous history, the survival of haunting cultural reminders and remnants across the land—is
clearly an historical allegory of the colonial domination of Native America, and indicates both
the non-linearity of time and the past's heterogeneous eruption in paved-over and seemingly
homogeneous locations.
Despite the obviously different cultural forms and historical moments represented in the
indexes of Michelson's casts, Earth's Eye also asserts a continuity between times and cultural
practices. It underscores that, from the perspective of indigenous conceptions of inter-special
justice, the destruction of the island as a Lenni Lenape homeland by the Dutch and later settlers
is continuous with the historical and contemporary pollution of the pond. Spread evenly through
the blocks of the pond's contour, twelve of the work's monoliths are cast with a word spelling out
another Walden line—“A field of water betrays the spirit that is in the air”—emphasizing the
work's critique of contemporary social relations that exploit, contaminate, and bury. In so doing,
the piece uses the pond to raise a question about the “spirit” of contemporary urbanism and to
transform the park from a unremarkable interstice mostly indistinguishable from other downtown
parks into a place where viewers could be re-oriented to the continuous, overlapping streams of
history and power relationships they inhabit or confront in urban space. The work ventured that
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with this re-orientation to the contemporary manifestations of colonial spatial territorializations,
the viewer would be motivated to consider the possible alternative ways of inhabiting the city
and take seriously the counter-model offered, or at least represented, by centuries of Native
experience.
What drives the contemporary engagement with sites and locations in Michelson's work
and other contemporary practices of counter-localization? What motivates a shift away from
classic postmodern strategies of displacement and fragmentation toward a concern with the
possibilities and connections available in extended temporalities? No doubt it is related to the
uncertainties of the cultural present of post-Cold War globalization—those same forces of
disorientation at work in the design of the Land Port—in which the decentralization of economic
and political structures and a simultaneous explosion of new communications technologies have
further called into question basic practices of sociality, community, and subject-formation. As
Hal Foster and others have suggested, the “frightfully disconnected” social, political, and
affective experiences of many living within contemporary globalization appear to make
emplacement, orientation, and multi-temporal connection critical projects.44 These
contemporary conditions—radically different yet clearly related to those in which Smithson and
other generative artists worked—are embodied in the rise of the non-place, itself bound up with
contemporary social processes operating in various local forms across the world, from the ad-hoc
slums of global cities filling with myriad exiles and refugees to the soporific tunnel of delocalized airports, hotels, and conference centers in which upper-middle-class business travelers
circulate.45 As the Land Port indicates, contemporary spaces of instrumentalized disorientation
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obstruct both public and subjective memory and, as Jameson pointed out thirty years ago,
frustrate attempts to productively engage globalization: they bear few markers of extended
chronologies, discourage communal connections through highly structured movement, and
encourage social disconnection from adjacent or prior constructions of locality at the site. In so
doing, they not only isolate inhabitants but repress the multiplicity of histories—local, national,
or otherwise—inscribed in locations, superimposing a deterritorialized or “smooth” intersection
of time and memory over top of the textured potentiality of temporality. While this obviously
facilitates global capitalism, it's unclear what the near-future socio-political ramifications may
be, an obscurity that aggravates the uncertainty in contemporary spatial politics and other
ideological processes. It is uncertain, for example, how the interests of many contemporary
states are furthered by processes of deterritorialization and whether some kind of state-driven
protectionist or isolationist impulse will soon erupt. How daily life, community and subject
formation, and modes of discourse will be transformed amidst these changes is even more of an
open question—one that is clearly part of the backdrop to the counter-localizing impulses of
some contemporary art.
Of course, Native Americans and millions of other indigenous people have experienced
particularly intense combinations of these disorienting forces since the first wave of
globalization, over five centuries ago. Perhaps for this reason so many contemporary Native
artists are among the clearest practitioners of this geopolitical version of the archival impulse in
contemporary art, as the practice and its discourse are key sites of productive overlap between
indigenous and other political and cultural projects responding to globalization. Alternative
globalization's pursuit of connections, its struggle to construct extended chronologies of history
and time, and its building of forms of autonomy and locality are, these artists make clear, all
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intertwined in North America with an anti-colonial genealogy spanning five hundred years
(implied by Durant's Proposal, as well). Though for Native nations the manipulating forces of
contemporary neo-liberalism are only the latest variation on a continuous history of domination,
they provide artists a target that allows their work to communicate a local struggle to a global
audience familiar with the ramifications of displacement and disconnection from political and
social communities. Viewed dialectically, the disorienting contradictions of empire might
provide an opportunity for the anti-colonial politics of Native American indigeneity—so often
invisible to the global left—to register as legible and critical within the transnational attempt to
re-imagine alternative possibilities for a future beyond contemporary globalization, in the
discourses of art and elsewhere. Even as Native people have challenged earlier instantiations of
these forces since 1492, in the latest stage of globalization a productive solidarity between
indigenous and non-indigenous people seeking alternatives may finally take hold, now that the
borders and cultures of the colonial nation-state are under siege by emerging forms of corporate
globalization. To quote the tongue-in-cheek words of Mohawk political theorist Taiaiake Alfred
to those dissatisfied with neoliberal globalization: “Looks like we're all Indians now, heh?”46

4.3

AKWESASNE: PRESSURE POINT OF GLOBALIZATION

While the concern with locality in recent art is perhaps most easily understood as a
bulwark against the homogenizing and deterritorializing aspects of global capital or imperialism,
this does not mean that the interests of capitalism are the sole drivers of globalization. Even as
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the forces of empire are deterritorialized and globally dispersed, in many cases they do not erase
locality so much as they interact with other social formations (states, cities, dispersed
communities etc.) to construct new regional power-blocs and manifestations of the local, many
of them oppressive.47 Some of these evolving sites become dialectical “pressure points” where
conflict is inevitable and raw imperial power meets public resistance. As Third Bank of the River
indicates, the Three Nations Crossing is one of the most pressured of these points in North
America. There the non-place border station links with the network of contemporary highways
and other transportation networks, obscuring the legibility of three distinct nations and borders
even as it inserts American sovereign power into everyday life across all three nations. In so
doing, the aesthetic strategies and political tactics of the Port obscure the national conflicts
embedded in the border, while Third Bank of the River joins a broader Akwesasne and
indigenous resistance movement by making them visible to the border crosser. Thus the work
engages the larger dynamic of domination and resistance at the border, calling out for attention
from travelers to the beleaguered Akwesasne nation and its imperiled sovereignty. In so doing it
also opens onto the conflicted history of the site, drawing attention to the untimely inheritances
that shape the struggle for the decolonized co-existence at stake in the Two Row ideal. This
history of displacement and exile, with the gradual rebuilding of a diasporic Mohawk nation at
Akwesasne—a location that brings it into omnipresent conflict with two nation-states—is crucial
for understanding the search for alternative yet historically-grounded and possible futures that
drives Third Bank's engagement with its site.
As the most populous and expansive of contemporary Mohawk reservations, the
Akwesasne nation predates the existence of the United States or Canada by at least several
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decades or, according to some indigenous understandings of inhabitation, by untold centuries.
Informed by the latter, Akwesasne Chief Michael Mitchell explains that the Mohawks are
indigenous to the land and for generations before European expansion, “Akwesasne was one of
many Mohawk villages,” integral to the nation's practice of land and resource use: “our people
were transient, hunting and farming in one area for only five or ten years” before moving to
allow the “recovery of the land after farming.”48 The Mohawk name for this village, Akwesasne,
translates to “the land where the partridge drums,” a hunting and fishing region within the
formerly expansive Mohawk territory.49 Yet the “transience” of the pre-modern Mohawk,
compels many academic historians to trace the origins of the Akwesasne community to the first
“permanent” settlement of the site, occurring no earlier than 1755 with the establishment of the
Saint Regis Jesuit mission.50 This new community initially absorbed Catholic Mohawks
escaping the increasingly overcrowded and politically divided community at the nearby Mohawk
mission and town of Kahnawake (known today for the 1990 Oka Crisis). Over the next fifty
years, substantial numbers of refugees from the heart of the Mohawk homeland in the distant
Mohawk River valley in central New York state, fled to Akwesasne from intensifying colonial
violence and settler intrusion. Thus Akwesasne gradually became the most populous of Mohawk
reservations.
In the words of the artist, Akwesasne and other Mohawk communities are paradoxically
indigenous “diasporas,” carrying with them histories of violent displacement and a seemingly
permanent disconnection from a primary homeland that set the stage for intense politicization in
48
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later years when the nation became widely known for its direct actions and Native rights
publication, Akwesasne Notes.51 The counter-localization process at Akwesasne, then, has
entailed building a secure national homeland in light of the genuine possibility that, like many
Native American nations, all of its land and resources would be usurped by white settlers.
Within this threatened diasporic context, the goal of national autonomy with firm borders has
naturally taken on critical importance. This struggle is not only a matter of territory or resources
for the Mohawk, as the nation's entire culture and religious-philosophical framework is based in
a relationship to its land mediated through practices of agriculture, hunting, and fishing. The loss
of all the Mohawk territory would, effectively, be exile from the very basis of its distinct
culture—a crisis faced globally by indigenous communities today.
The goal of a secure and sovereign Akwesasne nation has been undermined by two
foundational events: substantial loss of territory and resources at Akwesasne and the “official”
division of the nation in half by the United States-Canada border. These form the political
backdrop to Third Bank of the River and register in the work's politicization of the border zone.
Soon after the re-establishment of the Mohawk at Akwesasne, settlers and powerful speculators
encroached upon the nation, building the adjacent town of Massena and, in 1802, formally
incorporating much of Akwesasne into the state of New York's Saint Lawrence County. Yet even
as this critical loss of land and resources to settlers was obviously crushing, a more subtle
problem was created by the establishment of the United-States-Canada border at the forty-fifth
degree, which bisects the reservation. This gave Akwesasne the uniquely unfortunate distinction
of being the only indigenous nation that is located under the administration of both American and
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Canadian nation-states.52 While the Mohawk were of course not a legal party to the agreement
between the United States and Britain, the resulting split in the colonial administration of the
nation forced the Akwesasne to develop an ongoing political relationship with both nations, as
well as the three states and provinces that abut the reservation: New York, Ontario, and Quebec.
This has led to an unusually high level of both political strife and political consciousness in the
nation, particularly when compared to more rural and politically isolated reservations.
The inevitable conflicts between the diminished Akwesasne and the expanding settler
states intensified in the latter nineteenth and early twentieth century. These led to a colonial
replacement of the Haudenosaunee governmental structure with not only one but two classic
puppet governments, one stocked with Canadian appointees and the other with U.S.-selected
“representatives.”53 In 1898, the state of New York imposed “democracy” on the southern
Akwesasne with an “elective government” using majority-rules voting, further undermining the
traditional confederation government made up of male and female councils. With the coming of
Western-style government, the councils were disbanded and women were politically
disenfranchised.54 Civil resistance to this social re-engineering led to protests in the same year,
which in turn resulted in the shooting of one dissident Akwesasne man, John Fire, by border
patrol agents and the imprisonment of several other reservation inhabitants by the state.55 In
1935, as part of the “Indian New Deal,” the federal government imposed a re-structured elective
government, even after Akwesasne voted against the “democratizing” measure. Finally, in 1948
the traditional government managed to dissolve both the Canadian and American client
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governments, but each state responded by quickly re-establishing them; they continue to operate
to this day.56
While a variety of reforms have created a working relationship between the three
Akwesasne governments, the two colonial bodies are still seen as counter-productive and
manipulative by many. As one retired member of the Canadian-created government remarked to
Taiaiake Alfred, these imposed administrative structures serve, intentionally or not, as a
“combination...[of] branch offices of the Department of Indian Affairs...[and] Banana
Republics.”57 In his view, shared by many at Akwesasne, the foreignness of the elective
government to the basic cultural premises of Akwesasne, in which clan mothers select
confederation representatives to govern federally with the other Haudenosaunee nations, means
that it can, at most, only wear a “cloak of fake 'traditionalism'” over its fundamentally
compromised status.58 For many this is confirmed by the limited successes of the staterecognized Akwesasne governments, as well as their lack of grassroots support among residents
(although this disillusionment seems to be the case with contemporary representative
democracies in general, including both the United States and Canada).
Even as the governmental strife at Akwesasne may seem particularly urgent, it has been
trumped over the last thirty years by environmental destruction and a traumatic economic and
health spiral. In the early 1900s, Akwesasne had developed into a relatively prosperous
agriculture and fishing-based indigenous nation, taking advantage of the rich local soil and the
sturgeon fishing available in the Long Sault rapids adjacent the reservation. Using its natural
resources, it largely met its own needs through a reservation barter economy and limited outside
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trade. Yet the feasibility of fishing at Akwesasne was greatly diminished with the whole-scale
destruction of the rapids by Robert Moses and the St. Lawrence Seaway project in 1954.59
Disastrously, the Seaway joined with other local industrialization to create an economic one-two
punch for Akwesasne during the 1950s: the loss of the rapids precipitated a decline in the local
fish population at the same time cattle and crops began dying from airborne fluoride gas spewing
from numerous nearby aluminum plants. With the completion of the Seaway in 1959—which, in
the interest of economic globalization, created a suitable course for ocean-traveling vessels to
move between the Atlantic and Lake Erie—industrial and transportation development further
intensified, resulting in greater contamination of Akwesasne's subsistence basis, particularly its
fresh water and residual fish supply by PCBs. Combined with the more recent arrival of nearby
chemical dumps—including the General Motors Superfund site adjacent the reservation—the
farming and fishing that provided a structural basis for the Mohawk for centuries are effectively
no longer possible. By 1990, no more than nineteen farms and a smaller number of fishing
operations remained among the over twelve thousand residents of the reservation, while sixty
percent of Akwesasne families lived below the poverty line, the quality of health and diet had
diminished, and reservation unemployment had soared to around fifty percent. . As a result, the
Akwesasne filed a $150 million lawsuit against the two companies, which was settled in 1980 for
only $465,000 and an agreement not to sue again for another ten years. Today, this sum seems
particularly paltry given the recent classification of the nation's territory as “the largest nonmilitary contamination site in the United States” and the “most polluted reserve in Canada.”
Yet even as Third Bank invokes these forces of destruction, it hardly pictures the region
as an industrial wasteland. By the same token, nor does it project a nostalgic image of a conflict-
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free indigenous Heimat. Rather, its insertion of silently threating elements into a relatively
pastoral landscape and highly structured composition points to a strong sense of ambivalence
about the location. It suggests how the land has become a Mohawk home over the course of
many generations and remains the only realistic governmental and cultural base for the
Akwesasne community. It registers both the limitations this has created and the possibilities that
may have been opened by these same processes. Expressing how this dialectic creates an
indigenous ambivalence informing life at Akwesasne, the director of the Akwesasne
environmental division emphasizes that “in other areas when you affect people there are
[residence] alternatives,” but “the Indians here say, 'Where are we to move?' This is where they
lived for a hundred years.” Beyond being the largest segment of the only currently staterecognized Mohawk territory, the reservation is one of the few places where a Mohawk can
develop their distinctive cultural and governmental framework semi-autonomously from larger
cultural flows. Posing a question raised by innumerable indigenous people over the centuries, he
asked rhetorically, “if you split us all up and distribute us all over North America, where is the
continuity of our community?”60 Continuity, of course, is a central political issue for Akwesasne
and other indigenous nations, as their independence from nation-states is legally based upon a
demonstrably unbroken line of descent from ancestors predating the arrival of colonists. Without
certifiable continuity (dependent on the accuracy and completeness of United States “tribal
rolls”), they are legally finished as an indigenous nation, losing the limited but desperately
needed legal protections this status provides Native North Americans. Yet even in the best-case
scenarios, for contemporary indigenous nations the expression or implications of this
“continuity” are contested—and the beleaguered Akwesasne is far from a best-case scenario. As
the counter-forces and suggestions of displacement in Third Bank indicate, to be “officially”
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continuous and to live in a manner continuous with the freedom and cultural framework of
ancestors are two different things. Even relatively well-known international treaties and
agreements bear relatively little relevance for the day-to-day struggles for indigenous selfdetermination.
Today, Akwesasne, like many indigenous nations around the world, is effectively
dependent upon the setter states, their cultures, and economic opportunities. This is particularly
true at the border reservation, however, where the ongoing devastation of the nation's lands has
drastically increased the need for residents to live large parts of their lives in the United States or
Canada. While this everyday border-crossing provides access to employment and important
social and medical services, it is a source of astonishing strife with the United States regarding
the freedom of Akwesasne Mohawks to enter “American” territory. Even as the complex but
seemingly common-sense right of indigenous people to travel uninhibited by nation-states has
been formally recognized by the United States since the 1794 Treat of Amity, Commerce, and
Navigation between the United States and Great Britain (known as the Jay Treaty), in the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries this indigenous right has come under systematic state
restriction. One of the most important documents impacting Akwesasne, the Jay Treaty asserts
that Native people from either side of the border may cross freely by land or water, may pursue
commerce with cross-border indigenous nations without state interference, and are not required
to pay customs duties on goods transported to sell on the reservation or to other Indians. In
short, the Mohawk were not a party to the treaty establishing the border, and thus the AmericanCanadian border has no impact on Native freedom of movement. Interrupted by the War of
1812, these rights were again recognized in the Treaty of Ghent at the end of the war (especially
noteworthy given that many indigenous nations were allied to the British). Clearly, Native free
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passage was then understood as outside the legitimate concerns of the two states, and its
reinstatement was as necessary as normalizing relations with Britain.
At Akwesasne and elsewhere on the border, the right of indigenous free passage was
seldom controversial during the nineteenth century. This all changed in 1924. In that year the
United States passed the Immigration and Naturalization Act, which legally recategorized all
indigenous people residing north of the Canadian border as “aliens.”61 This famously nativist
legislation was interpreted to mean that “Canadian Indians could no longer cross into the U.S.
border freely” and would be required to obtain immigrant visas and present them to border
security like other foreign nationals.62 The sweeping act and its heavy-handed interpretation
failed to make an exception for the anomalous situation of Akwesasne, and thus reclassified
residents of a U.S. treaty-established reservation as “aliens” on their own land. Four years later a
Mohawk ironworker, John Diabo, challenged the act in court, leading to a Supreme court ruling
in his favor, the court reaffirming that the Jay Treaty was still “in force” and that “from the
Indian viewpoint...this [border] does not exist.”63 A revised version of the Act incorporated the
Jay Treaty provisions into law, effective until 1952. Then, as part of a general postwar
undermining of Native self-determination by Congress during the “termination era,” the
legislative body revoked these rights and—in a further top-down re-writing of centuries of legal
precedent—re-classified indigenous nationality in terms of “blood quantum” (the fraction of
ancestors of certifiable indigenous ancestry). Only those Native people who could demonstrate
“fifty percent” of their recent ancestors were documentable, federally-recognized indigenous
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people would maintain their right of free passage, while all other members of indigenous nations
would be treated as settler Canadians. This quasi-eugenic “mixed blood” restriction has mutated
into the present-day requirement, which, contrary to the spirit of free passage and Native selfdetermination, requires indigenous people to produce tribal identification cards and undergo
security inspection at settler borders.64
With the completion of the Seaway Bridge in 1962 as part of the St. Lawrence Seaway
project, the intertwined issues of free passage and the manipulation of Akwesasne by nationstates came to a head. The bridge appropriated additional Akwesasne territory on Cornwall
Island and resulted in the construction of a Canadian border station at the forty-fifth degree, that
is, on the Mohawk island itself rather than on Canadian territory across the river. The inevitable
resentment of colonial expansion further into Akwesasne territory by both states intensified when
Canada broke with the Jay Treaty and began collecting customs duties on indigenous residents
for any goods brought across the new bridge, regardless of use. Despite attempts by indigenous
leaders to pursue negotiations over free passage, the state refused to budge on assessing duties on
indigenous goods. Responding to this expansion of colonial power, as well as a range of other
political, environmental, and economic grievances, Akwesasne citizens organized a full-scale
blockade of the bridge on December 18, 1968.65 Sixty participants, along with allied members
of the Indian Defense League of America, were arrested, bringing international attention—and
outcry—in both mainstream media and activist information sources. The coverage of the first
blockade combined with with a follow-up blockade were successful in forcing Canada to realign
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its policies with the Jay Treaty in February 1969, and the broader effect of the direct action and
the state's reprisal was to transform the Seaway Bridge into a metonym of Akwesasne-settler
conflict. Any number of additional indigenous rights direct actionshave occurred at the bridge
since the late 1960s, ranging from walks across the bridge without showing official
identifications cards to the assertion of indigenous autonomy inherent in the underground
smuggling of cigarettes and other goods to a collaborative “illegal” border crossing with the New
York City alternative globalization collective Ya Basta in 2001.66 In many ways the bridge
condenses the broad history and multiplicity of border strife, providing an outlet for
addressing—in however a limited fashion—the anywhere and everywhere processes of colonial
domination.
A few weeks after Third Bank of the River was installed and the United States Land Port
opened, another major blockade of the bridge was organized by the Akwesasne. This came in
response to the early 2009 Canadian decision to arm its border patrol employees stationed on the
reservation, despite the location of the Canadian station in the middle of a residential district and
irrespective of an Akwesasne law forbidding the carrying of weapons by non-residents of the
nation. Ignoring the outrage of the Akwesasne government and the recent examples of U.S.
border agents horrifically killing indigenous residents of the American-Mexican border, Canada
planned to implement the policy shift on June 1 of the same year.67 In response, on the evening
of May 31 hundreds of Akwesasne citizens organized a large protest and encampment outside the
Canadian Port. Fearing for their safety, the agents on duty walked off the job, an ironic and
short-term redirection of fear at the border. With no Canadian border agents willing to report to
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the station, the bridge was closed until July 13, when a temporary station was opened on the
Canadian northern shore in the town of Cornwall.68
Even after the temporary station opened, members of the Akwesasne community have
maintained an encampment at the island land port, building a continuously-burning “peace fire”
and a small house for protesters at the bridge. In so doing, the more recent blockade has became
a long-term feature of the border's landscape, visible to all travelers through the Land Port and
across the Seaway Bridge. Given this quasi-permanent assertion of Akwesasne territorial
integrity and governmental autonomy at the Canadian station, it is not surprising that recent
reports suggest Canada may permanently relocate the land port across the river to Ontario,
withdrawing its border agents from Akwesasne altogether. Yet at the same time this removal is
being discussed, Canada and the United States have implemented a new border surveillance
program that is far more intrusive than the station: U.S. Predator drones now fly over
Akwesasne's skies, monitoring activities and conversations on the reservation and elsewhere at
the border, despite the opposition of the Akwesasne government to yet another violation of
indigenous rights (and, likely, Canada and the United States' own privacy laws). Clearly the
removal of official stations from Akwesasne land does not mark a reversal of colonial history nor
indicate a conflict-free future as much as it foreshadows a technological metamorphosis of
sovereign power over Akwesasne.
Installed in this technologically-enhanced security zone overlooking the bridge, Third
Bank of the River registers the structure's role as a locus for the broader colonial and anti-colonial
strife between the three nations. Located at the far left of the composition, it is repeated three
times in the white spaces as a diagonal cutting across the measured horizontality of the work. Its
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appearance in the center register is the most visually complex and addresses the section of the
bridge connecting the United States and Akwesasne, immediately outside the lobby. Here, the
bridge is split in two, running diagonally and in opposite directions, contrary to the resolute
parallelism of the Two Row composition. The bridge transgresses the basic structure of the Two
Row ideal, both compositionally and conceptually suggesting a structure of interference. This
interruption of the fundamental principles of the agreement is further underscored by Third Bank
in the less prominent appearances of the bridge in the bottom and top rows of white. In these
cases, the bridge is visually misguided, running off the edge of the picture plane without creating
navigable routes between land masses: it is both visually disjunctive and useless for crossnational engagement.
Much as in daily life, then, the Seaway bridge in Third Bank is a structure bound up with
the many conflicts that undermine the indigenous-settler autonomy expressed in the historic
treaty and Michelson's work. If the primary spatial rhetoric of the border station is characterized
by a neoliberal repression of borders and locality in favor of fluidity and amnesia, Michelson's
piece inscribes onto the wall the international conflict embodied in the bridge and the
ambivalence generated by the larger border context. This is doubt particularly legible to the
Akwesasne and other local travelers who pass through the lobby. Notably not dwelling on this
skepticism, Michelson's piece asserts that what is most crucial for re-imagining and re-fashioning
the border is the broader ideal of cross-border justice embodied in the Two Row wampum,
described in the wall text. In many ways, this is understandable given the widespread view of
Native America as defeated and subjugated, a belief that most travelers would bring to the
work—to make the local history explicit would only reinforce this “vanishing Indian” ideology
and cloud the futurity of the work. More, while “local” to Akwesasne and, in a sense, other
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indigenous-settler border zones, Third Bank's mobilization of the signs of anarcho-indigenism
simultaneously points to the global re-imagination and re-inscription of national or cultural
borders in a range of emergent cultural practices, contemporary art notable among them. As in
Michelson's work, what is at stake in all of this “border art” is the question of global justice: how
to re-organize the oppressive relationship between the world's powerful and relatively powerless.

4.4

THE BORDER: LOCALIZING GLOBALIZATION’S POWER STRUGGLES

Noting the omnipresence of geopolitical borders as sites of intervention in contemporary
art, Gill Perry and Paul Wood write, “the border figures as a powerful metaphor for political and
economic connection and separation,” dialectical processes that are simultaneously re-asserted
and called into question within contemporary globalization.69 In other words, the border figures
as a limit-case and cipher for globalization, a discursive intersection where nationalisms and
sovereignty collide with cultural hybridization and improvisation.70 But the border is more than
only a metaphor or symbol: it is among the primary locations where modes of contemporary
social organization—often the connections and separations of globalization referenced above—
are laid bare and may be contested or re-configured by the global justice movement or, more
obliquely, through contemporary art. Such art works—produced by artists ranging from Ursula
Biemann to Akram Zaatari to Christian Phillip-Műller—underscore the uncertain “location” of
the border, revealing its imbrications in a variety of politico-cultural discourses and social
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relationships with flexible bonds to geopolitical territory. In so doing they reveal the irresolution
of “national” and other spatial politics of territorialization under globalization, while multiplying
the sites of contestation and arsenal of tactics through which oppressive political and economic
connections or separations might be re-imagined and re-configured. If, as the curator and critic
Stephen Wright puts it, “we live in partitioned times,” these works point to ways the partitions
might be circumvented or at least made more elastic.71
Consider the classic work of Guillermo Gómez-Peña, or that of other artists belonging to
the San Diego-based Border Arts Workshop/Taller de Arte Fronterizo (BAW) collective [Figure
69]. Gómez-Peña’s nearly hour-long performance-based video installation Border Brujo (also
shown as a film), originally performed at a BAW exhibition in 1988 and recorded two years later,
addresses the border between Mexico and the United States as a discursive barrier, an oppressive
set of codes and practices that oppress the racialized community of Mexicans regardless of
citizenship or location vis-a-vis the borders between nation-states. Opening with the lighting of
votive candles on a “Mexican” altar covered with dice, skeleton statues, and a bottle of Herbal
Essence shampoo, the video records the artist playing the role of the title character, a shapeshifting brujo (similar to a shaman) who transforms into fifteen racialized identities while
speaking a disjunctive monologue. Inspired by the racial and linguistic complexity woven across
the official Mexican border, each of the brujo's personae speaks a different language, from an
incoherent “Indian” dialect (employed “ritualistically” while lighting the candles) to Mexican
Spanish, Chicano Spanglish, and Anglo-accented English. Accompanying most of the linguistic
shifts is a change of costume, each an assemblage of the stereotyped codes of a cross-border
“Mexican” racial identity: a necklace of bananas, a wrestler mask, a sombrero, various amulets, a
long black wig, dozens of political buttons, and a Virgin de Guadalupe necklace. With each of
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these changes of language and clothing comes a shift in monologue, the brujo metamorphosing
from a Mexican addressing Anglo hegemony, stating “I speak Spanish therefore you hate me,” to
an Anglo man declaring “You're just a border-crosser, a wetback with amnesia,” to an art critic
dismissing the performance as “not experimental enough, not inter-dizzy enough.”
While the work obviously performs a critique of stereotypes and art institutional power
common in postmodern art practices, it also frames the nation-state and its borders as internally
ruptured by racial identities and discrimination. The work's shifting altar-egos dramatize
Gómez-Peña's own cross-border life spent traveling between various locales in Mexico and the
United States, which he interprets as a “migrant” or transnational racial counter-model
characterized by provisionality, fluidity, and a kind of permanent and productive displacement.
They also continually reference the multiple forms of oppression faced in the United States by
Mexicans and Mexican-Americans, from harassment by state authorities, to linguistic
discrimination by the dominant Anglo culture, to the restricting expectations placed on
politicized artists by a navel-gazing high cultural establishment. But the piece advances a kind
of provisional work-around of the strife between race-based and nation-based ideologies, even
looking toward signs that both sets of codes are collapsing under their own historical weight.
In contrast to 1970s Chicano cultural resistance strategies of interrupting the United
States-Mexico border by positing a fixed, quasi-mythical racial homeland and tradition that spans
the entire North American southwest and makes the border irrelevant, the work countenances a
form of global transnationalism. When one of Gómez-Peña's “brujo” alter-egos declares “I am
part of a new mankind...the migrant kind,” this crucial line refers not only to a life of constant
and often victimized nomadic movement—hardly historically unprecedented—but to a very
specific tactic of subaltern justice proposed by the work: a form of migrancy that, in light of the
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overwhelmingly oppressive effects of many borders for Mexican-Americans, actively refuses
barriers of all kinds and embraces a hybrid life without boundaries, whether racial or
geopolitical.72 Through such a cosmopolitan art practice a kind of future re-organization of
society may be pre-figured, and the work in its multiple iterations refers to the futurity of its own
tactics: in addition to the declaration of a coming migrant mankind, early versions of the
performance concluded by sacrificially burying the costume stereotypes, and the artist's poetic
essay on the piece begins with an epigraph asserting the artist's hope that his young son would
some day find such weapons of the weak “outdated and unnecessary.”73
Dramatically performed by Gómez-Peña, a kind of migrant cosmopolitanism—a subaltern
or grassroots border-crossing bound up with a genealogy of “discrepant cosmopolitanisms”—
transforms the fluidity and fragmentation of the postmodern critique of representation into a
strategy for contesting the spatial politics of race and bringing forth a more fluid and seemingly
just form of social organization beyond races and nations.74 On the artistic level, it mirrors the
transnational movements of Mexican and Central American immigrants who circumvent the
restrictions of the nation in their illegal border-crossings and establish new post-national
relations of separation and connection. While Gómez-Peña's piece operates most heavily on the
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level of racialized imaginaries and anticipates a post-racial, post-national global
transnationalism, Christian Philip Műller's well-known 1993 installation Green Borders
transposes this transnationalism to the location of the physical and ideological barriers between
nation-states, engaging the ongoing global regionalization of political sovereignty, economic
organization, and cultural power in such formations as the European Union (officially formed the
same year) [Figure 70].75 The performance-based photograph and text installation demarcates
the eight national borders between Austria and adjacent states, and was installed (at the request
of the Austrian artist Gerwald Rockenschaub) by the Swiss artist in the Austrian pavilion of the
1993 Venice Biennale. The position of the artist as a “foreigner” to the national pavilions and
exhibitions that are the backbone of the Venice Biennale (see Chapter Two) interrupted this
national coding of contemporary art and discourse, prefiguring an alternative—if provisional—
exhibition format in which transnational collaborations and alternative modes of social
organization could be foregrounded. In contrast to globally nomadic movements also common
in much contemporary art—from hemisphere to hemisphere, say, driven by forces ranging from
desperate exile to the exhibition opportunities and profit-incentives of the global art market—
Műller's regionally-focused movements traced the outmoded barriers between neighboring and
structurally-linked political communities that increasingly act as a single regional agent on the
global stage. In so doing, the work seemed to defend the regional solidarity of Europe, at the
same time the European Union was under construction, holding its first elections in 1994.
Preparing for the exhibition, Műller and a photographer assistant dressed as hikers and set
out for wooded and otherwise unsecured points of entry from Austria to the eight other countries.
Upon reaching the official border, generally invisible and sometimes overwhelmed by an
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amorphous, transnational forest or other boundary-less visual context, the artist was
photographed making the crossing. Thus simultaneously pictured and not pictured, the work
asserts that these seemingly concrete barriers exist primarily as political and conceptual
constructions, literally absent from their official spatial locations. This readymade fissure in the
border leaves it open to interrogation and, implicitly, reformulation—prefigured in the nomadic
movements of the artist himself. Once installed at the Biennale, Green Borders created an
alternative space where the viewer might begin such a questioning amidst the national pavilions
and exhibitions that continue to structure the mega-show. Each of the border-crossing
photographs was presented with supplementary notes allegedly written by Műller upon each
national crossing, the texts indicating what he proposes—with tongue-in-cheek—are the best
disguises to employ while illegally traveling across the various state boundaries. For example,
when crossing into Diepoldsau, Switzerland—the artist's own country—one should wear fishing
waders and carry an angling kit to blend in with the locals, while if crossing illegally into
Hungary, sage advice is to walk a dog on a leash. Clearly directed toward a European audience
intimately familiar with the many borders, stereotypes, and nationalisms of the continent, the
work performs a reductio ad absurdum on the barriers, rendering undeniable the reality of
geopolitical borders as mostly discursive and psychic constructions, less visible or “present” in
physical locations than in the constellation of stereotypes and assumptions that channel
movement, thought, and policy.76 In so doing, it articulated a regionalized cultural imaginary
contrary to the residual nationalization of space at the “central” exhibition of contemporary art,
thereby engaging the ongoing break-down of economic and political borders between European
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nation-states and the emergence of new European political communities.
In a manner similar to Border Brujo, Green Borders indicates that the fixed signifying
conventions coding and stabilizing national borders forcibly (and anachronistically) delimit
locality and identity in much the same way as militarized geopolitical borders limit international
free passage. It extends the transnational imbrications of Border Brujo to globalization's
simultaneous regionalization of space, sovereignty, and culture, interrupting the residual
nationalization of the Biennale. In so doing, Műller's piece points, like Border Brujo, to how
borders in all their manifestations—geopolitical, cultural, representational—are sites where
emerging forms of global social organization may be envisioned and re-directed, if only in prefigurative fashion. For Gómez-Peña and Műller, focusing on transnationalism and
regionalization respectively, both processes may be radicalized through cross-border channels of
movement and new understandings of political community. In short, through their work the
border is transformed into a site where a provisional supra-national justice of relatively detached
movement may emerge as a counter-model to residual national space and culture, while
radicalizing the emergent flows of power through transnational and regional power structures.
Even as works like Border Brujo and Green Borders point to the possibilities afforded
through the loosening of politico-cultural ties from territories, states, or nations, other artists
engage and re-direct a third contemporary global process: struggles for self-determination, reconfigured or “spectral” nationalisms, and assertions of territorial emplacement and boundaries.
If the work of Gómez-Peña or Műller may seem to dismantle national imaginaries, these art
practices register and re-direct a kind of dispersed but explicitly national “imagined community”
out of political oppression as a means of asserting sovereignty vis-a-vis some occupying set of
forces. Complicating or refusing the post-national processes described above and recalling the
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liberating role of national culture proposed by Frantz Fanon and others, some of the most urgent
of this work emerges from globalization's “states of exception,” often produced by members of
indigenous or stateless nations, and reflects the difference in cultural imperatives raised by the
radical inequality of the distribution of power globally. Responding to these heterogeneous
power relationships, these works are concerned less with border-less movement than the reassertion of indigeneity or some other specifically localized and politically coherent form of
sociality that is under radical threat today. In so doing, the art re-directs the self-determination
movements sparked, assisted, and fueled by globalization, inventing aesthetic forms that might
mediate between the members of the precarious nation and an international audience. Yet, at the
same time, this work hardly resolves the crises and contradictions of globalization and its own
gestures register the conflicted possibilities of contemporary social relations. This ambivalence
traces the simultaneous emergence of new connections between indigenous and stateless peoples
with other groups seeking a transformed future—through World Social Forums, the United
Nations, WTO and IMF protests, online forums, and other supra- and transnational forms of
connection and sociality—and the constantly re-mobilizing structures of empire.
To consider a recent example of these art practices—and one that provides critical
bearing on Third Bank and the problematics of white-settler relations in North America—take
Emily Jacir's Where We Come From [Figure 71]. First created as a portable and border-crossing
magazine publication in 2001, Jacir's elaboration of the work in a photograph and text-based
installation in 2003 articulates a provisional sense of national connection and “place” for a
Palestinian national community whose members are split apart by Israeli sovereign power and
whose travels or place of residence, among many other parts of life, are subject to the control of
the occupying state. Her work is generated by a question she asked a number of Palestinian
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residents of the occupied territories and members of the diaspora: “If I Could Do Something for
You Anywhere in Palestine, What Would It Be?” Taking advantage of the ability to cross
between Israel and the occupied territories afforded by her United States passport, Jacir carried
out the wishes of her national collaborators. The installation combines various written responses
to Jacir's question—often quite lengthy and detailed—with photographs taken while the artist
carried out the requests, drawing attention to the local and individualized consequences of the
border. The piece employs this micro-political optic in order to underscore the invisible
disruptions that reverberate from the state border through contemporary Palestine, at once an
occupied nation lacking a state and thus currently unable to assert its own borders in the manner
available to sovereign powers, and a diasporic network of individuals relatively disconnected
from a specifically Palestinian political community or territory.
Yet even as the piece registers the displacements and separations of Palestinian life, the
critical strategy of Where We Come From is not to advance a politics of open borders but to
develop the conditions for an empathic connection between viewers and explicitly nationalized
collaborators. Speaking to both audiences, the title of the work addresses the viewer from the
position of a collective subject, a national Palestinian “we,” thus immediately framing bordercrossing and connection-making as an articulation of a submerged and invisible Palestinian
nationality that parallels the position of the Mohawk addressed by Third Bank. In so doing,
Where We Come From transposes to an aesthetic discourse the Palestinian struggle for
international recognition as a sovereign nation, demanding acknowledgment of the historical and
contemporary existence of a Palestinian nation presently suffering foreign occupation.
Employing a micro-political optic that focuses on the individual experiences and fragile
connections between exiled and militarily-controlled individuals, the work counters most
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hegemonic (i.e. media) representations of Palestinian national community, bringing to human
scale a dispersed and inchoate Palestinian imagined community that is exploited by groups like
Hamas and grossly caricatured in Israel and the West. Registering the multiple forces both
aiding and obstructing the Palestinian drive for self-determination and territorial liberation, the
work, in short, performs a kind of provisional nation-building and draws attention to the
contemporary significance of this process, in Palestine and elsewhere.
Far from the tone of isolationism or exceptionalism so often mis-ascribed to nations as an
essential feature of the political form, the work seeks to create this imagined future Palestine
through empathy and recognition across national lines. Poignantly, the piece reveals that the
most desired wishes of Jacir's collaborators encompass everything from visiting the graves of
family members to going on a date with a cross-border romantic interest. The photographs taken
while fulfilling the desires are oblique and sometimes illegible, picturing their subjects in an
elusive manner that registers a sense of the multiple displacements of exile and separation—
personal, national, geographic—undergone by Palestinians. In effect, Where We Come From
positions the globally-backed, Israeli-enforced occupation and border as a disruptive structure
running across discursive, psychic, as well as geo-political realms. Reminiscent of both
Michelson’s work and that of Gómez-Peña, Jacir responds to both the severe, apartheid-style
inequality manifested in the militarized border of the territories, as well as the seemingly
intractable conflict between Israelis and Palestinians. The work seeks to “somehow provide
connections through an artistic mediation that would draw together a diasporic community,” as
T.J. Demos aptly puts it.77 This desperate, micro-political re-construction of a Palestinian
“imagined community” amid displacement and separation suggests an imperative to respond to
globalization not simply by erasing national borders but by sometimes re-inventing them in ways
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that carry a specific liberatory capacity. For the Palestinians, Jacir's work indicates, the goal of a
nation with a distinct territory and some control of communal borders—however impossible to
sketch in detail—constitutes an imagined and desirable overcoming of the very different and
obviously oppressive borders imposed upon the nation by Israel and its allies, boundaries that are
still constantly violated by Zionist settlers and the Israeli Defense Forces, as well as Hamas'
rockets.
Much as Third Bank of the River sutures the territorial border, the Two Row ideal, and the
history of conflict at the Three Nations Crossing, Where We Come From threads the Palestinian
“border” into a string of micro-political nodes that constitute the contested loci of the nation's
collective existence. This dual emphasis—a dialectic between large-scale political structures and
micro-political dialogue, discourse, and movement—has several consequences that cast light on
the particularities of border experience for Palestinians and other displaced stateless nations. The
work re-asserts the temporary “Palestinian” border—which lies, it makes clear, not only in the
current territorial boundary determined by Israel but in the constitutive power of Palestinian
identity, memory, and sociality—in a provisional manner that registers both the imagined reality
of a future border and the contemporary fact that its possibility of becoming is submerged under
violent assault. The micro-political focus on the “functional site” of Palestinian nationality
draws attention to the complexities of this conflict and the pain of exile, separation, and the
barriers to a decent life for a Palestinian “we,” encouraging both a recognition of individual
suffering and the un-realizability of a self-determined Palestinian nation. In doing so, it leaves
the viewer with a hauntingly bleak—if arguably “realistic”—picture of the relatively helpless
position of stateless nations dominated by globally-supported state power. In viewing the piece
it appears the only immediate alternative to the oppression and disconnection of the Palestinian
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nation lies in so many provisional, individualized forms of circumventing the boundary. To
perform a Palestinian national community appears tantamount to smuggling a forbidden political
imaginary across borders, and to feel empathic connection with the barely legible individual
collaborators does not point in any way to further engaging with them or their nation. In effect,
the first step towards a self-determined Palestine—whether of the “two state” model or some
other unimaginable form—is posed more as a haunting question than as some kind of
compensatory and false resolution of the crisis, certainly a risk in art assuming to speak a
national collective voice.
Revealing a shared dialectic of local and global, national and transnational, legibility and
illegibility, both Where We Come From and Third Bank of the River register the fraught nature of
self-determination movements in the age of boundary-less global capital and the near impunity
of its military and state-based disciplinary forces. In response to these conditions of severe
domination, the works solicit connections between members of the imperiled nation and an
international audience, posing the question of self-determination. Yet Third Bank differs in a key
respect from Where We Come From: while the latter is largely concerned with articulating this
question, the former is more interested in a possible, suggestive model of justice for reconfiguring the dominating relationships. It betrays an archival impulse distinct from the
motivations of Jacir's piece; like other instances of diplomatic aesthetics in this dissertation, it
suggests that there exist historically-based (and legally significant) intercultural agreements to
models of justice. These conceptual and political differences arise from distinct artistic interests,
political situations, and, of course, the locations of the work: were Where We Come From made
site-specific and publicly installed at a treaty-established border between Israel and the
Palestinian territories—and were movement between Israel and the territories as comparatively
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free as it is between Akwesasne and the United States—obviously the work would read much
differently, and its critical power or purpose would be uncertain. Similarly, the dramatic grafting
of the Two Row ideal onto the physical space of the fraught border is essential to the legibility of
the counter-hegemonic punch of Third Bank; were the work removed, it would be destroyed, to
paraphrase Richard Serra.
Despite the centralization of the Two Row wampum, however, Third Bank of the River
shares with Where We Come From a refusal of false resolutions of its respective political crisis.
Too conflicted, oblique, and coded to read as a quasi-propagandistic statement of selfdetermination or social change, Michelson's work takes up the Two Row as a ready-to-hand tool
of both cross-cultural collective memory and the wampum-based mnemonic arts of
Haudenosaunee politics. On one level, then, a large-scale, spatially and temporally hybrid
“wampum belt” woven into the wall of the Land Port lobby, Third Bank functions as an
international, border zone mnemonic-aid. By foregrounding the Two Row agreement, it recovers
the historical basis for peaceful relationships between the different nations. In so doing, it makes
possible an informed response to the border crossing, and makes possible a line of
communication about how the present relates to the model agreed to in the past. In short, it does
not facilitate an international dialogic process in general—that is, it does not propose an
imaginary Rawlsian “original position” or other imaginary clean slate—but like other instances
of diplomatic aesthetics aims the viewer toward an historically-grounded international dialogue
in which a model from the past is revivified in the present.78 This seemingly modest act runs
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into dramatic conflict, however, as the deterritorialized, militarized spatial dynamics of the
border, the illegibility of indigenous-settler history and contemporary Native American politics,
and the ever more subtle violations of Mohawk autonomy by states and corporations render the
prospects of such a diplomatic process, at best, unlikely in the short-term.
The complicated situation created by the contemporary force of the Two Row belt as a
political alternative and its simultaneous foreclosure by empire has been a subject addressed by
Michelson in other recent work. Taking the form of a video installation, the artist's Two-Row II
of 2005 is composed of two white-and-purple video streams projected in parallel horizontal rows
on the wall of a darkened exhibition room [Figure 72]. As in Third Bank the equally-sized video
streams are a montage of footage shot from four different cameras situated on a riverboat.
However, in Two-Row II the watercourse is the Grand River, a tributary of the St. Lawrence
located at the border between Ontario and the Six Nations Reserve, not far from Akwesasne.
The composition of the rows resembles that of Third Bank, but due to the geographic location
between two, rather than three national borders, depicts four separate largely-forested shorelines
arranged in mirrored pairs, one above-the-other. Although similar to the Akwesasne work, the
earlier video installation engages with the border in a distinct way due to video's more explicit
relationship to temporality and the inclusion of an audio track composed of two separate
accounts of the Grand River location, one indigenous and settler. By engaging both the border
river and the inherent temporality of video, the split audio track demonstrates how the distinct
temporal and historical frameworks employed by indigenous or settler nations produce
conflicting historical memories and completely different experiences of a site. These discrepant
understandings of time, history, and contemporary possibilities are a fundamental part of the
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border and they, the course of the video installation makes clear, have direct bearing on the
communication between nations and the wider ramifications of the geopolitical border between
them.
The projection of Two-Row II begins silently, with paired video streams fading in and
showing the gradually passing riverscape footage. Soon the audio track opens with the sounds of
a slowly chugging boat engine and the measured voice of an older Six Nations man. Over the
sounds of the boat and the continuous stream of the two rows, he begins to tell stories of his life
in the community, describing the long use of the Grand River by the Haudenosaunee displaced to
the reservation. Like the wishes of Jacir's collaborators, his narrative is bound up with the effects
of colonialism on the people and the reserve, and he describes how the reservation has
diminished in size due to white encroachment. Over ninety percent of the land making up the
Six Nations reserve according to the original land grant, he laments, has been lost to settlers.
While the grafting of the Two Row belt onto the continuous and unifying video stream suggests a
simultaneously natural and long-lasting relationship of confederal autonomy, this opening audio
points to the violation of the basic Two Row principles by Canada. In contrast to the historicity
of the Two Row belt, the narrative never suggests a point in time when the principles were
agreed upon or upheld. Rather the impression is of a fundamental discontinuity between the
audio track and the compositional structure—the Two Row structure seems virtually irrelevant to
the more recent Six Nations experience of domination and manipulation expressed in the audio.
Emphasizing the political strife broached in the opening monologue, the Six Nations man
is suddenly drowned out and silenced by another male voice entering from the right of the
screen. This overbearing speaker is clearly a non-native riverboat tour guide, similarly
addressing the viewer with an account of the river. As in conventional settler historical memory,
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his narrative focuses the viewer's attention upon the white settlement of the region, offering no
indication of the territory's prior indigenous settlement and uses. In contrast to the Six Nations
speaker's narrative, the account he offers is not framed by personal or even explicitly national
accounts of the river, but implies that the region was empty at the time of a generically “human”
settlement. It provides a classic colonial narrative of linear time beginning with the settlement of
terra nullia and progressing through various stages of civilizational development, from the
establishment of towns to the industrial development of the region. The tour guide does,
however, mention that the river creates a border between Canada and the Six Nations reserve, but
briefly sums up this fact with a quick assessment of the international relationship as “friendly.”
He then proceeds to offer more information and anecdotes about settler uses of the land.
Ominously, Two-Row II ends with the tour guide declaring that without his help, the
viewer would not have understood the river. The Six Nations man has long been silent and any
possibility of dialogue at the border has seemingly been foreclosed. In the final seconds of the
piece the tour guide's monologue is suddenly eclipsed by the toll of the boat horn, repeated three
times before the river imagery fades into the darkness of the room. The work's closing functions
as both an exclamation point and a question mark, gesturing toward the obviously discordant
indigenous-settler relations at the Grand River border while raising the question of what this
indicates for the future. The sounding of the horn ultimately takes the place of both the divided
monologues and indicates this future is of concern for both groups of people, a fact central to the
Two Row belt but repressed in the split narratives of the piece. These explicit departures from
the belt are a subtle commentary on the historicity of the border and the role of historical
memory in the different inhabitations of the site by its residents. Moreover, the departures
contrast with those of Third Bank, offering a far darker assessment of the realizability of the
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decolonized future ultimately at stake in both the installation and the original belt. Framing the
border in terms of opposing monologues, the loss of Six Nations land, and indigenous-settler
strife, the piece indicates that the Two Row agreement is completely absent from the
consciousness of settlers. With its invocation of both a separation, pointing to completely
different indigenous-settler conceptual frameworks for understanding the site and history, TwoRow II is more of a frank meditation on the collapse of the Two Row ideal and the uncertain
status the belt possesses today than any gesture toward an alternative. There is a sense in which
it may also be called melancholic, pointing to an irretrievable past ideal buried beneath layers of
interceding developments: it is not clear in the monologues whether the belt figures at all in the
historical consciousness of the two speakers. In contrast, Third Bank responds to the possibilities
for reform represented by the new border station, addressing the Two Row ideal to the future.
Anticipating progressive change, the work re-organizes the political relationships of the trinational border in an anticipatory, pre-figurative fashion according to the principles of
horizontality, parallelism, and parity.
Even if Two-Row II usefully points out that the confederal dialogue between nations
called for by Third Bank is for now a difficult process to initiate, the permanent installation of the
latter work creates a public space in which—unlikely as it may seem—such a process may be
solicited across national lines. In contrast to the invisibility of Akwesasne sovereignty
encouraged at the American border complex, the work constructs a dialogue on the historical,
present, and anticipated political relationships between the three nations. By foregrounding the
Two Row ideal, it situates this uneasy space of cross-national dialogue within a specific
Haudenosaunee tradition of international negotiation enshrined in the confederacy's Great Law
of Peace (the orally-transmitted “constitution” that sets out a process for establishing a just and
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peaceful relationship between nations divided by conflict). In this foundational building-block
of Haudenosaunee international politics, the common political space between nations—of which
we may capture a glimpse in Third Bank—is called the “clearing.”79 Employing the metaphor of
the liminal space between the “village and the woods, between home, family, safety and the
dangerous space of freedom,” the clearing is a transnational intellectual and political space where
nations recognize differences and may re-fashion their relationships.80 The clearing is almost as
fundamental as the historical memory summoned by the wampum: Alfred explains that within
the Haudenosaunee process of justice there cannot be “agreement or reconciliation”—such as
might be entailed in actualizing the Two Row ideal in the context of contemporary
globalization—without first the co-creation of such a common political space, one that generates
“respect” and “connection” while acknowledging the inherent difference between nations. Only
after the clearing has brought forth this shift in orientation may a “commitment to coexist” in
difference—the Two Row ideal and the ultimate vision of justice in the Haudenosaunee
tradition—begin to be hammered out.81
If the clearing depends upon the recognition of conflicting difference and the summoning
of historical memory and dialogue that mold them, it is precisely such a potentially
transformative, futural space that is sorely lacking in the homogenizing, deterritorializing
processes of globalization embodied in the Land Port. While Alfred describes the clearing as an
opening within a conflicted political relationship, a border zone where differences and
possibilities are illuminated and reformed relationships may be constructed, the depoliticization
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and militarization of contemporary United States borders constitutes a closing, a near-total
domination of the spatial relationship in the interest of an increasingly bellicose state agenda.82
No public art work can somehow compensate for this contemporary reality but it may, like Third
Bank, still underscore the absence of the opening, anticipating, registering, and directing the
forces of globalization that may undermine it. At sites like Three Nations Crossing, this depends
on contesting the neutralization of conflict and near-total depoliticization of the border zone
sought in the ongoing United States security strategy, while keeping open the historical memory
and inherent conflicts of the border so that they may be directed toward the ends of justice. Yet,
as figured on the simultaneously historical and pre-figurative surface of Third Bank of the River,
this memory-based clearing remains surrounded by weighty clouds and surveillance drones,
threatening to wipe new forms of solidarity, community, and freedom from contemporary
possibility altogether.
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Figure 1.

James Luna, Artifact Piece, 1987 (1990, The Decade Show). Performance.
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Figure 2

James Luna, Artifact Piece (Detail), 1987 (1990, The Decade Show).
Performance.
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Figure 3

Andreas Gursky, Chicago Board of Trade II, 1999. C-print mounted on
plexiglass, 73 x 95 inches.
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Figure 4

Ricardo Dominguez and Electronic Disturbance Theater, Zapatista Tactical
Floodnet (Screen capture), 1997. Web performance.
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Figure 5

Lu Jie, Long March Project, 1999-present. Mixed media installation, dimensions
variable.
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Figure 6

Alan Michelson, John Jacob Astor and the Native Americans (from Lower
Manhattan Sign Project, REPOhistory Collective), 1992. Silkscreened
aluminum, 18 x 24 inches.
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Figure 7

Rirkrit Tiravanja, Fear Eats the Soul, 2011. Performance and food, dimensions
variable.
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Figure 8

Jimmie Durham, Building a Nation (Detail), 2006. Mixed media installation and
performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 9

Jimmie Durham, Building a Nation (Detail), 2006. Mixed media installation and
performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 10

Jimmie Durham, Building a Nation (Detail), 2006. Mixed media installation and
performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 11

Jimmie Durham, Building a Nation (Detail), 2006. Mixed media
installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 12

Jimmie Durham, Building a Nation (Detail), 2006. Mixed media
installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 13

Jimmie Durham, Building a Nation (Detail), 2006. Mixed media
installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 14

Jimmie Durham, Building a Nation (Detail), 2006. Mixed media
installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 15

Jimmie Durham, Building a Nation (Detail), 2006. Mixed media
installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 16

Jimmie Durham, Building a Nation (Detail), 2006. Mixed media
installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 17

Jimmie Durham, Building a Nation (Detail), 2006. Mixed media
installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 18

Jimmie Durham, Building a Nation (Detail), 2006. Mixed media
installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 19

Jimmie Durham, Building a Nation (Detail), 2006. Mixed media
installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 20

Jimmie Durham, Building a Nation (Detail), 2006. Mixed media
installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 21

Jimmie Durham, Building a Nation (Detail), 2006. Mixed media
installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 22

Jimmie Durham, Building a Nation (Detail), 2006. Mixed media
installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 23

Jimmie Durham, Building a Nation (Detail), 2006. Mixed media
installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 24

Robert Matta-Clark, Splitting, 1974. Chromogenic print mounted on
board, 40 x 30 inches.
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Figure 25

Marcel Duchamp, Installation of First Papers of Surrealism, New York,
1942. Twine, dimensions variable.
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Figure 26

Mataika Ake Attakula Anel Guledisgo Hnihi: Pocahontas and Little
Carpenter in London (Detail), 1988. Mixed media installation,
dimensions variable.
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Figure 27

Mataika Ake Attakula Anel Guledisgo Hnihi: Pocahontas and Little
Carpenter in London (Detail), 1988. Mixed media installation,
dimensions variable.
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Figure 28

Jimmie Durham, Building a Nation (Detail, Performance), 2006. Mixed
media installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 29

Jimmie Durham, Building a Nation (Detail, Performance), 2006. Mixed
media installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 30

Jimmie Durham, Building a Nation (Detail, Performance), 2006. Mixed
media installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 31

Doris Salcedo, Unland: Irreversible Witness, 1995-1998. Wood, cloth, metal, and
hair. 44 x 98 x 35 inches.
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Figure 1

James Luna, Emendatio (Detail), 2005. Mixed media installation and
performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 2

James Luna, Emendatio (Detail), 2005. Mixed media installation and
performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 3

James Luna, Emendatio (Detail), 2005. Mixed media installation and
performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 4

James Luna, Half-Indian/Half-Mexican, 1991. Three black and white
photographs, each 30 x 24 inches.
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Figure 5

James Luna, Emendatio (Detail), 2005. Mixed media installation and
performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 6

James Luna, Emendatio (Detail), 2005. Mixed media installation and
performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 7

James Luna, Emendatio (Detail), 2005. Mixed media installation and
performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 8

James Luna, Emendatio (Detail), 2005. Mixed media installation and
performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 9

James Luna, Emendatio (Detail), 2005. Mixed media installation and
performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 10

James Luna, Emendatio (Detail), 2005. Mixed media installation and
performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 11

James Luna, Emendatio (Detail), 2005. Mixed media installation and
performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 12

James Luna, Emendatio (Detail), 2005. Mixed media installation and
performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 13

Hamra Abbas, Read, 2009. Mixed media installation, dimensions variable.
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Figure 14

James Luna at the National Museum of the American Indian, 2008. Photograph
showing Luna in witness protection t-shirt. Source: National Museum of the
American Indian, dimensions unknown.
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Figure 15

James Luna, Emendatio (Detail, Performance), 2005. Mixed media installation
and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 16

James Luna, Emendatio (Detail, Performance), 2005. Mixed media installation
and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 17

Bas Jan Ader, Too Sad to Tell You, 1971. 16mm film transferred onto DVD, 3
minutes 21 seconds.
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Figure 18

James Luna, Chapel of the Sacred Colors (Detail), 2000. Mixed media
installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 19

James Luna, Chapel of the Sacred Colors (Detail), 2000. Mixed media
installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 20

James Luna, Chapel of the Sacred Colors (Detail), 2000. Mixed media
installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 21

James Luna, Chapel of the Sacred Colors (Detail), 2000. Mixed media
installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 22

James Luna, Chapel of the Sacred Colors (Detail), 2000. Mixed media
installation and performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 23

James Luna, Emendatio (Detail), 2005. Mixed media installation and
performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 24

James Luna, Emendatio (Detail), 2005. Mixed media installation and
performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 25

James Luna, Emendatio (Detail), 2005. Mixed media installation and
performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 26

James Luna, Emendatio (Rehearsal), 2005. Mixed media installation and
performance, dimensions variable.
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Figure 27

James Earl Fraser, The End of the Trail, 1915. Bronze, approximately 17 x 14 x 5
feet.
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Figure 28

Alan Michelson, Third Bank of the River, 2009. Ceramic glass melting colors on
glass, 69 × 489 inches.
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Figure 59

Alan Michelson, Third Bank of the River, 2009. Ceramic glass melting colors on
glass, 69 × 489 inches.
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Figure 60

Photograph showing wampum belts carried by Haudenosaunee elders. Source:
Friends of Ganondagan State Historic Site, date and dimensions unknown.
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Figure 61

Smith-Miller and Hawkinson Architects, Massena, NY Land Port of Entry, 2009.
Photograph, lobby.
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Figure 62

Smith-Miller and Hawkinson Architects, Massena, NY Land Port of Entry, 2009.
Photograph, Canada-facing exterior.
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Figure 63

Smith-Miller and Hawkinson Architects, Massena, NY Land Port of Entry, 2009.
Photograph, Canada-facing exterior.
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Figure 64

Smith-Miller and Hawkinson Architects, Massena, NY Land Port of Entry, 2009.
Photograph, office.
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Figure 65

Robert Smithson, A Nonsite (an indoor earthwork), later retitled A Nonsite: Pine
Barrens, NJ, 1968. Map panel with aluminum and sand. 12 x 65.75 inches.
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Figure 66

Tacita Dean, Fernsehturm, 2001. 16mm color anamorphic film, optical sound, 44
minutes
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Figure 67

Sam Durant, Proposal for White and Indian Dead Monument Transpositions,
Washington D.C., 2005. 30 monuments and one architectural model: MDF,
fiberglass, foam, enamel, acrylic, basswood, balsa wood, birch veneer, copper,
dimensions variable
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Figure 68

Alan Michelson, Earth’s Eye, 1990. 40 cast concrete markers, each 22 x 14 x 6
inches.
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Figure 69

Guillermo Gómez-Peña, Border Brujo, 1990. Video, 52 minutes.
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Figure 70

Christian Philip Műller, Green Borders (Detail), 1993. Mixed media installation,
dimensions variable
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Figure 71

Emily Jacir, Where We Come From (Detail), 2001–2003. 30 framed laser prints
and 32 c-prints mounted on Sintra plastic, and DVD, dimensions variable.
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Figure 72

Alan Michelson, TwoRow II, 2005. Four-channel video with sound, 13:05
minutes, 108 × 576 inches.
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